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CHAPTER 1

AIMS OF THE STUDY AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Throughout our history, isolation has been a constant problem. Despite population
growth and the development of sophisticated networks of transportation and communi-
cations, many of the basic disabilities of living and working in rural and isolated areas
remain. Today, because of these developments, we are probably much more aware of
the discrepancies that exist between coastal/urban and rural/isolated living than ever
before.

Increased personal affluence, mobility, changes in the economic and workforce struc-
ture, and the greatly increased participation of women in paid employment over the
past two decades have sharply revealed issues and problems faced by individuals,
communities, and industries in the more remote regions of the state and Australia.
From the first itinerant teachers to the most recent satellite trials and Distance Edu-
cation Centres, the Queensland Department of Education has been innovative and
flexible in seeking to meet the needs of isolated school children. In many areas of
the provision of education for children in isolated areas this state has been at the
very forefront of development.

No.-withstanding the best endeavours of the past, the problems and needs of today
must be clearly defined, measured, and communicated to those in positions best placed
to implement change. As this chapter documents, many recent reports have
commented and recommended on issues related to the quality and delivery of
education in rural and isolated areas of Australia. One such issue is that of appro-
priately preparing teachers for service in isolated areas; another is the problem of
attracting teachers to, and retaining teachers in, these remote places.

1.1 Aims of the study

This study aims to provide an insight into the problems and needs of teachers
throughout Queensland, with special reference to rural and isolated areas. The
findings may prove useful to those involved in the pre-service preparation of primary
and secondary teachers, administrators in schools, and providers of in-service courses,
and may ultimately lead to an enhancement of the quality of education afford.d to
children in isolated areas.

Involving as it did a wide spectrum of interested and knowledgeable people, this
study brings together experience and opinion from all levels of the education system
and from numerous communities in which the day-to-day realities of education assume
personal dimensions. The report seeks to represent the situation as it is and to bring
forward appropriate comments and recomrrendations which should assist in shaping the
provi:ions and practices of the future.

1.2 Review of the literature

1.2.1 Introduction

The last ten or so years have seen an increased interest in rural education
among educators and social scientists in various fields, both in Australia and overseas.

In Australia, problems in rural education have been noted in such national
reports as those of the 1976 Commission of Inquiry into Poverty, the 1980 National In-
quiry into Teacher Education and the Schools Commission's Report for the Triennium
1982-1984. In addition, a number of studies, inquiries and conferences have occurred
within the individual states. As Tomlinson (1985) points out, the Australian literature
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Is limited, most reports being in-house documents of the various State Departments of
Education.

While earlier studies focused on educational disadvantages of rurality, studies
undertaken in the 1980s (e.g. those done as part of an OECD-initiated prok.ct on rural
education) have indicated rural schools should be viewed as different from rather than
inferior to metropolitan schools.

This review presents relevant findings of selected Australian research reports
and inquiries dating mainly from the mid-1970s +o the present. The findings relevant
to this study are presented under the following headings:

. The context of rural education
- school and pupil characteristics

teacf-es characteristics
- school-community relationships

. Selection of teachers for rural schools

. Pre-service education of teachers for rural schools

. Induction and in-service education of rural teachers

. Other support services and conditions tar rural teachers.

The si..bject of distance teaching is not addressed in this review, nor are
findings concerned specifically with particular groups of rural children (e.g. Abo-
riginals, girls, gifted children and the handicapped).

1.2.2 The context of rural education

School and pupil characteristics

Small zize

Rural schools generally have small numbers of teachers and pupils.

Smallness can be seen as a disadvantage in that it often means:

fewer resources and facilities such as library books, sports and laboratory
equipment

. lack of contact with specialist teachers such as subject and career coun-
sellors, special education teachers, subject specialists

. the need to conduct multiple-age classes, which many teachers find difficult
to organise and teach

. difficulty in providing for exceptional children, due to their very small
numbers

. the same pupils and teachers being involved with each other for a number of
years in spite of teacher difficulties or personality clashes

. teachers being expected to take classes in subjects for which they lack
academic preparation; secondary teachers being expected to teach in several
content areas

. a greater expectation that teachers will take extra-curricular activities

. each teacher being required to undertake a greater burden of non-
instructional duties (e.g. curriculum development, administrative tasks).

(See Commission of Inquiry into Poverty, 1976; Education Commission of New
South Wales, 1984; French, 1981; Harris, Pe.loth and Smolicz, n.d.; Lake, 1983;
Meyenn, 1983; Turney, Sinclair and Cairns, 1980.)

2.
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On the other hand, smallness can be seen as an advantage because it en-
courages or permits features such as:

an informal, familial environment, providing security and fostering con-
fidence

. teachers knowing their pupils comparatively well as individuals, and being
better able to understand their family background

grater opportunity for each student to make an easily recognisable con-
tribution to the ongoing life of the school, providing a sense of belonging
and of value to the school

. greater potential for the curricul 'm to be made relevant and related to the
pupil's environment and experienc...:

. smaller clossts, permitting more individual attention to be given to pupils

. Integrated leaning, a flexible timetable, individualised and small-group
instruction, peer or cress -age tutoring, cross-age grouping, and "main-
streaming" of mildly handicapped children

. teachers having a sense of control over curriculum content and teaching
methods, with more flexibility to capitalise on their own individual strengths
and the opportunities afforded by their particular situation

. a minimal bureaucratic structure, allowing a higher proportion of resources
to be devoted to instruction and less to "systems maintenance", and an
emphasis on the needs of children rather -han on the organisational demands
created by a large institution

. use of the community and local environment as learning resources, which
can result in more varied and more effective learning experiences than are
provided by many large schools

. for schools with both primary and secondary departments, the potential to
implement a K-10 or 1-10 school policy in the various curriculum areas and
for a smoother transition of pupils between school levels.

(See Brown and Maisey, 1980; Harris et al., n.d.; Lake, 1983; Maroya, 1985;
Meyenn, 1983; Meyenn and Boylan, 1985; Middleton, 1984; Miland, 1983;
Mossenson, 1979; National Inquiry into Teacher Education, 1980.)

lbotati.on

In 1981, approxi nately 16,000 teachers (9 per cent of the total teaching :.orce)
in Australia were located in schools that were more than 150 kilometres from a
regional centre (Schools Commission, 1981). The remoteness of many rural
schools, together with the small size of their staffs, can lead rural teachers to
feel professionally isolated (Education Commission of New South Wales, 1984;
Lake, 1983). They lack ready access to various resources and information
which are more easily available in cities, and those wishing to undertake
further formal study must generally do so externally. Those in one-teacher
schools lack the professional support provided by daily contact with their peers.

Because of their small size and geographic location, rural communities often
have a more restricted range of entertainment facilities, consumer goods,
health and education services and so forth than do larger urban areas. This can
lead to a degree of cultural isolation which is likely to be more keenly felt by
teachers than others in the community.

3.
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Pupa chatactmati.cz

In the 1970s, the Commission of Inquiry into Poverty found that because of
various selection processes operating on country children (e.g. those in
wealthier families being sent to private boarding schools in cities), the
populations of many country schools were biased to -irds the lower soc.o-
economic groups. This, together with lack of local employment and tertia.-y
education opportunities, was seen as adversely affecting the educational
aspirations of pupils. Low motivation was associated with low levels of
educational achievement. Mc Swan (1987) reported similar findings in a study of
progression and retention rates of secondary school children in western Queens-
land.

A large study in New South Wales (Turney et al., 1980) found that geographi-
cally isolated students had lower levels of self-esteem, felt less in control of
their school learning and achievement, and had lower levels of reading
achievement than urban children of the same age.

The Commonwealth Schools Commission (1985) comments on the need for
enhanced self-concept and attitudes to learning among country students.

However, by contrast, a study in Western Australia (Brown and Maisey, 1980)
found that students from a small rural primary school achieved well when they
went on to high school.

Teacher characteristic.

Age and expenience

Teachers jn rural schools are frequently young and inexperienced. For example,
in a recent study, it was found that 37 per cent of teachers in western
Queensland were under 25 years old while 14 per cent of teachers in the rest of
the state were under 25 (Mc Swan, 1985).

(See also French, 1981; Harris et al., n.d.; Miland, 1983; Interim Committee for
the Australian Schools Commission, 1973; Sher, 1981.)

Youth and inexperience may be regarded as a disadvantage in some respects,
both for the teachers themselves (e.g. in having to adjust both io teaching and
to rural life) and for the pupils whom they teach (e.g. exacerbating the
problems of providing for exceptional children) (Brown and Maisey, 1980). But
young teachers also bring vitality and awareness of the most recent develop-
ments in education (Miland, 1983).

Mobil

The literature suggests that teachers generally regard rural postings as un-
desirable and tend not to stay long in rural schools; this has r-eant that the
rate of staff turnover for country schools has been overall much higher than
that for urban schools (Commission of Inquiry into Poverty, 1976; Common-
wealth Schools Commission, 1985; Interim Committee for the Australian Schools
Commission, 1973; National Inquiry into Teacher Education, 1980). A study by
the Board of Teacher Education (1986) showed that, in July 1985, the median
length of time which teachers in western Queensland had been teaching in their
present school was eighteen months, compared with a state-wide median of
two-and-a-half years.

A high teacher mobilii y rate can contribute to the instability or discontinuity

4.
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of school programs and activities (Committee of Review: Education 2000 Sub-
missions, 1986; Harris et al., n.d.; Ministerial Advisory Committee, 1986), and
can inhibit teachers from identifying with the particular school and community
concerned and detract from the community's acceptance of the teacher (Stoes-
siger, 1982). Yet, a high turnover of teachers can be beneficial in introducing
new ideas to conservative rural communities (Education Commission of New
South Wales, 1984) and in allowing children in very small schools to experience
a variety of teachers during their primary education (Brown and Maisey, 1980).

In the 1980s, authors in some states reported decreased staff turnover in rural
schools (Education Commission of New South Wales, 1984; Edwards, 1981;
Meyenn and Boylan, 1985). However, the study by the Board of Teacher
Education (1986) indicates that, in western Queensland schools, the turnover
rate is still higher than in metropolitan schools.

School/community relationships

Active interdependence between the school and its community is one of the key
attributes of rural education (Maxwell, 1981). The role of rural schools in local
economic, political and social development is the focus of Stoessiger's (1982)
overview of various state projects on rural education. The rural school is a
primary source of community pride, identity and stability, and often of public
entertainment. The resulting degree of parental and community involvement in
the school can be advantageous in acting to support the teacher's efforts.
Indeed, teachers in Lake's (1983) study in Western Australia saw the school-
community relationship as an imports'- advantage of teaching in a country
school (see also Brown and Maisey, 1980; Maroya, 1985).

At the same time, the extended social interaction between local families and
teachers, and the additional social responsibilities placed on teachers (e.g.
arranging social activities to be held in the school building), may lead the rural
teacher to feel a lack of personal freedom and privacy (Education Commission
of New South Wales, 1984; Lake, 1983). Rural teachers generally come from
outside the district and have little knowledge or understanding of the lifestyle
and existing relationships and networks in the community concerned. Thus, the
education programs they provide may be inappropriate to the rural context and
relations between rural teachers and parents may be poor (Commission of
Inquiry into Poverty, 1976; Education Commission of New South Wales, 1984;
Turney et al., 1980).

This helps to explain the often ambivalent attitude of rural communities
towards schools: while they value education greatly, they may see the local
school itself as a foreign influence (McLean, 1981).

1.2.3 Selection of teachers for rural schools

Several suggestions and recommendations concerning the selection of teachers
for rural schools are made in the literature. Those following deal with ways of
helping to overcome the perceived problems indicated in the previous section:

teacher education institutions, in selecting teaching candidates, should ensure that
rural dwellers are well-represented. In this way, schools could be allocated staff
who have personal knowledge of rural life (Education Department of Western
Australia, 1980; Sher, 1981)

teacher employing authorities should actively identify and recruit individuals
aspiring to be rural teachers (Maxwell, 1981)

some suitability criteria should be used in the selection of teachers for appoint-
ment to rural schools. This would ensure that staff are more sensitive to rural

5.
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values and circumstances, and possibly reduce the mobility of teachers (Education
Commission of New South Wales, 1984; Education Department of Western Aub-
tralil, 1980). For example, preference could be given to those whose professional
preparction was particularly oriented to rural schools, who hove talents and
interests relevant to such an appointment, who because of having lived in country
areas have an understanding of rural life, who exhibit a capacity for professional
self-reliance, or who have access to personal support systems in the local area
(Brown and Maisey, 1980; Education Commission of lv. w South Wales, 1984;
Maroya, 1985; Stoessiger, 1982; Turney et al., 1980)

in general, beginning or inexperienced teachers should not be placed in isolated
schools (Committee of :Zeview: Education 2000 Submissions, 1986; Costigan, 1986;
Education Commission of New South Wales, 1984; National into Teacher
Education, 1980; Standing Committee on Education and the Arts, 1976; Turney et
al., 1980).

1.2.4 Pre-service education of teachers

Genaat

Teacher preparation programs are seen by some writers (e.g. Darnell, 1981;
Newman, 1985) as providing little in the way of preparation aimed specifically
at teaching in rural schools.

Some teacher education practices are even perceived as being inimical to
effective rural teaching. For example, the existence of separate courses and
approaches for primary and secondary teachers inhibits teachers from exploiting
the advantages of the K-10 (kindergarten to Year 10) organisation of some
rural schools (Brown and Maisey, 1980). However, a survey of Queensland
final-year teacher education students (Board of Teacher Edu,..atinn, 1983) found
that a majority (61 per cent) felt they had been adequately prepared to teach
in small country schools.

General reports have recommended that pre-service teaching programs include
components which would help to prepare teachers for teaching and living in
rural and remote areas (Australian Rural Adjustment Unit, 1984; Commission of
Inquiry into Poverty, 1976; Committee of Review: Education 2000 Submissions,
1986; Costigan, 1986; Ministerial Advisory Committee, 1986; Turney et al.,
1980). This is suggested either for all prospective teachers, since it is argued
that most are likely to teach in rural areas at some stage in their careers
(Darnell, 198 or for those particularly wishing to teach in rural areas
(Education C ;rnni;...sion of New South Wales, 1984; Meyenn, 1983).

Topics seen pudic tiarly relevant to rural postings include: teaching multi-
age groups ; idiv'oc!ising instruction, community education, environmental
studies, e>., tiol learning, adapting to rural communities, and motivating
pupils (Joh.1,:ci, 1981; Sher, 1981). Above all, perhaps, teacher candidates need
to be made aware of the potential advantages of rural teaching and of how to
capitalise on these (National Inquiry into Teacher Education, 1980). It has been
suggested that a body of case study material on a variety of rural areas should
be built up by the colleges with the assistance of employing authorities
(Johnston, 1981).

Fieid expv,i.ence

Frequently cited as a crucial or at least useful aspect of pre-service pre-
paration for rural teaching is practice teaching in rural and isolated areas (Edu-
cation Commission of New South Wales, 1984; Johnston, 1981; Maxwell, 1981;
National Inquiry into Teacher Education, 1980). Such experience is seen as

6.
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necessary if courses on curriculum design for rural schools or on relating to the
rural community are to have much impact (Turney et al., 1980).

Indeed, a Queensland Board of Teacher Education survey of final-year teacher
educatior students in 1983 found that the option most preferred by students for
better preparing them to teach in rural and isolated areas was teaching prac-
tice in country schools.

To be of maximum value, rural teaching practices must (i) be of sufficient
duration - one to two weeks may be too short to enable students to appreciate
fully the rural school and its community; and (ii) be in a sufficiently small com-
munity - practice in a large rural town may be similar to urban teaching prac-
tice (e.g. in having single grade classes) (Lake, 1983).

Teacher education institutions frequently state as obstacles to a more extensive
form of rural practice the cost to institutions and students, the difficulty of
supervision, and their limited control over the quality of supervising teachers.
However, Lake questions the validity of these claimed obstacles, and also
suggests alternatives to conventional rural practice (e.g. substituting competent
on-site personnel in rural areas for lecturers to supervise students). Field
experience in urban schools which have adopted the multigrade or family
grouping model has been suggested as an alternative to practice teaching in
rural schools. The Queensland Ministerial Advisory Committee on Distance
Education (1986), although discounting mandatory practice teaching in remote
locations as impractical and of limited generalisability, nevertheless
recommended that, as far as practicable, pre-service courses involve at least
one placement in a multigrade setting.

Mc Swan (1986) describes an apparently successfu' scheme for giving selected
James Cook University student teachers practice ,caching experience on rural
properties and in small schools in western Queensland. At another Queensland
institution (Darling Downs Institute of Advanced Education) student teachers
must spend one of their practicum placements in a multi-age situation.

1.2.5 Induction and in-service education of rural teachers

In general, it would appear that teachers are given no special pre-appointment
induction or appropriate in-service preparation before appointment or transfer to a
rural school (Education Commission of New South Wales, 1984). There are exceptions
to this, an example being the meetings organised by the Queensland North-West
Regional Office in Brisbane towards the end of each school year for teachers posted
to that region (Board of Teacher Education, 1983). The Queensland Education
Department also runs induction programs for beginning principals in small schools
(Costigan, 1986).

Suggestions from the literature regarding induction include:

provision for beginning teachers in isolated schools to have a reduced teaching load
to allow them time to consult former lecturers, visit teacher centres, or attend
appropriate in-service courses (National Inquiry into Teacher Education, 1980)

provision of appropriate induction programs for all teachers moving into service in
remote schools for the first time (Costigan, 1986; Education Commission of New
South Wales, 1984; Ministerial Advisory Committee, 1986)

provision of a community-based teacher induction process to increase teacher
sensitivity to local culture (Brown and Maisey, 1980; Stoessiger, 1982).

7.
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In-service education

The increased provision of in-service education for rural teachers is recom-
mended in much of the literature on rural education. Suggestions tend to be
more concerned with the mode of presentation than with content.

Mode o6 pkeuntation

The relative professional isolation of rural teachers means that they need
special consideration as far as the provision of in-service education is con-
cernea (Committee of Review: Education 2000 Submissions, 1986; Meyenn,
1983).

A major suggestion in the literature is to give priority to school-based in-
service activities. Ways of doing this include: conducting workshops and
s-.minars in particular schools; providing consultants knowledgeable about
isolated communities and students to give advice and assistance to individual
teachers or small groups of teachers about everyday teaching and about the
development and implementation of special programs; introducing a number of
mobile curriculum resource units containing relevant and up-to-date professional
literature and teaching materials; creating abundant opportunities for pro-
fessional cooperation and inter-school visitation by teachers (e.g. observation,
discussion, teacher exchanges), especially for teachers in one- and two-teacher
schools; developing special in-school support systems whereby specially skilled
and experienced teachers assist less experienced colleagues; and matching an
outside resource person with a local teacher on a regular basis to evaluate
classroom practice and to explore possibilities for change (Brown and Maisey,
1980; Education Department of Western Australia, 1980; Ministerial Advisory
Committee, 1986; Sher, 1981; Turney et al., 1980).

Based on a study of small Catholic primary schools in Queensland, Costigan
(1986) recommends the greater availability of consultancy services in particular
curriculum areas. In-service support for teachers in small schools in
Queensland at present occurs largely through informal, teacher-initiated
"mutual aid groups": staff of small schools in a geographical area meet
periodically for some fore- of professional interaction. This is seen by Costigan
as inadequate compared to support processes and programs available interstate
and overseas.

The need is recognised for adequate provision of release time and relief staff
to enable isolated teachers to participate in and benefit from in-service
activities (Ministerial Advisory Committee, 1986; National Inquiry into Teacher
Education, 1980; Turney et al., 1980). Turney et al. suggest the recruitment of
an "in-service task force" of specially prepared and selected curriculum con-
sultants, school counsellors, careers advisers, relief teachers and student
teachers who would, with a number of fully-equipped mobile curriculum
resource units, professional libraries and seminar/workshop rooms, travel to the
various schools, meeting the in-service needs of all staff.

Professional development of isolated teachers involves a significant cost in
travel and accommodation. To improve opportunities, it may be necessary for
employing authorities to increase budgetary allocations (Education Commission
of New South Wales, 1984).

One way of overcoming these costs is the greater use of distance learning
techriques, especially those involving communications technology (Education
Commission of New South Wales, 1984; Education Department of Western
Australia, 1980; Ministerial Advisory Committee, 1986; National Inquiry into
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Teacher EJvcction, 1980). In particular, the Q-Net system in Queensland offers
the potential to increase greatly the provision of in-service education to
teachers in remote areas. The Queensland Department of Education, for
example, transmits the Early Literacy In-Service Course (ELIC) through Q-Net,
and TAFE and higher education institutions plan to make extensive use of
Q-Net (Board of Teacher Education, 1987).

It is also suggested that there be greater continuity between pre-service and in-
service education through the development of an effective relationship between
teacher education institutions and employing authorities; for example, teacher
education staff could be deplord in sustained school-based support and spend
alternate periods in the field and in college (Johnston, 1981; Ministerial
Advisory Committee, 1986).

Content

Teacher development activities for rural teachers should enable these teachers
to tailor their activities to the social and organisational patterns of the par-
ticular school and its community (Education Department of Western Australia,
1980). This implies that teachers and community members should have aninfluential voice in both the content ano conduct of in-service programs.
Possible foci for such professional develor-nent activities might include:

the value of community participation and the processes by which it can be
fostered; establishing effective links with the community
specific curriculum development skills and insights, e.g. procedures for
introducing local adaptations to curriculum

the community values and circumstances of life in the particular rural area
examined from the perspective of recently-appointed staff
different school organisation styles

developing programs for gifted and other exceptional children; fostering the
learning of children from all relevant socio-cultural groups
devising and implementing programs suitable for multigrade class situations
teaching techniques and strategies for small schools

the utilisation of system-level support staff and resources and the regional
support services available to teachers.

(Costigan, 1986; Education Department of Western Australia, 1980; National
Inquiry into Teacher Education, 1980).

1.2.6 Other support services and conditions for rural teachers

Support isenvica

For rural teachers, access to support and specialist assistance such as visiting
advisory teachers and regional guidance officers is often difficult.

Cooperative efforts between nearby schools could help overcome some problemsof smallness and isolation in relation to specialist teaching needs and curri-
culum development. Use of regional advisory staff and teacher-sharing schemes
can allow schools to adopt procedures suited to the particular demographic or
social needs of the community (Brown and Maisey, 1980). In Queensland, the
Rural Secondary Support Scheme uses modern technology to provide secondary
students in remote areas with access to subjects which they would not other-
wise be able to study.
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Greater access to itinerant teachers and access to resource centres through
improved technology are recommended. A need is seen for part-time itinerant
specialists, remedial teachers and advisory support staff in small isolated
schools if, as proposed by the Queensland government, some specialist teaching
is introduced in Year 7 (Committee of Review: Education 2000 Submissions,
1986; Department of Education, 1985).

Co nclZti.on.6

It is recognised that in order to make rural postings more attractive to
teachers, and to generate and nurture genuine commitment to rural service
among teachers, the following will be needed:

. a concerted and positive approach to promotion of service in rer- 'e schools

. sensitive staffing policies and practices (e.g. clustering arran:jemt.nts to
facilitate a balance of age and experience among staff in schools in a
particular area)

. improved communications with remote schools

. improvements in working conditions (e.g. adcitional relief from face-to-face
teaching for teachers in very small schools)

. improved teacher housing

. attractive career inducements.

(Committee of Review: Education 2000 Submissions, 1986; Education
Commission of New South Wales, 1984; Maxwell, 1981; Ministerial Advisory
Committee, 1986; Newman, 1985.)

Edwards (1981) notes that industrial incentives available to teachers in rura
areas (e.g. housing subsidies, locality allowances and priority in transf
applications) have been seen more as overcoming the disadvantages of count
appointment rather than as an incentive.

1.3 Summary

1

r
Y

The Australian literature indicates that rural and isolated schools generally
contain small numbers of pupils and teachers; these schools are staffed by young and
inexperienced teachers who tend to stay in the school for a relatively short period of
time and who are professionally, as well as geographically, isolated. Rural teachers
generally come from outside the district and may have little understanding or
knowledge of the local community or the needs of their pupils.

A greater proportion of pupils in rural and isolated schools than in city schools
seem to be drawn from the lower socio-economic groups, and pupils in rural and iso-
lated schools appear to be less motivated and have lower levels of educational
achievement than do pupils in coastal and larger urban areas.

The rural school is often seen as the focal point of th% community and there is
often a great deal of parental and community involvement in the activities of the
local school. This involvement can be a valuable means of support for teachers but
can, on the other hand, lead to increased press,,res on teachers unused to such a
degree of parental interest.

While the literature indicates that teaching in rural and isolated sch
in a different context from teaching in urban schools, there appears t
specific provision within pre-service teacher education programs to prepa
for service in rural schools. Induction and in-service support also ap
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lacking. There is, nonetheless, no shortage of suggestions in the literature for
improving the pre-service preparation and in-service support for teaching in rural and
isolated areas.

As Tomlinson (1985) points out, however, the Australian literature on teaching
in rural and isolated areas is somewhat limited. With respect to Queensland speci-
fically, there is a lack of a strong research base on which to build recommendations
and to implement suggestions for improving rural and isolated teaching. This Judy
attempts to build such a research base by gathering the opinions and perceptions of
teachers and community members on the context of rural and isolated teaching, pre-
ervice teacher education and induction and in-service support.
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CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

It was decided to use mailed questionnaires as the principal data collection technique.
Four schedules were developed: two for western (rural and isolated) areas and two for
coastal and near coastal areas. In each area both teachers and parent community
members wer surveyed. The questionnaire sought to gain an overview of teaching
and living in these two different parts of the state. Because questionnaires are
unable to capture important aspects of the complex interactions and networks within
communities, a case study of one isolated western rural community was undertaken.
This case study is to be reported separately.

2.1 Development of the questionnaires

The development of the questionnaires began with the design of two pilot
questionnaires to be administered in western rural and isolated areas. Draft pilot
teacher and community questionnaires were reviewed by the Research Committee of
the Board of Teacher Education and by a number of consultants with specialised know-
ledge of or expertise in teaching in rural and isolated areas. The pilot teacher
questionnaire sought information on: personal details, present teaching appointment,
pre-service teacher education, problems associated with teaching in small rural towns
and help available, perceptions of school, community and teacher role and career
aspirations. The pilot community questionnaire sought details concerning: personal
information, opinions of the local area, desirable qualities of teachers, attitudes
towards teacher mobility, community responsibility towards teachers and schools,
school-community relationships, opinions about teacher education, and attitudes
towards school employing authority support for teachers and schools.

The pilot questionnaires contained forced-choice items as well as many open-
ended questions.

Both questionnaires were mailed to fourteen schools in north-western Queens-
land. These schools comprised government and non-government primary and secondary
schools. Principals were asked to pass the appropriate questionnaires on to teachers,
and, in selected schools, to parents, for them to complete and return in a reply-paid
envelope. In all, 107 teachers and principals and 142 parents were requested to
complete trial questionnaires. Forty-three teacher questionnaires and 45 community
questionnaires were returned, representing response rates of 40 per cent and 32 per
cent respectively.

The purpose of the trialling was two-fold: first, to ensure the appropriateness
of the wording of particular questions and to discover any ambiguities in inter-
pretation by respondents; and second, to obtain from answers to the open-ended
questions, categories of possible responses f use in the questionnaire to be employed
in the main survey. Provision was includ. . for respondents to give information and
opinion overlooked in the schedule.

Following analysis of the pilot questionnaires, both teacher and community
questionnaires were revised and again reviewed by the Board's Research Committee
and the consultants to the project. Some new questions were added as a result of this
Process. The final questionnaire to teachers in rural and isolated areas comprised 44
questions, including a final question wh.ch asked for c:-..fieral comments. Apart from
the "general comments" question, there were six open-ended questions on the teacher
questionnaire. The teacher questionnaire sought information on the following broad
areas:
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. personal details (e.g. age, time in district, type of school attended)

. present teaching situation (e.g. type and size of school)

. pre-service teacher education

. teacher attitudes towards present teaching situation
desirable teacher qualities

induction and in-service support

future career plans.

The final community questionnaire for rural and isolated areas contained 23
questions. The sole open-ended question was the final one inviting general comments.
The areas in which the community questionnaire sought information were:

personal details (e.g. age, time in district, type of school attended, number of
children)

. desirable teacher qualities
. attitudes towards schools and teachers
. opinions of pre-service teacher education.

It was considered that it would be very useful to contrast and compare teaching
in rural and isolated areas with teaching in coastal and near coastal areas of
Queensland. Data from coastal and near coastal teachers and parents would provide
baseline data and would help to identify those issues which were specific to teaching
in rural and isolated areas. Accordingly, modified forms of the teacher and parent
questionnaires were developed for completion by coastal and near coastal groups.
Some questions were able to be used on both forms of the questionnaires, but other
questions needed to be modified to make them applicable to non-western respondents.
A number of questions which had a specific rural focus were omitted. The question-
naire to coastal and near coastal teachers contained 37 questions and the question-
naire to coastal and near coastal parents contained 20 questions.

Samples of the questionnaires are presented in Appendix 1.

2.2 Definition of the study areas

At the time the survey was undertaken, the Queensland Department of Edu-
cation administereu education in Queensland through ten educational regions. These
regions provide a convenient means of defining rural and isolated areas.

The three most remote regions are the South-Western, North-Western and
Peninsula regions. As the Peninsula region has its own particular characteristics,
population structure, ethnic groups and economic base, which distinguish it somewhat
from the other remote areas, it was decided to exclude this region from the rural and
isolated study area. The Central and Northern regions extend a considerable way
inland, and some of the shires from these regions were therefore also included in the
rural and isolated area. The remaining educational regions contained mainly coastal
and near coastal areas and these were included in the coastal and near coastal areas,
although the shire of Balonne in the Darling Downs region and the city of Charters
Towers in the Northern region were excluded.

The study areas therefore co 'prised:
Western rural and isolated area

North-Western region
South-Western region
Shires of Belyando, Peak Downs, Emerald and Bauhinia in Central region
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Shire of Dalrymple in Northern region

Coastal and near coastal area

Brisbane-North region
Brisbane-South region
Brisbane-West region
Darling Downs region excluding the shire of Balonne
Wide Bay region
Central region excluding the shires of Belyando, Peak Downs, Emerald and

Bauhinia
Northern region excluding the shire of Dalrymple and city of Charters Towers.

The above areas are shown in Figure 2.1.

2.3 Selection of samples

In both the western and coastal areas, schools were stratified according to
geographical location (shire within region) and type (government preschool, government
primary, government secondary, non-government primary and non - government
secondary). Within the rural and isolated area, half of the schools in each stratum
were chosen for inclusion in the samplc. All of the teachers from the selected
schools were included in the rural and isolated teacher sample. The parents of pupils
in a sub-sample of the schools were chosen for the parent sample. In the smaller
schools, all of the parents were included, while for the larger schools, only parents of
Year 7 pupils (for primary schools) or of Year 10 pupils (for secondary schools) formed
part of the sample.

These sampling procedures resulted in the selection of teachers in 97 rural and
isolated schools, comprising 59 government primary schools, six government secondary
schools, 14 non-government primary schools, two non-government secondary schools
and 16 preschools. Parents from a sub-sample of fourteen of these schools were also
selected. These were paretIts of pupils in nine government primary schools, two non-
government primary schools, two government secondary schools and one non-govern-
ment secondary school.

A similar strategy was used to select schools from the coastal and near coastal
area of Queensland. Because there are many more schools and teachers in the coastal
and city areas, only one in thirty of these schools was chosen in the sample. This
resulted in a total of 53 schools, comprising 26 government primary schools, sever
non-government primary schools, four government secondary schools, three non-
government secondary schools and 13 preschools being selected. The parent sample
was drawn from twelve of these schools, comprising seven government primary
schools, two non-government primary schools, two government secondary schools and
one non-government secondary school.

2.4 Administration of questionnaires

In October and November 1985, principals of the selected schools were for-
warded a letter explaining the purposes of the study and its potential outcomes. In
the letter, principals were asked for their assistance in distributing questionnaires to
teachers, and, where appropriate, to parents of pupils at their school. Sufficient
copies of the teacher and parent questionnaires were included for distribution.
Principals were also asked to return a form indicating the number of parent
questionnaires distributed. In the event, six principals did not return this form, so an
estimate of the number of parents given questionnaires in these schools was made for
the purpose of calculating the size of the total sample of parents. The number of
teachers in each school was known from the Board of Teacher Education's records.
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The questionnaires to parents and teachers included a covering letter again
explaining the purposes of the study and including instructions for completion and
return. The covering letter also assured teachers and parents of the confidentiality of
their response. Respondents were asked to return questionnaires using a reply-paid
envelope which was included with each questionnaire. Two follow-up letters were
forwarded to principals seeking their cooperation in improving the response rate.

The final response rates achieved are shown below in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Response rates to questionnaires

Group

No. in

sample

No.

returned

Response

rate

Rural and isolated teachers

Rural and isolated parents

Coastal and near coastal teachers

Coastal and near coastal parents

854

645

794

540

504

215

405

179

59

33

51

33

The final response rates of 59 per cent for rural teachers, 33 per cent for rural
parents, 51 per cent for non-rural teachers and 33 per cent for non-rural parents may
be regarded as somewhat disappointing, yet not atypical of response rates for surveys
of this type. As all questionnaires were forwarded through principals, it is possible
that some questionnaires may not have reached their intended audience thus producing
a lower apparent response raic The fact that questionnaires were forwarded near the
end of the school year, which is usually a busy time for schools, may also have
adversely influenced the number of responses. A third factor contributing to the
relatively poor response rate may have been that insufficient time was allowed
between mailing of questionnaires and the deadline for responses printed in the
instructions for completing the questionnaire. While over two weeks was allowed
between mailing and the response deadline, some respondents in rural and isolated
areas reported that they had not received their questionnaires until the deadline had
passed. Some potential resr idents may therefore have been deterred from replying
because of a belief that thuir questionnaire would not be used if returned after the
closing date.

The response rate among the various sub-groups was somewhat uneven.
Generally, the response rate from government schools was higher than that for non-
government schools.

For the western teachers, the response rate ranged from 38 per cent for
teachers in non-government secondary schools to 86 per cent for preschool teachers,
although only very small samples of this latter category of teachers were taken. Of
the three larger subgroups of rural and isolated teachers, response rates varied from
55 per cent for government secondary schools to 67 per cent for non-government
primary schools.

The higlit t response rate for rural and isolated parents was 39 per cent for
government primary schools, while there was no reply from the one non-government
secondary school in western Queensland whose parents were asked to return question-
naires.
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Response rates for coastal teachers varied between 27 per cent for non-govern-
ment secondary schools and 57 per cent for government primary schools. For coastal
parents, the lowest response rate was from non-government secondary schools ( 8 per
cent) and the highest from government primary schools (44 per cent).

23 Analysis and reporting of results

The main method of analysis used was the simple calculation of the number and
proportion of respondents who chose each alternative to each question. These fre-
quency tables are reported in the following chapters of the report. Where appro-
priate, two-part tables, showing the responses of western rural and isolated res-
pandents, and coastal and near coastal reL.Iondents are used.

In addition to the simple frequencies, a large number of cross-tabulations was
performed for rural and isolated respondents only. The purpose of these was to
determine if there was any relationship between certain characteristics of rural and
isolated teachers and parents and their attitudes towards and experiences of living and
teaching in western Queensland. The detailed tables giving the results of significant
cross-tabwations are presented in Appendix 3. Comment is made on these in the text
where appropriate.

2.6 Summary

Information for this study was gained from questionnaire responses of teachers
and parents in both western rural and isolated areas a.id coastal and near coastal
areas of Queensland. In all, responses were received from 504 rural teachers, 215
rural parents, 405 coastal teachers and 179 coastal parents. The respective response
rates for the four groups were 59 per cent, 33 per cent, 51 per cent and 33 per cent.
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CHAPTER 3

THE CONTEXT: BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON TEACHERS
AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS

3.1 Personal details of the teachers

There was the same proportion of male and female teachers in both western
and coastal schools. As Table 3.1 shows, there were nearly twice as many female as
male respondents.

Tabl, 3.1: Sex of teacher respondents

WESTERN COASTAL

(504) (W405)

SEX
.A WA

Male 36 35

Female 64 65

The ratio of married to single teachers, however, (Table 3.2) was markedly
different. In the western sample there were slightly more single teachers than
married (54 per cent cf. 42 per cent), whereas in the coastal sector, more than twice
as many teachers were married as single.

Table 3.2: Marital status of teacher respondents

MARITAL STATUS

11(12:27

COASTAL

(N=405)

Married 42 68

Single 54 26

Other 4 6

Table 3.2 relates closely to Table 3.3, the age of teacher respondents. As
there were many more married coastal teachers than single, there were also many
older teachers. To be specific, 62 per cult of coastal teachers were 30 years of age
or over and 38 per cent were under 30, whereas in western areas only 34 per cent
were 30 or over while 67 per cent were less than 30 years of age. Of even more
significance are the facts that in the western study area 41 per cent were less than
25, while in the coastal area only 14 per cent were in the same age bracket.
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Table 3.3: Age of teacher respondents

SESTERN COASTAL

(W504) (N=405)

AGE

< 25 41 14

25-29 26 24

30-39 21 36

> 40 13 26

Teachers in western schools were very much 1( s likely to stay in the one
school for an extended period. Table 3.4 shows that more than twice as many western
school teachers had been in the district for less than four years compared to coastal
teachers (78 per cent cf. 36 per cent). Only 11 per cent of western teachers had
lived for more than seven years in the district while almost half (49 per cent) of the
coastal teachers had spent that amount of time in the one town. Still, there is a
core of between one-quarter and one-fifth of teachers in western Queensland schools
who appear to be relatively stable, having lived in the same town or district for at
least four years.

Table 3.4: Teachers' length of residence in present town or

district

LENGTH OF RESIDENCE (YEARS)

SESTERN

(N=504)

COASTAL

(NO3)4

< 1 32 14

1-3 46 22

4-6 11 15

7-9 2 11

> 10 9 38

As may be expected, because teachers in western areas move more frequently
they were also less likely to have relations living in the district. This is demonstrated
by Table 3.5 where more than three times as many coastal teachers had relations
living in the area. In the western area, females were more likely than males to have
relations nearby (see Appendix 3, Table A.3.1).
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Table 3.5: Teacher respondents with relations living in present

town or district

LOCAL RELATIONS

YESTERN COASTAL

(N=501) (N=402)

X

Yes

No

14 52

86 48

Generally, teachers from both western and coastal areas had similar types of
schooling (see Tables 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8). By far the majority went to day schools for
their primary years (99, 98 per cent) and most went to day schools for their secondary
education (90, 87 per cent). Boarding school was the next most popular alternative
(10, 13 per cent) and comparatively very few were educated through correspondence
school (approximately 1 per cent).

Table 3.6: Type of schooling of teacher respondents

PRIMARY SECONDARY

IESTERN

(W488)

COASTAL

(N=397)

YESTERN

(N=494)

COASTAL

(1 400)

TYPE OF SCHOOLING S

Correspondence 1 1 < 1

Day 99 98 90 87

Boarding < 1 1 10 13

The size of towns that teachers were educated in did not differ greatly
between western and coastal respondents although the number of western teachers
educated in larger cent, es was slightly less, and in smaller centres slightly higher.
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Table 3.7: Place of schooling of teacher respondents

PRIMARY SECONDARY

PLACE OF SCHOOLING

WSTERN

(N=398)

.41

COASTAL

(N=399)

ir STERN

(N=393)

A

COASTAL

(N=403)

Capital city 34 40 37 47

Large provincial

centre (> 20,000) 18 21 27 28

Medium country town

110,000-19,999) 7 6 9 10

Country town

(1,000-9,999) 21 19 21 14

Small town

(< 1,000) 19 14 6 2

Property 1 1 1

Size of place of schooling corresponds to the number of teachers who were in
the schools where the teachers were educated. Slightly more western than coastal
teachers were educated in smaller schools, although generally the percentages are
very similar.

Table 3.8: Number of teachers at schools attended by teacher rem-

poWents

PRIMARY SECONDARY

MISER OF TEACHERS

kESTERN

(4:454)

%

COASTAL

(N=355)

ir STERN

(N=460)

COASTAL

(N=346)

1 7 5

2-3 9 7 1

4-5 6 4 2 1

6-7 11 12 4 3

8-10 17 17 8 5

11-15 13 15 9 8

16-25 19 27 18 23

> 25 15 14 59 60
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3.2 The communities in which teachers taught

Most of the teacher respondents had not spent their childhood in their present
town or district. This is particularly so in the rural area where 97 per cent were
from a different district. This percentage was lower in coastal areas - 76 per cent
(Table 3.9).

Table 3.9: Proportion of teacher respondents mho spent Childhood

in present town or district

CHILDHOOD SPENT IN PRESENT

TOWN OR 15;;ImIts

WESTERN

(W501)

COASTAL

(W404)

S

Yes

No

3 24

97 76

Of the teachers who had spent their childhood in a different area, the majority
were living in an area dissimilar in population to that of their childhood. Less than 20
per cent in the western and coastal samples were living in a town or district of
similar size (Table 3.!0).

Table 3.10: Similarity of teachers' Childhood tan or district to

size of present location

TOWN OR DISTRICT OF

SIMILAR POPULATION

IdESTERN COASTAL

(W481) (Uk305)

Yes

No

18 17

82 83

Three-quarters of coastal teachers, compared to one-third of the western
teachers, taught in towns with a population of over 5,000. Only one-tenth of coastal
teachers taught in towns with a population of under 1,000 whereas one-quarter of
rural respondents did (Table 3.11).
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Table 3.11: Tan size of teachers' current appointment

"PULATION

WESTERN

(W492)

a

COASTAL

(W381)

0-199 8 2

200-499 7 2

500-999 10 5

1,000-2,499 22 8

2,500-5,000 19 8

Over 5,000 (western only) 34

5,000-9,999 (coastal only) 3

10,000-19,999 (coastal only) 6

20,000-100,000 (coastal only) 36

> 100,000 (coastal only) 30

The major occupations of residents in the town or district were seen by
teachers to be very different in the western and coastal areas (Table 3.12). The
major industries in the western areas, according to the teachers were: beef, wool,
mining and crop production. The major industries of the coastal areas were: crop
production, tourism, manufacturing and dairy farming.

Table 3.12: Major occupations of local rasidents

INDUSTRY

liSTERN

(W496)

COASTAL

(N=385)

Crop production 31 40

Fishing - 16

Wool production 43 1

Beef production 56 13

Dairy farming 1 20

Mining 37 11

Railway 23 14

Tourism 2 7;

Manufacturing - 31

Others (coastal only) 36

(Note: Respondents could choose more than one alternative.)
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3.3 Information about the school

Table 3.13 shows the number of full-time teachers in schools in the western and

coastal areas. In both cases most teachers came from schools that had more than
fifteen teachers (western 64 per cent, coastal 80 per cent). However, there were
more western than coastal schools with low numbers of teachers, particularly the very
small schools with under six teachers (western 17 per cent, coastal 7 per cent).

Table 3.13: Number of full-time teachers at present school

NW OF TEADERS

WESTERN

(N=499)

a

COASTAL

(N=405)

a

1 3 2

2-3 9 4

4-5 5 1

6-7 2 2

8-10 7 4

11-15 11 8

16-25 31 28

> 25 33 52

As expected, there were differences between western primary and secondary
teachers with respect to the size of the school in which they taught. Eight per cent
of western primary teachers taught in one-teacher schools and a further 29 per cent
taught in schools with between two and seven teachers on staff. By contrast, 83 per
cent of western secondary teachers taught in schools with more than fifteen teachers
(Table A.3.2, Appendix 3).

Of the teachers in western primary schools, men were much more likely than
women to be in one-teacher schools; women, on the other hand, were more likely than
men to be teaching in larager primary schools of more than fifteen teachers (Table
A.3.3). A larger proportion of teachers in western government primary schools than in
western Catholic primary schools taught in larger schools of more than fifteen
teachers, but there was a greater number of government than Catholic teachers
teaching in one-teacher schools (Table A.3.4).

In both areas the majority of teachers taught in government schools (85, 83 per
cent). Most other teachers were from Catholic schools (15, 12 per cent). There were
no ogler private schools represented in the western areas but 5 per cent of coastal
teachers taught in non-Catholic private schools (Table 3.14).
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Table 3.14: Type of school

WESTERN COASTAL

(I502) (N=405)

TYPE OF SCHOOL

Government 85 83

Catholic 15 12

Other private 5_

Three-quarters of teacher respondents were full-time teachers (Table 3.15).
Most of the others were administrative or specialist staff. For the most part, per-
centages in different types of teaching positions were similar in the western and
coastal areas. One main exception was the larger number of teaching principals in
western schools (10 per cent cf. 4 per cent).

Table 3.15: Present position of teacher

POSITION

WESTERN

(W503)

COASTAL

(N=405)

Senior administrative staff

Non-teaching principal 3 3

Teaching principal 10 4

Non-teaching administrative staff < 1 2

Teaching administrative staff 6 6

Specialist 7 6

Full-time teacher 73 76

Part-time teacher 1 2

Other
1 1

Over half the principals who responded were responsible for a primary school
(Table 3.16). Most of the others were in charge of preschools or secondary schools
although quite a large proportion, particularly in 1.-ie western area, had more than one
area of responsibility (western 25 per cent, coastal 14 per cent).

Generally, there was very little difference between the western and coastal
sectors when considering cr,ias that classroom leachers were working in. The large
majority (87-93 per cent) came from the primary and secondary areas. In the western
area the proportions of primary and secondary teachers were very similar. In the
coastal sample there were more primary than secondary teachers. It is interesting to
note than 9 per cent of teachers in western Queensland compared with only 2 per cent
of teachers in coastal Queensland taught pupils at more than one level of tilt school
system.
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Table 3.16: Areas of responsibility of teachers

PRINCIPALS TEACIERS

AREA OF

RESPONSIBILITY

WESTERN

(N.H.:71)

COASTAL

(W31)

WESTERN

(N=482)

COASTAL

(W383)

Preschool 14 26 4 4

Primary 52 55 42 55

Secondary 9 3 45 38

Preschool/primary 11 7 3 < 1

Primaryisecoudary 1 - 4 1

Preschool /primary/

secondary 13 7 1 < 1

Special 3 1 <1

As would be expected, a greater number of teachers in rural schools to -ch
multiple year levels. Forty-eight per cent of rural teachers were responsible for more
than one grade while only 37 per cent of coastal teachers had multiple grades (Table
3.17).

Table 3.17: Nuaber of year levels taught

WESTERN COASTAL

(W-494) (W-400)

NUMBER OF YEAR LEVELS

1 48 57

2 17 10

3 14 13

4 7 9

> 4 10 5

Other/not applicable 4 5

Primary teachers were more likely to be teaching multi-year levels. As Table
A.3.5 in Appendix 3 shows, 59 per cent of primary teachers in the western area
taught more than one year level at any one time, whereas only 41 per cent of
secondary teachers had that same responsibility.

There was a much greater proportion of western schools with small class
numbers compared to the coastal schools. Seventy-three per cent of western
respondents had classes of under 26 pupils while only half of coastal teachers had
classes of that size or less (Table 3.18/.
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Table 3.18: Average clers size

CLASS SITE

WESTERN

(14498)

de

COASTAL

(N=403)

< 15 23 7

16-20 22 12

21-25 28 31

26-30 22 37

> 30 3 9

Not applicable 4 5

Many of the larger classes in the rural area were primary, for as canbe seen in
Table A.3.6 in Appendix 3, there were twice as many primary as secondary classes
with more than 25 pupils.

3.4 Personal details of community respondents

One-quarter of the respondents from the community were male and thiee-
quarters were female. There was virtually no difference between the western and
coastal areas in terms of the sex of the respondents (Table 3.19).

Table 3.19: Sex of community respondents

WESTERN COASTAL

(W214) (14178)

SEX S

Male 23 25

Female 77 75

The great majority of respondents were over 30 years of age (western 89 per
cent and coastal 98 per cent) with over half of all respondents being in the 30-39 age
group. In terms of their age there was very little difference between the western and
coastal respondents although the number of younger community members red lying in
the western area was higher than in coastal cities and towns (10 per cent cf. 2 per
cent) (Table 3.20).
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Tablo 3.20: Age of community respondents

WESTERN COASTAL

(N=214) (N=178)

AGE NO

< 25 1 1

25-29 9 1

30-39 52 55

> 40 37 43

As recorded in Table 3.21, approximately half of all community respondents had
lived in their present town or district for more than ten years. The other half were
fairly evenly spread between the less-than-one-year, one-to-three-years, four-to-six-
years, and seven-to-nine-years categories. There was very little difference in length
of residence between the western and coastal respondents.

Table 3.21: Length of residence in present town of community

respondents

LENGTH OF RESIDENCE

IESTERN

(N=212)

a

COASTAL

(176)

< 1 year 10 9

1-3 years 14 13

4-6 years 13 16

7-9 years 10 13

> 10 years 54 49

In comparison with the western area, many more coastal community res-
pondents had relations living in their present town or district (Table 3.22). In the
western community, almost half had relations living in the area, whereas in the
coastal area almost two-thirds had relations in the town or district.

Table 3.22: Community respondents with relations living locally

WESTERN COASTAL

(N=212) (N=176)

LOCAL RELATIVES

Yes

No

47 63

53 36
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More of the western community respondents were educated by correspondence
and in boarding school than were the coastal respondents. This was especially so for
their secondary education (primary 9 per cent cf. 5 per cent, secondary 22 per cent
cf. 10 per cent). In most cases, however, respondents had attended day school.

Table 3.23: Type of schooling of communi_ty respondents

PRIMARY SECONDARY

WESTERN

(N=202)

COASTAL

(N=172)

WESTERN

(N=185)

COASTAL

(N=154)

X

Correspondence 6 3 2 2

Day 91 95 79 90

Boarding 3 2 20 8

As Table 3.24 indicates, slightly more of the western respondents were edu-
cated in schools in smaller t ns than were the coastal respondents. In the primary
area, 32 per cent of western respondents were educated in a large centre while 46 per
cent of coastal respondents had this experience. Similarly, 52 per cent of western
respondents had their secondary education in a large centre compared with 62 per
cent of coastal community respondents. The slightly smaller difference in the
secondary percentages could be accounted for by those western respondents who
attended boarding schools in large centres.

Table 3.24: Place of schooling of community respondents

PRIMARY SECONDARY

WESTERN

(N =207)

COASTAL

(N =177)

WESTERN

(N=183)

COASTAL

(N=157)

Capital city 16 28 24 30

Large provincial

centre (> 20,000) 16 18 28 32

Medium country town

(10,000-19,999) 9 7 14 12

Country town

(1,000-9,999) 32 22 30 22

Small town

(< 1,000) 23 24 4 4

Property 4 1 1 1
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The level of education of western and coos, al community respondents was vir-
tually the same for each group (Tables 3.25, 3.26). Forty-two per cent of each group
had completed other qualifications since leaving school, over one-quarter had at least
completed the senior years of secondary school and almost half had at least completed
junior but had not completed senior.

Table 3.25: Highest level of formal education completed by com-

munity respondents

LEVEL OF EDUCATION

WESTERN

(N =214)

COASTAL

(N=178)

si

None

Some primary 3 2

Completed primary 9 8

Some junior secondary 13 16

Completed junior secondary 39 40

Some senior secondary 7 8

Completed senior secondary 15 12

Tertiary 15 14

Table 3.26: Other qualifications completed by community respondents

since leaving secondary school (includes tertiary from

Table 3.25)

WESTERN

(N=205)

yr

Yes 42

No 59

COASTAL

(N=170)

42

58
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Table 3.27: Structure of school attendance of community respon-

dents' children

CHILDREN

WESTERN

(11 =215)

COASTAL

(N =179)

Not yet commenced school 23 15

In preschool 8 11

In primary 74 74

In junior secondary 46 57

In senior secondary 21 15

Left school 26 28

Table 3.27 indicates that respondents from western areas had slightly younger
families than their coastal counterparts and perhaps less opportunity to send their
young children to preschool. The full distribution of the school attendance of com-
munity respondents' ch!ldren is shown in Table A.3.7 in Appendix 3.

As Table 3.28 reports, r .idren of respondents in both western and coasta, study
areas mostly attend state schools (86 per cent and 89 per cent respectively).
However, more western respondents' children (A per cent) than coastal (1 per cent) go
to boarding schools.

Table 3.28: Types of schools attended by community respondents'

children

WESTERN COASTAL

TYPE OF 41.01001

Correspondence 1 1

Government 86 89

Non-government day 11 13

Non-government boardirj 6 1

* Totals exceed 100 per cent because children in une family may
attend different school types.

The percentages of community respondents who work in government employ-
ment was the same for both study areas. In each case 30 per cent of those who
responded worked for local, state or comrronwealth government.
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Table 3.29: Public and private sector employment of community re-

spondents

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

WESTERN COASTAL

(N=210) (N=173)

Yes 30 30

No 70 70

As shown in Table 3.30, it appears that many occupations were represented
equally among respondents in both study areas. In the western areas, however, there
were more graziers, drivers, miners and farm workers. On the other hand in the
coastal areas there were more lower professionals, armed forces/police, craftspersons,
and process workers.

Table 3.30: Occupation of mein income earner

OCCUPATION (ABS categories)

WESTERN

(N=155)

COASTAL

(N=152)

Upper professional 5 5

Lowet Professional 10 15

Grazier and other farmer 18 13

Managerial 6 6

Self-employed shop proprietor 3 3

Clerical 12 13

armed forces/police 1 5

Craftsperson 15 19

Shop assistant 1 1

Process worker 7 10

Driver 9 2

Domestic worker 5 5

Miner 2 0

Farm worker 7 2

Labourer 2 I
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3.5 Summary

Of all the teachers who responded, two-thirds were female. Western rural and
isolated respondents were more likely to be younger and single. They were not likely
to stay In the district long and probably did not have relations nearby.

Three-quarters of the community respohdents were female, nine-tenths were
over 30 years old, half had been In the area for over 10 years, almost half had
achieved other qualifications since leaving school and a third of main income earners
worked In government employment. Most of their children attended government
schools. More of the western respondents had been to boarding school at some time
dud% their education, although most had not done so.

Approximately half of the western community respondents had relations living
in their present town or district compared to about two-thirds of the coastal
respondents.

Three-quarters of the teacher respondents were full-time classroom teachers
and a large majority taught in government schools. Most teachers taught in schools
with more than fifteen teachers although more western schools had lower numbers of
teachers.

Principals in western areas were more likely to be teaching and/or have res-
ponsibility for more than one educational sector, e.g. primary and preschool. Teachers
in rural and isolated areas were more likely to teach in multi-year level situations,
particularly if they were In a primary school. Generally, western classes tended to
have fewer children, and classes in western primary schools tended to be larger than
classes in western secondary schools.
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CHAPTER 4

CURRENT TEACHING SITUATION

4.1 Appointment and previous experience

Teachers teaching in western rural and isolated schools had relatively little
teaching experience. Fourteen pet cent of these teachers were in their first year of
teaching and a further 27 per cent had been teaching for between one and three
years.

Coastal and near coastal respondents generally had greater teaching experience
than did their western colleagues and were slightly more likely to have been teaching
immediately prior to their present appointment. For example, 50 per cent of coastal
teachers had been teaching for ten years or more compared to 23 per cent of western
teachers. On the other hand, 41 per cent of western teachers had been teaching for
three years or less compared to only 16 per cent of coastal teachers (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1: Length of teaching experience

NUIPIER OF YEARS

kESTERN

(N=490)

COASTAL

(N=398)

First year 14 6

1-3 years 27 10

4-6 years 26 19

7-9 years 10 15

10-14 years 12 20

15 pars ,r more 11 3G

Most of the teachers in western rural and isolated schools had been teaching at
their present schools for short periods of time. For example, only 17 per cent of
these teachers had been at their present school for at least four years, while 41 per
cent had been teaching ct their present school for '0ss than two years. This _ompates
with the 40 per cent of teachers in schools in coasts., and near coastcl areas who had
been at their present school for at least four years. The full distributions are shown
below in Table 4.2. Western teachers with the greater length of time teaching at
their present school were more likely to be married than single and to have completed
their pre-service education before '980. More western primary teachers than
secondary teachers had been at their present school for four years or longer (see
Table A.4.1, Appendix 3,.
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Table 4.2: Length of time teaching at present school

NUMBER OF YEARS

WESTERN

(W500)

COASTAL

(N=401)

Less than 1 year 11 6

1 year 30 23

2 years 29 15

3 years 13 14

4-5 years 9 14

6-10 years 6 19

11-20 years 2 7

More than 20 years 2

The previous appointment of some one-third of both study groups of teachers
had been in a medium or small country town (Table 4.3). The major difference
between the two groups, however, was the percentage of teachers for whom their
current position was their first teaching appointment. While 30 per cent of western
respondents were beginning teachers, this was the case for only 15 per cent of coastal
respondents.

Table 4.3: Teachers' previous appointment

PREVIOUS APPOINTMENT

WESTERN

(W484)
COASTAL

(N=393)

A

No previous appointment 30 15

Capital city 14 27

Large provircial centre

(20,000 or over)
19 22

Medium country town
4 7(10,000 to 19,999)

Country town
18 15(1,000 to 9,999)

Small town

(500 to 999)
12 13

Less than 500 3

Coastal teachers were more likely to have been appointed, transferred or
promoted to a school on their list of preferences. As T,ble 4.4 shows, slightly more
than half were appointed to schools which had been their first or second choice. By
comparison, some 60 per cent of rural respondents had not sought a transfer or weir.
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teaching in schools which they had placed lower than their third choice or had not
lasted as a choice.

Female teachers and teaching staff in western schools were more likely than
their male or administrative counterparts to have included their present school among
their first three preferences. A similar difference was apparent between teachers
who had lived in the district for more than six years and those who had been reside its
for less than that time (see Table A.4.2 in Appendix 3).

Table 4.4: Order of preference given by teachers to their current

school

WESTERN

(1499)

COASTAL

(N=383)

ORDER a a

First -thoice 30 41

Second choice 6 10

Third choice 3 3

Greater than third choice 20 8

Not listed as a choice 23 23

Did not seek a transfer 18 15

Over two-thirds of the teachers currently teaching in western schools were
satisfied or very satisfied when they heard of their appointment to their present
school while 21 per cent of these teachers were dissatisfied or very dissatisfied (Table
4.5). Given that some teachers may resign rather than accept a posting to a rural or
isolated school, the proportion of teachers notified of such an appointment (as opposed
to the proportion who actually took up a posting) and who were dissatisfied may be
somewhat higher. Nonetheless, only 18 per cent of teachers in rural and isolated
schools had become more dissatisfied since commencing teaching in their new position;
most had become more satisfied or their feelings had remained unchanged. These res-
ponses are tabulated below in Table 4.6.

Respondents from coastal schools, in the main, reported feeling pleased when
they first heard of their appointment, with 50 per cent indicating they had been very
satisfied, no doubt because these schools had frequently been included in their
preference list. Generally their feelings had remained unchanged or had become more
positive since taking up their appointment.
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Table 4.5: Reaction of teacher on hearing of appointment

REACTION

WESTERN

(W498)

%

COASTAL

(W400)

S

Very satisfied 34 50

Satisfied 34 35

Dissatisfied 11 6

Very dissatisfied 10 4

No particular reaction 10 4

Table 4.6: Changes in satisfaction since taking up appointment

RESPONSE

WESTERN

(4=497)

ie

COASTAL

(W402)

ie

Became more satisfied 50 46

Became more dissatisfied 18 18

Remained about the same 32 36

There were some significant differences among western respondents. Married
teachers were more satisfied with their appointments than were single teachers. This
was also the case for those who had been living in the district for more than six
years.

Those in administrative positions also reported greater satisfaction on hearing
of their appointments than did those in non-administrative positions (see Table A.4.3,
Appendix 3).

From the variety of reasons teachers in rural schools gave for increased
satisfaction three broad groupings emerged: factors associated with the school to
which the teacher had been appointed, fc, ;ors associated with the community and the
teacher's relationship with it, and factors associated with the teacher's professional
development or personal life.

The first grouping was the most common with teaches describing, for example,
the pleasure and satisfaction gained from working in the school, good staff reliation-
ships, friendly, receptive children and the responsibility and autonomy associated with
their work.

Comments describing factors associated with the community and the teacher's
relationship with It were also commonly mentioned by teachers as leading to increased
satisfaction. The most frequent of this group of comments referred to the challenge
of adjusting to a new lifestyle, enjoying new experiences and meeting new friends.
Also mentioned, !mit less frequently, were teachers' increased satisfaction due +3 their
becoming Involved In and a respected member of the community and to good relation-
ships with parents and the community generally.
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Small numbers of respondents indicated that their increased satisfaction could
be traced to factors associated with their professional development or personal life.
For example, comments referred to increased confidence and knowledge of teaching,
to becoming familiar with the school and the resources available and to settling into
teaching.

Respondents from coastal schools described similar experiences although much
less emphasis was given to community factors. Again, the most frequently-given
reasons for increasing satisfaction referred to the teacher's working environment, for
example, good staff relationships or good school climate and friendly, receptive
children.

Coastal teachers' comments referring to community issues included the
challenge of learning a new lifestyle, enj:..ying new experiences, meeting new friends,
becoming involved in and a respected member of the community and forming good
relationships with parents and community. As noted earlier, comments of this type
were made much more frequently by teachers in western schools as a reason for their
becoming more satisfied since taking up their present appointment.

Ir -reased professional competence and personal factors generally made little
contribution to coastal teachers' feelings of increased satisfaction, possibly beta. of
their greater teaching experience. For example, increased confidence and know; Age
of teaching and becoming familiar with the school and the resources available were
each mentioned by fewer than ten teachers.

As reported earlier, only a minority of respondents reported increased dissatis-
faction since taking up their new appointments. The bulk of comments from western
rural and isolated teachers regarding dissatisfaction referred to aspects of school life.
Teachers, for example, complained of children's poor attitudes to learning, of a heavy
workload and excessive i asponsibilities, of the lack of professional support (for
example, few experienced teachers on staff). Some tec :hers, however, did mention
community factors: parental attitudes and poor relationships with parents, a dislike of
the community, lack of recreational and entertainment facilities. Each of this last
group of comments was made by ten or fewer teachers.

The responses of coastal teachers who had become more dissatisfied were
similar with most identifying aspects of school life as the cause of their increased dis-
satisfaction. These included children's poor attitudes to learning, poor relationship
with the principal and administrative staff, heavy workload and excessive res-
ponsibilities. Parental attitudes and poor relationships with parents led to increased
dissatisfaction for only a small number of teachers in schools in coastal and near
coastal areas.

4.2 Personal and professional factors associated with current appointment

Teachers were asked to comment on a range of factors which impinged upon
their personal and professional lives in their present teaching situation. These
questions addressed issues such as staff relations in the school, aspects of the
teacher's classroom teaching, the characteristics of the students for which the selool
caters, career opportunities available to teachers in the area, professional support
available, aspects of community life ar,d parental attitudes to education and parents'
relationship with teachers.

Little disharmony was reported among members of staff in either study groui.:.
as Table 4.7 shows. In both cases, relationships were generally described as happy and
friendly and staff members were perceived as responsible, cooperative and having
initiative. Among western respondents, the view that relationships were happy and
friendly wos held particularly strongly by administrators, teachers in Catholic schools
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and teachers in smaller primary schools. The view that staff members wereresponsible and cooperative wes held particularly strongly by teachers in Catholic
schnols and teachers in smaller primary schools (see Tables A.4.4 and A.4.5, Appendix3).

Table 4.7: Extent of agreement or disavreement among teacher respondents that relationships

among staff in their school are happy and friendly and that staff are responsible,
cooperative. and have initiative

Relationships among the

staff are happy and

friendly

Staff are responsible,

cooperative and have

initiative

* *

hESTERN

(W503)*
COASTAL

(N=405)

NA** SD 0

%

N

%

A SA NA

OP

SD

OP

D

4

N

OW4

A

OPle

SA

4

2

2

2

1

9

5

13

15

50

54

23

22

1 1

1

5

3

9

10

63

63

22

22

The number of respondents to individual items in Tables 4.7 to 4.13 varied from 483 to 503
for western teachers and from 395 to 405 for coastal teachers.

NA = not applicable, SD = strongly disagree, D = disagree, N = neither agree nor disagree,
A = agree, SA = strongly agree.

Some differences were apparent in the perceived characteristics of the students
for which schools in the study areas catei. Teachers in both western rural and isolated
and coastal areas described pupils as frienuly; however, approximately 40 per cent of
teachers in both cases found disciplire to be a problem. Among western respondents,
those teachers who had been in the ::strict for six years or less and those in larger
primary schools were more likely to encounter disciplinary problems (see Table A.4.6,
Appendix 3). A surprisingly high proportion ( approximately two-thirds) of teachers in
both study groups reported that many of their students came from difficult home
environments. Nearly half of the western rural and isolated teachers reported their
classes contained a high proportion of children from low socioeconomic backgrounds,
compared with 37 per cent for teachers in other areas of the state. Western
secondary teachers, more frequently than their primary colleagues, described their
students as lacking motivation, including a high proportion of low achievers and
arming from difficult home backgrounds (see Tables A.4.7(a), (b) and (c) in Appendix
3).

The largest differences between the r erceptions of teachers in the two areas
referred to students' educational performance. Thirty-seven per cent of teachers in
western schools cic:c.i'utcl their students as easy to teach, 61 per cent reported that
their students lacked motivation and 65 per cent considered there was a high
proportion of low achievers among their pupils. The corresponding proportions for
coastal teachers were 52 per cent, 44 per cent and 4) per cent (Table 4.8).
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Table 4.8: Teacher respondents' views of student characteristics

Students are easy to

teach

Students are friendly

Discipline is a problem

Many children come from

difficult home back-

grounds

Children seem to lack

motivation

There seems to be a

high proportion of

low achievers

There is a high pro-

portion of children

from low socio-

economic backgrounds

WESTERN

(41=503)

CMDTAL

(N=405)

NA SD

go.

D

go.

N

.
40

A

fa.
4111

SA

fa.
4111

NA SD D N A SA

10 27 26 32 5 - 5 22 22 45 7

1 5 13 62 19 - 1 5 12 65 17

10 35 17 27 11 1 8 38 16 28 10

1 4 18 16 46 16 1 2 17 16 51 14

6 15 17 29 32 1 8 26 21 31 13

1 3 19 13 42 23 1 5 32 18 35 10

1 5 24 23 32 16 1 6 34 23 27 10

See footnotes to Table 4.7.

The third cluster of items in this section pertain to aspects of classroom
teaching. Some 30 per cent of teachers in both study groups found program planning
to be a problem. Western primary teachers were less likely than secondary teachers
to find this the case (Tables A.4.8(b) and (c), Appendix 3). Western teachers were
more likely than their coastal colleagues, however, to describe their planning as made
difficult by a lack of knowledge of the local situation and by the lack of access to a
subject master or experienced teachers. More than one-third of western rural and
isolated teachers considered that these aspects were problematic compared to less
than one-fifth of teachers in coastal and near coastal parts of Queensland. Not sur-
prisingly, lack of local knowledge was of particular concern to those western teachers
who had been living in the district for six years or less while lack of access to a
subject master or experienced teachers was felt more keenly by secondary than
primary teachers (Tables A.4.8(a) and (c), Appendix 3).

Half of the western rural and isolated teachers agreed that there was a lack of
resources for teaching and that teaching resources were difficult to obtain. Western
teachers were more likely to be confronted with these difficulties than their coastal
counterparts. Some differences among western respondents were apparent. For
example, administrators, teachers with most experience in the district and primary
teachers were less likely to describe a lack of resources for teaching as a significant
difficulty (Table A.4.9(a), Appendix 3). Interestingly, teachers who had been at their
present school for one year or less were also less likely to find resources a problem,
perhaps because these teachers bring into the school resource materials of their own
which satisfy their initial needs. Similar differences were found in respect of
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teachers' views on the ease with which teaching resource materials could be accessed.
That is, administrators and primary teachers were less likely to identify this as a
major problem. Greatest difficulty seems to be experienced by teachers in one-
teacher and moderately-sized (8-15 teachers) primary schools. Those in small (2-7
teachers) and large (greater than 15 teachers) primary schools were less likely to
report difficulties (Table A.4.9(b), Appendix 3).

Approximately 30 per cent of respondents in each of the two study groups
reported that teaching multigrades was a problem, although coastal teachers were
more likely to indicate that this question was not applicable to their situation.

On the other hand, teachers in both groups generally indicated that smaller
classes enabled better teaching. Teachers in larger western primary schools were par-
ticularly likely to perceive benefits in teaching small classes (Table A.4.10, Appendix
3). Respondents generally described their work as challenging and demanding, par-
ticularly administrators in western schools who expressed considerable job satisfaction
as did teachers in one-teacher rural primary schools (Table A.4.11, Appendix 3). A
majority of both western and coastal teachers reported that they had much pro-
fessional freedom and scope for innovation (Table 4.9).

Table 4.9: Teacher respondents' wises on aspects of classroom teaching

CCP/program planning is

a problem

Lack of knowledge of

local situation and

area makes program

planning difficult

Lack of subject master

or experienced staff

makes program plan-

ning difficult

Small classes enable

better teaching

Job is challenging

and demanding

There is much profes-

sional freedom and

scope for innovation

Teaching multigrades

is a problem

There is a lack of re-

sources for teaching

Tanhing resource

materials are diffi-

cult to obtain

WESTERN

(W503)*
COASTAL

(N=405)

NA' SD

IPA

D

I.%

N

A

A

W
AI

SA NA SD D

w%

N

%A

A

X

SA

A

3 3 39 25 24 6 6 5 40 21 23 6

3 3 35 25 31 3 7 6 47 22 17 1

14 4 25 21 25 12 21 9 34 17 15 4

3 2 6 9 34 46 3 1 2 8 29 58

1 2 8 50 39 1 3 10 43 44

1 5 9 23 53 10 1 9 18 18 47 8

26 1 17 22 27 6 35 4 15 16 25 6

1 6 31 12 31 19 1 11 40 14 25 9

3 28 14 15 19 1 10 42 16 26 7

* See footnotes to Table 4.7.
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The results relating to teachers' views on the extent of professional support
available to them are shown in Table 4.10. Not surprisingly, teachers in western
schools felt far more professionally isolated than did their coastal colleagues.

Table 4.10: Teacher respondents' views an the professional support available to them

Having no-one else near-

by teaching the same

subject or year level

is a problem

There are very few ex-

perienced teachers from

whom to ask advice

Teaching subjects not

trained for is a problem

Inspectors do not visit

frequently enough

There are very few pro-

fessional associations

in the area

There are limited oppor-

tunities to participate

in professional develop-

ment seminars

There is a lack of

specialist advisory

teachers

It is difficult to keep

in touch witn educa-

tional developments

elsewhere

kESTERN

(N=503)*

COASTAL

(N=405)

NA*

Al

SD

Al

D

Al

N A

so

SA

%

NA

Al

SD

Al

D N A

Al

SA

21 2 12 16 27 22 39 6 17 12 16 9

7 6 26 14 29 19 20 22 36 10 10 2

27 2 12 18 25 15 36 4 18 12 24 7

6 8 27 34 21 5 14 14 29 30 11 3

1 2 15 21 42 19 8 8 110 21 20 3

1 6 30 11 35 17 2 14 34 13 29 8

1 3 22 14 38 22 4 8 31 14 33 10

3 20 14 11"' 22 3 8 33 16 31 8

* See footnotes to Table 4.7.

Over 60 per cent of western respondents indicated that there were few pro-
fessional associations in their area, that there was a lock of specialist advisory
teachers and that they found it difficult to keep in touch with educational develop-
ments elsewhere. The first two issues were of greatest concern to secondary
teachers. Teachers in small primary schools also felt more strongly about the lack of
access to specialist advisory teachers than did those in larger primary schools.
Further, concern about the lack of local professional associations increased as the
time teachers had been at the school lengthened (Tables A.4.12(e) and (f), Appendix
3). The corresponding percentages for coastal teachers were significantly lower, with
43 per cent of these teachers reporting a lack of specialist advisory teachers, 39 per
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cent reporting that it was difficult to keep in touch with educational developments
elsewhere and 23 per cent reporting a lack of local professional associations.

Few experienced teachers from whom to seek advice, the lack of others nearby
teaching the same subject or year level (particularly in the secondary sector) and
limited opportunities to participate in professional development seminars were also
reported by approximately 50 per cent of western teachers. Isolation from ex-
perienced teachers was felt most strongly by male teachers, by secondary teachers
and by teachers in government schools, and this isolation was perceived to increase
with experience. Greater contact with inspectors was also more frequently sought by
male teachers, by administrators and by teachers in moderately-sized secondary
schools. In contrast, lack of access to experienced staff was not a problem for almost
80 per cent of coastal respondents and only 37 per cent of these teachers reported
they lacked opportunities to participate in professional development seminars. Western
teachers were more likely to be teaching subjects for which they had not been pre-
pared, especially if they were secondary teachers (Tables A.4.12(a), (b), (c) and (d),
Appendix 3).

Teachers' perceptions of career opportunities within their area varied markedly
as Table 4.11 shows. For example, appointments in remote areas were viewed as easy
to obtain, particularly by male teachers; those in coastal regions, however, were not.
Similarly, western teachers had a more positive view of promotional opportunities in
their region than did their coastal colleagues. This perception was stronger among
western primary teachers than their secondary colleagues and among those who had
been at the school longest (Tables A.4.13(a) and (b), Appendix 3).

Table 4.11: Teacher respondents' views on career opportunities in their areas*

Appointments in remote

(coastal) areas are easy

to obtain

There are many pro-

motional opportunities

in rural (coastal) areas

IESTERN

(W503)**
COASTAL

(W405)

NA** SD D

%

N A

%

SA NA

%

SD

%

D

a

N

%

A

%

SA

4

6

1

4

4

18

17

38

46

30

27

6

15

17

15

9

26

21

35

42

8

9

1

2

Versions of statements in parentheses were those put to coastal respondents.

** See footnotes to Table 4.7.

Teachers' perceptions of community life and of interaction with the community
are reported in Table 4.12.

Only a small proportion of teachers living in western rural and isolated areas
disagreed with the proposition that living in a rural community was enjoyable.
Western teachers' appreciation of rural life and of life in a small community increased
with their length of residence in the district and their time at the school. Ad-
ministrators were more favourably disposed towards a rural lifestyle than were
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Table 4.12: Teacher respondents' views on aspects of life in their community

Rural life (life in this

district) is enjoyable

Interaction in a small

community (with the local

community) is enjoyable

It is difficult to

establish new friend-

ships or relationships

The local people are

friendly

Local peoole have a high

regard fa. teachers

Local people go out of

their way to make

teachers part of the

community

Teachers are genuinely

accepted as members of

the community

Teachers are regarded

as outsiders

Teachers are expected

to join in community

activities

Teachers tend to mix

socially with other

itinerants

Isolation from family

and friends is a

problem

Teachers find it hard

to accept being in the

public eye

There is a lack of

enrial life

There is a lack of

sporting, cultural and

leisure activities

WESTERN

(W503)**

COASTAL

(N=405)

NA** SD D N A SA NA SD D N

wa

A

wa

SA

wa

3 3 5 19 49 22 3 1 3 13 66 15

3 3 7 19 50 18 7 1 4 27 53 8

1 18 47 15 15 5 6 12 49 19 13 1

3 7 20 57 13 5 1 3 16 7 5

9 24 37 26 4 4 2 19 44 33 1

13 30 37 17 3 9 5 31 40 15 1

9 23 19 43 7 3 2 12 14 66 5

1 5 25 27 32 1 9 6 34 34 16 1

1 5 18 63 14 9 1 10 30 46 4

1 3 13 11 55 17 15 2 20 23 36 4

2 1 12 9 43 33 22 6 24 13 26 8

1 5 29 18 38 9 6 6 40 26 20 3

1 21 38 12 18 11 6 15 47 19 11 3

23 36 6 23 12 5 23 55 7 8 3

* Versions of statements in parentheses were those put to coastal respondents.

** See footnotes to Table 4.7.
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teachers (Table A.4.14(a), Appendix 3). A similar small proportion of teachers in
coastal areas considered that life in their community was not enjoyable.

Only small percentages of teachers in western rural and Isolated schools and In
coastal schools had experienced difficulty In establishing new relatios'ships or friend-
ships. Teachers teaching In both study areas had generally found the local people
friendly. Western teachers with longest residence in the community were more likely
to perceive the locals as frien,:iy than were those comparatively new to the district
(Table A.4.14(c), Appendix 3). Neither western nor coastal teachers indicated,
however, that members of the local comrr unity went nut of their way to make
teachers part of the community. About one-third of teachers in both gr-,ups agreed
that local people have a high regard for teachers, with around two-fifths of each
group undecided as to whether teachers were held in high regard. Western secondary
teachers, in particular, found local residents neither thought highly of teachers nor
went out of their way to make teachers part of the community. Community in-
difference In relation to helping teachers settle into the area was especially apparent
in large secondary schools. Teachers in Catholic schools, on the other hand, were more
likely than their government counterparts to perceive themselves as highly regarded
by the community (Tables A.4.14(d) and (e), Appendix 3).

Several differences between life in remote communities and those in the rest of
the state were apparent. Western teachers were less likely to be content with the
quality of social life and the opportunity for sporting, cultural and leisure activities,
although these were ../ opinions In each case. Not surprising! these feelings
were stronger amor_ ....se new to the district and those new to the school. Tenchers
in Catholic schoo'. and those it larger primary schools (no doubt situated in larger
centres) were less likely to complain of a lack of sporting, cultural and lei-,ure
activities In the district (Table A.4.14(i) and (j)).

A greater proportion of western teachers reported that teachers find it hard to
accept b 3Ing in the public eye and that there is an expectation that teachers
participate in laced community activities, Almost 50 per cent of western teachers
(compared to 23 per ,-ent of those in coastal communities) reported that teachers find
it hard to accept being in the public eye. Interestingly, this was of least concern to
teachers in small primary schools (Table A.4.14(h), Appendix 3). Seventy-seven per
cent of teachers in rural and isolated schools reported that teachers were expected to
join in community activities, compared with 50 per cent of teachers in school's in
other parts of Queensland.

A more widespread problem for western teachers (unlike their non-rural col-
leagues) wcis isolation from family and friends. For a siziable minority this isolation
was not offset by acceptance into the local community. Over 40 per cent, for
example, reported iliat teachers are regarded as outsiders and over 70 per cent that
teachers tend to mix socially with other itinerants. Feelings of not being accepted as
part of the community and of being regarded as outsiders wer,. stronger among
secondary teachers (Tables A.4.16(f) and (p), Appendix 3).

Differences between western teachers' perceptions of the ,attitudes of parents
anr' coastal teachers' perceptions were also apparent (Table 4.13).

Both groups of teachers viewed the relationship between the school and the
community positively, with 70 per cent of western teachers reporting tha+ there was a
good relationship between school and corn unity and only 15 per cent reportog that a
good relationship did not exist. Among western respondents, this view was mast
widespread among teachers who had been at the school longest and those teaching in
Catholic schools. Those in one-teacher primary schools agreed most strongly that this
was the case (Table A.4.15(a), Appendix 3). Western teachers, however, were more
likely than coastal teacher-, to report thc. they were familiar with their students'



parents and yet to describe parental interest in their children's education as low.
Over 50 per cent of western teachers agreed with each of these statements. Within
this group of teachers, knowledge of class parents was greater among primary
teachers, teachers who had lived in the district for more than six years and increased
with teachers' length of appointment to the school. Not surprisingly, teachers in
smaller schools, both secondary and primary, described themselves as more familiar
with their students' parents than did those in larger schools. Secondary teachers were
more likely to perceive parental disinterest in their children's education than were
primary teachers (Tables A.4.15(b) and (c), Appendix 3).

Western teachers were more likely than coastal teachers to perceive itinerants
as placing greater value on education than local residents and to agree that lack of
personal privacy intruded into their professional work. Primary teachers and those
with more than four years' experience at the school, however, were less likely to
regard itinerants as valuing education more highly than local residents. Perceived
lack of personal privacy was more widespread among secondary teachers than primary
teachers (Tables A.4.15(d) and (e), Appendix 3).

Table 4.13: Teacher respondents' views on parental attitudes

In general, the relation-

ship between school and

community is good

Parents' interest in the

children's education is

low

Teachers get to know

(class) parents well

Itinerants place more

value on education than

do local residents

Lack of personal privacy

intrudes intr pro-

fessional woi-

WESTERN

(W503)*

COASTAL

(N=405)

NA*

%

SD

M

D

A

N

A

A SA NA

A

SD

8.A

D

a

N

S.A

A

x

SA

%

4 11 16 62 8 2 11 17 65 6

4 22 20 37 16 - 8 37 20 29 6

5 16 20 46 14 - 6 34 18 37 s

4 12 21 22 23 17 11 16 33 29 10 2

4 4 24 18 28 22 9 10 39 21 16 6

* See footnotes for Table 4.7.

4.3 Teachers' future plans

Table 4.14 shows that 65 per cent of teachers in rural or isolated settings
sought to leave their school within the pPxt twelve months, and only 19 per cent
wanted to stay three years or more. Non-rural teachers appeared, by comparison, to
be more settled in their current situation with almost half indicating no intention of
leaving their present school for at least three years (and of these the majority planned
to stay longer than three years).
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Table 4.14: Length of ilms teachers plan to remain at their

present school

LENGTH OF TIM

WESTERN

(N=499)

Xi

COASTAL

(N=391)

w

Want to leave immediately 4 3

End of this year 32 19

Next year 29 15

2 years 15 15

3 years 7 10

More than 3 years 12 37

Some differences among western teachers were apparent. For example, female
and married teachers intended staying longer at their present school than did male or
single teachers. Most of those who had lived in the district for more than six years
planned to stay for at least another few years. Similarly, one-third of teachers who
had been teaching at their present school for at least four years intended remaining
there for at least another three years. A significant difference existed between the
responses of teachers in government and Catholic schools. The latter, more
frequently, intended staying in their present school for at least three years, perhc ps
indicative of the different employment policies in the two sectors (Table A.4.16(a),
Appendix 3).

The most common reasons western and isolated teachers gave for planning to
leave their present school within two years referred to a desire to improve aspects of
their personal life. Respondents cited isolation from family and friends, the lack of
social, recreational, cultural activities in the district, the desire to live near the coast
or in a larger population centre with better commercial and financial facilities, and
changes to their living arrangements such as marriage, separation, plans to start a
family.

A cluster of reasons also focused on teachers' interest in professional develop-
ment and career advance :lent, although these were less frequently reported.
Comments referred to the need for a new challenge or for a change, a feeling of
laving been at the school long enough, the greater opportu;nry f professional
development (including further studies) in larger centres, the gaining of promotion or
transfer and a desire to experience a different learning environment. Promotion or
transfer was given as a more common reason for wanting to leave the school by male
teachers, administrators and those in one-;eacher schools. Single teachers were more
likely than their married colleagues to wish to leave the school because of a desire
for change or an interest in different experiences.

Very few western teachers listed limitations, problems or dissatisfaction with
their present teaching situation as reasons for wishing to leave. Reasons such as pro-
fessional isolation, the attitudes of children, discipline problems, and dissatisfaction
with the quality of administration were mentioned, but infrequently. Similarly, only a
handful of comments outlined problems associated with living in a small, rural
community: for example, community size and resulting narrow-mindedness and lack of
privacy, or community attitude towards teachers or education.
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The responses of coastal teachers were similar to those of their western
counterparts. Teachers most usually intended to leave for personal reasons, for
example, isolation from family and friends, distance of school from residential
address, retirement, resignation, long service leave or their spouse's job requirements.

Reasons referring to professional development at ,c1 career advancement were
also reasonably common: for example, the need for a new challenge or for a change,
a feeling of having been at the school long enough, gaining of promotion or transfer,
desire to experience a different learning environment, greater opportunity for pro-
fessional development including further studies in larger centres.

Again, coastal teachers gave little emphasis to dissatisfaction with the
teachers' present teaching situation, with few comments falling into this category.
For example, high workload at school, lack of recognition or appreciation at school,
attitude of children and discipline problems were mentioned by coastal teachers, but
very infrequently.

Teach-rs were also asked to indicate whether they would be interested in
teaching in an isolated school at their next or subsequent appointments. Twenty-seven
per cent of western teachers indicated that they would be interested in such an
appointment, but nearly half said that they would not be interested. On the other
hand, only 8 per cent of teachers in coastal schools indicated that they were
interested in an appointment to an isolated school.

Of the western teachers who expressed an interest in a subsequent appointment
to a rural school, 73 per cent would prefer a school of the same size or smaller than
that at which they were currently teaching. These results are tabulated below (Tables
4.15 and 4.16).

Table 4.15: Teachers' interest in future appointment to an Lw-

lated school

WESTERN COASTAL

(N=496) (N=398)

PREFERENCE ..

Yes 27 8

No 47 83

Undecided 26 9

Table 4.16: Size of isolated school in which western teachers pre-

ferred to work in the future

WESTERN

(N=157)

PREFERENCE

The same size

Smaller

Larger

Much larger

54

19

26

1
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The responses of some groups, however, were exceptional. A majority of
western administrators (54 per cent) preferred a subsequent appointment in a larger or
much larger school. Teachers in one-teacher primary schools also generally reported a
preference for a larger school (Table A.4.16(b), Appendix 3).

Teachers who did not wish teach in another isolated school indicated their
preferences for subsequent appointments. Western teachers were more likely to seek
an appointment in a coastal city, a large coastal town or a small coastal town than
were their coastal colleagues who were more likely to indicate a preference for
Brisbane. The complete results are presented below in Table 4.17.

Table 4.17: Preferences* of teaChers not wanting a future appoint-

ment to an isolated school

PREFEREILM

WESTERN

(238)
S

COASTAL

(N_321)

S

Leave teaching 12 13

Teach overseas or interstate 12 13

Brisbane 21 35

Coastal city 32 20

Inland city 8 4

Large coastal town 26 21

Inland town 11 7

Small coastal town 26 12

Small inland town 6 4

* Note: Some teachers indicated more than one preference.

4.4 Parental attitudes

Parents in both rural and isolated and coastal communities were generally
satisfied with their town or district as a place in which to live. in both cases over 90
per cent of respondents were satisfied with life in the community. The full results
are presented below in Table 4.18. In respect of western respondents, satisfaction was
strongest among those who had lived in the district for more than six years and among
those who lived in larger towns (Table A.4.17, Appendix 3).
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Table 4.18: Parents' rating of satisfaction with life in local

community

WESTERN COASTAL

(14=211) (14 =179)

DEGREE OF SATISFACTION X

Very satisfied 31 37

Satisfied 60 56

Dissatisfied 7 6

Vary dissatisfied 1 2

Similar levels of knowledge and understanding of local schools were also
claimed by both groups of parents. Some two-thirds in each case rated their know-
ledge as good or very good, with approximately one-third considering that their
knowledge was merely fair (Table 4.19).

Table 4.19: Parents' views of their knowledge and understanding of

local Behests

WESTERN COASTAL

(1214) (Nk179)

Very good 22 26

Good 40 40

Fair 34 32

Poor 4 1

Very poor 1 1

Some differences were apparent regarding parents' perceptions of the quality of
teachers in the schools with which they were familiar. Parents in western com-
munities tended to view secondary teachers less positively than their primary
counterparts. For example, while 14 per cent of parents classed local primary
teachers as excellent, only 5 per cent described secondary teachers in this way.
Secondary teacl.ers were more likely to be rated as merely "satisfactory" than were
primary teachers.

Parents in coastal communities viewed the quality of primary and secondary
teachers in schools with which they were familiar as similar. Over 50 per cent rated
teachers in both sectors as good or excellent. Two-thirds of these parents described
secondary teachers as good or excellent compared with only about one-third of rural
parents who described secondary teachers this way. Thus, it appears tha while
western and coastal pa ents have similar views regarding the quality of primary
teaching, coastal parents have a higher regard for secondary teache s than do western
parents. The results are presented in Table 4.20.
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Table 4.20: Parents' perception of quality of teachers in local

schools

WESTERN COASTAL

PRIPNRY

(W207)

SECONIX4RY

(W-148)

PRIMARY

(N =160)

SECONDARY

(11=130)

Excellent 14 5 14 17

Good 37 30 41 49

Satisfactory 44 51 36 32

Poor 2 7 4 6

Very poor 1 3 1

No opinion 2 5 4 6

Table 4.21 shows that most parents believe teachers should stay in one school
for a minimum of three years. Parents in western communities, however, were less
likely to expec teachers to remain for an extended period. Only 10 per cent of these
parents considered teachers should remain in the one school for more than fiv years,
compared with 29 per cent of coastal parents who held this view.

In both wes-,?rn and coastal communities a longer stay for principals seemed to
be preferred. Over 40 per cent of those in western centres thought pr; cipals should
stay in the one school for a minimum of five years. Western respondents from small
communif.es, however, tended to be more sympathetic to principals staying less than
that time (Table A.4.18, Appendix 3).

Table 4.21: Parents' perception of desirable length of stay in one

school of principals and tesdhers

LENGTH (YEARS)

WESTERN COASTAL

PRINCIPALS

(11=205)

WADERS
(11 =201)

PRINCIPALS

IW170)

TEACHERS

(11 =167)

1 1 2 1 -

2 9 23 8 16

3 31 38 25 29

4 18 12 12 10

5 26 13 25 17

More than 5 15 10 29 29
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Both groups of parents considered educational factors (stability of school tone
and teaching methods, familiarity with the children) to be the most important reasons
why principals and teachers should stay at one school for a number of years. Be-
coming familiar with the community was seen as important, but not as important as
the other two factors (see Table 4.22).

Table 4.22: Parents' perceptions of importance of reasons why principals and teachers Should

stay at a achool

WESTERN

(N: 210)

COASTAL

(W175)

NOT SL. NOD. VERY NOT SL. K.D. VERY

1NP. INP. I. DIP.

To allow for stability

of school tone or

atmosphere 1 2 28 68

To allow for stability

and continuity in

teaching methods 1 4 23 73

To get to know the

children well 4 15 36 45

To get to know the

community well 7 21 40 32

2 6 29 62

- 6 22 72

2 7 34 57

6 20 42 32

Western parents also rated the importance of a number of reasons for principals
and teachers leaving the town or district after only a short stay. The reason most
frequently seen as influential was promotion; 80 per cent of respondents described it
as important or very important.

A second cluster of reasons, each of which approximately two-thirds of res-
pondents listed as important or very important, focused predominantly on problems
associated with rural life including isolation from family and friends, inability to
adjust to living in the country, difficulty fitting in with the social life of a rural
community, poor accommodation and lack of school support. Those who had lived in
the district for six years or less, however, tended to view isolation from family and
friends as a more persuasive factor in teachers' decisions to leave than did longer
term residents (Table A.4.19, Appendix 3).

The remaining reasons, as Tattle 4.23 shows, although less frequently seen as in-
fluential, were still rated as moderately important or very important by over 50 per
cent of respondents.
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Table 4.23: Western parents' perceptions of the importance of each reaeon for principals and
teachers leaving the torn/district

(WI94-204)

NOT

IMPORTANT

SLIGHTLY

IMPORTANT

MOD.

IMPORTANT

VERY

IMPORTANT

Isolation from family and friends 15 20 35 31

Lack of facilities for leisure pursuits 20 30 32 19

Inability to adjust to living in the country 13 20 36 31

Difficulty in fitting in with social life of

rural community 15 24 40 22

Promotion 7 13 33 47

Climate 30 30 27 13

Poor accommodation 20 16 37 28

High ccst of living 19 25 31 25

Attitude of pupils 29 20 28 25

Lack of Departmental/Catholic Education

Office support 24 22 23 31

Lack of school support 15 21 24 40

* Note: Number of respondents varied from 194 to 204 depending on the item.

Western parents also indicated the extent of their agreement with a number of
statements on rural appointments. By and large, parents believed student teachers
should be aware that they may be required to teach anywhere in the state. There
was also widespread agreement, however, that care should be taken in selecting
teachers for rural and isolated schools and that rural communities should bear some of
the responsibillty for helping teachers adapt to living and working in rural and isolated
communities. Community members with the shorter period of residence in the district
felt most strongly that there is room for improvement in current procedures for
selecting teachers for rural appointments (Tcble A.4.20, Appendix 3). Some 60 per
cent of parents were of the opinion that teacher education institutions should
recommend selected students for rural appointments.

Slightly more than half the resp..idents believed principals and teachers moved
too quickly from schools in their towns, although almost 60 per cent of respondents
thought that movement of teachers between schools introduces variety and new ideas.
These results are presented in Table 4.24 below.
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Table 4.24: Percentage of rural went.' agreeing or disagreeing with statements on rural

appointmenti

Principals and teachers move too quickly

frm schools in towns s, .h as yours

The community should accept some res-

ponsibility for helping teachers to

adapt to living and working in rural

and isolated communities

Movement of teachers between schools

introduces variety and new ideas

Student teachers should be informed of

their responsibility to teach anywhere

in the state

The procedures for selecting teachers

for rural and isolated schools should

be improved

Teacher education institutions should

recommend selected students for rural

appointments

(N =210)

NA* SD D N A SA

5 2 20 18 36 18

1 1 6 14 60 17

4 4 19 15 50 9

2 6 7 47 38

7 1 4 13 39 37

4 4 15 15 39 22

* NA = not applicable, SD = strongly disagree, D = disagree, N = neither agree nor disagree,

A = agree, SA = strongly agree.

The community was asked what they thought would encourage principals and
teachers to stay longer in rural schools. Ninety per cent agreed that improving school
facilities and equipment was of importance although information on rural areas, better
accommodation and improved promotional orriortunities were all rated as moderately
or very important by more than 80 per cent of parents.
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Table 4.25: Western community respondents' views an how to encourage principals and teachers to

stay longer in rural schools

(P205-207)

NOT

IMPORTNNT

SLIGHTLY

IMPORTANT

MOD.

IMPORTANT

VERY

IMPORTANT

Improvement to school facilities and

equipment 1 9 35 55

Provision of information on what it is

like to teach in rural and isolated areas 2 11 27 60

Provision of better quality accommodation

(including air conditioning) 5 13 32 51

Improved promotional opportunities after

service in rural schools 5 8 38 49

Provision of financial incentives 10 13 36 41

4.5 Summary

Teachers in western Queensland are relatively inexperienced, and for 30 per
cent of these teachers, their currelt school was their first appointment. Western
Queensland teachers had generally placed their present school lower down on their list
of preferences than teachers in coastal schools had placed their present school on the
preference list. Two-thirds of western teachers reported nonetheless that they were
satisfied or very satisfied when the', heard of their appointment and only 18 per cent
of western teachers had become more dissatisfied since taking up their appointment.
Reasons for increasLd satisfaction of teachers teaching in western Queensland schools
related mainly to factors associated with the school, such as good staff relationships
and friendly pupils, and to a lesser extent, satisfaction in working with the
community.

There were some differences apparent between western and coastal teachers in
their perceptions of aspects of their current appointment. Both groups of teachers
considered their pupils were friendly, but a higher proportion of teachers ir. western
Queensland schools perceived their pupils to lack motivation and to be low achievers.
This was more so in secondary than in primary schools. Planning for western teachers
was made more difficult by lack of knowledge of the local situation and by a lack of
resources. Western teachers also had less access to support facilities such as
specialist advisory teachers, local professional associations, and experienced teachers
teaching the same subjects or year levels. Both western and coastal teachers found
interaction with the community enjoyable and community members to be friendly, but
western teachers were less content with their social life, found it harder to accept
being in the public eye, and were more concerned about isolation from family and
friends. Western teachers were more f .iliar with the parents of the children whom
they taught, but considered the interest of parents in their children's education to be
lower than did teachers in coastal and near coastal schools.

Two-thirds of the western teachers wanted to leave their present school by the
end of the following year. The most common reasons given for wanting to leave were
related to personal issues such as absence from family and friends, lack of social
activities and desire to live in a larger population centre. Very few teachers
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mentioned reasons associated with dissatisfaction with their teaching situation or
school as a reason for wanting to leave. About one-quarter of the western teachers
said they would be interested in a rural and Isolated school at a subsequent appoint-
ment.

Both western and coastal parents appeared to be satisfied with life in their
local community. Parerts seemed to to be reasonably satisfied with the teachers
teaching in western and coastal schools, although wester.. parents were less satisfied
with secondary tea :hers than were coastal parents. Western parents were more
satisfied with primary than with secondary teachers. Parents in western communities
considered that teachers should stay in the one school for a minimum of three years
and principals for a minimum of four years. They believed that teachers left mainly
for promotional or personal reasons.

Parents in western Queensland believed that student teachers should be made
aware of their responsibility to teach anywhere in Queensland and that there should be
careful selection of teachers for teaching in western areas. They also agreed that the
community should accept some responsibility for helping teachers to adjust to working
and living in rural communities.
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CHAPTER 5

DESIRABLE TEACHER QUALITIES

All groups of respondents were asked to rate the importance of a number of qualities
and abilities of teachers for living and teaching in towns or districts such as the one
In which they lived. In all, respondents were requested to rate the importance of
twenty-five items. For the purposes of the following discussion, these items have
been grouped according to the following headings: teaching skills, personal qualities
and interests, and the teacher's relationship with the community.

Results of crosstabulations for this section are given in Tables A.5.1 to A.5.4 in
Appendix 3.

5.1 Teaching skills

Certcin teaching skills were perceived as necessary irrespective of the
teacher's location. A very high proportion of all groups of respondents agreed that
teachers need to be able to relate to and communicate with children, be able to teach
and ..ave the ability to maintain discipline. The strength of these opinions is clear
from the figures provided in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Proportion of respondents rating each teacher quality (teething skills) as very
important or essential

RESPONDENT GROUP

WESTERN

TEACHERS

(N=493)*

COASTAL

TEACHERS

(WWI)

WESTERN

PARENTS

(Nt211)

COASTAL

PARENTS

(N =174)

Ability to foster a good relationship

with children 89 94 89 87

Ability to communicate with children 94 98 99 97

Teaching ability 90 94 98 97

Ability to maintain discipline 91 92 95 89

Knowledge of subjects taught 74 73 90 91

Ability to teach multigrade classes 50 29 51 49

Willingness to work with low-ability children 70 53 74 78

Willingness to take on new roles within the

school 75 51 44 45

Note: The number of respondents for individual items in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 ranged as
follows: fel- western teachers: 482-493, coastal teachers: 396-404, for western parents:
207-211, for coastal parents: 170-174.
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Teachers' perceptions of the need for others of the teaching skills listed
appeared to be influenced by physical location. A clear majority of those in western
settings considered a willingness to take on new roles within the school and to work
with low-ability children were very important or essential characteristics of teachers,
while half of the teachers in rural and isolated areas reported that the ability to
teach multigrade classes was very important or essential. A much smaller proportion
of the eachers In coastal areas considered these three items to be important.

Parents' perceptions, on the other hand, were not dependent upon where they
lived; a willingness to work with low-ability children was stressed by approximately
three-quarters of respondents in both western and coastal areas and an ability to
teach multigrade :asses and willingness to take on new roles within the school by
some 50 p-_-: cent in each case. Not surprisingly, an ability to work with multigrade
classes was supported most strongly by parents in small communities (Table A.5.1, Ap-
pendix 3).

It is also useful to comment on differences between expectations of western
parents and those of western teachers. Western parents considered the knowledge of
subjects taught to be more important than did western teachers; on the other hand,
teachers considered the ability to take on new roles within the school to be more
important for teaching in rural and isolated areas than did parents.

5.2 Personal qualities and interests

Qualities such as dedication to teaching, patience, understanding, an ability to
set a good example and common sense were perceived by all groups of respondents as
very important or absolutely essential for teachers. Agreement on the importance of
other personal attributes - maturity, intelligence, anu broadmindedness - was less
widespread.

Still, a clear majority of western teachers considered that maturity and broad-
mindedness and tolerance were important for teaching and living in rural areas.
Approximately half of this group of teachers reported that the following attributes
were important: experience, intelligence, neat appearance, outgoing personality,
interests in sporting activities. High academic qualifications were not seen as
important by teachers in rural and isolated schools.

A smaller proportion of teachers in coastal schools reported that an interest in
sporting activities and an outgoing personality were important, and maturity and
experience were seen as less important by teachers in coastal schools.

A majority of rural parents considered that maturity, experience, intelligence, a
neat appearance and broadmindedness ond tolerance were desirable characteristics of
teachers teaching in rural schools. There was a high degree of commonality between
rural parents and coastal parents concerning the extent to which they considered each
of the personal attributes important to living and teaching in the particular area.

Some small differences between the perceptions of parents and those of
teachers in western schools were evident. Parents were more likely to emphasise a
neat appearance, high academic qualifications and intelligence than were teachers,
although it should be noted that only approximately one-third of parents described
high academic qualifications as very important or absolutely essential.

Parents' and teachers' responses are summarised below in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2s Proportion of respondent" rating each teseser quality (personal qualities and in-

terests) as very important or essential

RESPONDENT GROUP

WESTERN COASTAL

TEACHERS TEACHERS
(A93)* (W404)

Dedication to teac,,ing 85 80

Patience 86 88

Understanding 90 89

Maturity 79 68

Experience 47 38

Ability to set a good example for children 80 80

Common sense 89 87

Intelligence 53 54

Broadmindedness and tolerance 74 63

High academe qualifications 11 11

Neat appearance 45 48

Outgoing personality 46 34

Interest in sporting activities 40 23

WESTERN COASTAL

PMMOWTS PANDITS

(N=211) (N=174)

11, 11,A A

85 85

81 81

87 85

67 63

54 53

84 82

81 89

66 66

56 61

32 37

56 55

35 33

31 24

* See footnote tr. Table 5.1.

5.3 Relationship with the commurlii

Greatest differences between the expectations of western teachers and their
coastal colleagues were apparent in respect of factors describing teachc:s' interaction
with their local community.

Over 80 per cent of western teachers viewed it as very important or absolutely
essential that teachers be ah!e to adapt to a different lifestyle and 56 per cent
stressed an ability to "rough i' , theses responses reflecting, no doubt, adjustments res-
pondents made in their own lives as the result of their rural appointments. These
matters were of great importance to only 42 per cent and 25 per cent respectively of
coastal i !achers.

Teachers' responses also indicate different expectations with regard to
community involvement. More than twice as m' ny western teachers as coastal
teachers (59 per cent cf. 22 per cent) viewea a readiness to join community organisa-
tions as very important or absolutely essential and one-and-a-half times as many (70
per cent cf. 42 per cent) stressed an ability tc interact with the community.

Western parents also gave tar less weight to these items than did western
tec.-hers. Fifty-nine per (..4n t of western parents considered that it was important
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float teachers be able to adapt to a different lifestyle, while 44 per cent reported that
It was important for teachers to have an ability to interact with the community.
Only about one-quarter of western parents considered readiness to join community
organisations as a very important or essential tencher characteristic. it is also
interesting to note that there were similar levels of importance attached by both
western cnd coastal parer to teachers' willingness to interact with the community
and join in community organisations.

Responses are provided in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3 Prcpt:rtivii of respondents rating each teacher quality ()relationship with the cow-

munity) m-s very important or essential

RESPOPMENT GROUP

WESTERN

TEACHERS

(N=493)*

COASTAL

TEACHERS

(g=404)

WESTERN

PARENTS

(N=211)

COASTAL

PARENTS

(N=174)

Ability to interact with the community 70 42 44 46

Ability to 6dapt to a different lifestyle 84 38 59 44

Readiness to join community organisations 59 22 28 23

Ability to "rough it" 56 25 27 19

* See footnote to Table 5.1.

5.4 Desirable teacher qualities of western primary and secondary teachers

An analysis was undertaken so that the perceptions of western primary and
secondary teachers concerning desirable teach qualities could be examined sepa-
rately.

The results for those items relating to teaching skills are shown in Table 5.4.
The table shows that primary teachers considered the ability to teach multigrade
classes as much more important than did western secondcay tea:hers. This result is
predictable as western p. imary teachers are more likely to teach multi -grade classes
than are secondary teachers. The finding that teachers in small primary schools con-
sidered the agility to teach multigrade classes to be more importanr than did teachers
in larger primary schools is also to be expected (Table A.5.2, Appendix 3).

For all of the °the: teaching skills items, there wer, relatively small
differences between the perceptions of primary and secondar; mashers. It was
interesting to note, nonetheless, that western primary teachers placed a little more
emphasis on the ability to work with low-ab:lity students than did secondary teachers.
Moreover, teachers in one-teacher primary schools gave lower importance tr willing-
ness to work with low-ability pupils and the ability to maintain discipline (Tholes A.5.3
and A.5.4, Appendix 3.)



';)

Table 5.4: Proportion of western primacy and secondary teachers rating each teacher quality

(teaching skills) as very important or essential

PRIMARY

(W192-497)

%COWART
(1 186-215)

Ability to foster a good relationship with children 82 85

Ability to communicate with children 95 92

Teaching ability 91 88

Ability to maintain discipline 91 92

Knowledge of subjects taught 71 77

Ability to teach multigrade classes 68 36

Willingness to work with low-ability students 74 65

Willingnes, to take on new roles within the school 73 74

Table 5.5 shows the results for personal qualities and interests. Western
primary and secondary teachers' opinions for these items were similar. Secondary
teachers did, however, attach a little more importance to intelligence as a desirable
teacher quality, and primary teachers attached more importance to broadmindedness
and tolerance.

Table 5.5: Proportion of westem primary and secondary teachers rating each teacher quality

(personal qualities) as very important or essential

PRIMARY

(W192-197)

SUMMARY
(1 210-215)

Dedication to teaching 87 81

Patience 89 83

Understanding 92 89

Maturity 80 77

Experience 45 49

Ability to set a good example for children 79 80

Common sense 86 87

Intelligence 49 56

Broadmindedness and tolerance 79 68

High academic qualifications 7 10

Neat appearance 47 44

Outgoing personality 43 47

Interest in sporting activities ' 37 41
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The perceptions of western primary and secondary teachers on those teacher
qualities which concern relationships with the community are shown in Table 5.6

There was a tendency for a greater proportion of western primary teachers
than secondary teachers to consider that each of these qualities was important. That
is, western primary teachers believe that the ability to foster a good relationship with
the community and to adapt to a different lifes'yle are mcre important for teaching
and living in i ural and i3olated areas than do western secondary teachers.

Table 5.6: Proportion of western primary and secondary teachers rating each teacher quality

(relationdh* with the community) as very important or essential

PRIMARY SECTWARY

(1 192-197)

ID

(W210-215)

Ability co interact with the community 82 73

Ability to adapt to a differAt lifestyle 85 78

Readiness to join community organisations 61 51

Ability to "rough it" 57 52

53 Sernmary

All groups of respondents (i.e. western teachers, coastal teachers, western
parents and coastal parents) considered personal attributes such as dedication to
teaching, patience, understanding and the ability to set a good example for children as
important teacher qualities. Western teachers were more likely than the other groups
to emphasise broadmindedness and tolerance, an outgoing personality and interest in
sporting activities as important. Western parents were more likely than western
teachers to emphasise a neat appearance and intelligence as desirable teacher
attributes.

With respect to teaching skills, all groups endorsed the importance of teaching
ability, discipline and the ability to relate and communicate with children as
important teacher qualities. Western teachers gave more emphasis than coastal
teachers to the ability to take on new roles within the school and the ability to work
with low-ability children.

Greatest differences between western teachers and other group came in
respononse to the importance of relationships with the community. Western teachers
were much more likely to rate the ability to interact with the community, readiness
to join community organisations and the ability to adapt to a different lifestyle as
important.

There were few differences between the perceptions of western primary and
western secondary teachers and between primary teachers in small and larger schools
regarding desirable teacher qualities. One exception to this was the ability to teach
multigrade classes which was seen as more important by primary teachers, particul
those in small western schools.
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CHAPTER 6

PRE-SERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION

6.1 Pre-service qualifications

Most teachers had completed three- or four-year pre-service teacher education
programs and had underte en their initial preparation at a Queensland institution. The
higher per_,:ntage of coastal teachers with a Certificate of Teaching (which was last
awarded in the early 1970s) compared with their western colleagues (31 per cent and
17 per rent respectively) is indicative of the fact that respondents from rural and
isolated schools tended to Se younger and to have completed their pre-service
education more recently. (A detailed report on teacher qualifications in western
Queensland is to be found in Mc Swan, 1985.)

In fact, 58 per cent of teachers in western schools had completed their pre-
service teacher education in the 1980s, while only 27 per cent of teachers in coastal
schools had completed their pre-service preparation during this period.

The institutions at which both study groups of teachers obtained their pre-
service qualifications were similar. One-third of each group had obtained their
pre-service qualification at the Kelvin Grove College of Advanced Education or the
Kelvin Grove Campus of the Brisbane College of Advanced Education. A higher
proportion of teachers in aural schools had gained their pre-service qualifications at
the University of Queensland, reflecting the higher proportion of secondary teachers in
this group. Ten per cent of teachers in rural schools had gained their pre-service
qualification at an interstate institution and 2 per cent at an overseas institution.

Full information on respondents' pre-service qualifications is provided in Tables
6.1 to 6.3.

Table 6.1: Qualifications gaffed by teacher respondents on cos-

pletion of pre-.1ervice teacher education

QUALIFILATIONS

WESTERN

(W498)

COASTAL

(W401)

Certificate of Teaching 17 31

Diploma of Teach]ig 64 52

Degree rlus Diploma in Education or

Graduate Diploma it Teaching 16 12

Bachelor of Education 2 3

Other 1 1
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Table 6.2: Institution at which teacher respondents' pre-service

teacher education qualifications were completed

INSTITUTION

WESTERN

(W503)

COASTAL

(W400)

University of Queensland 10 6

BCAE. Mount Gravatt 17 12

Kelvin Grove 33 34

North Brisbane (Kedron/Carseldine) 8 14

McAuley College 2 3

Darling Downs IAE 7 5

Capricornia IAE 2 2

James Cook University 1 1

JCUNQIAE/Townsville CAE 4 5

8KTC 1 1

Interstate 10 10

Overseas 2 5

Other (not specified) 4 3

Table 6.3: Year in which teacher respondents' pre-service teacher

education qualifications were completed

YEAR

WESTERN

(W502)
COASTAL

(W400)

Pre-1960 c 11

1960-1969 8 22

1970-1979 28 41

1980 8 7

1981 11 3

1982 10 6

1983 14 3

1984 14 7

1985 < 1 1
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6.2 Preparation for teaching in rural and isolated areas

Less than one-fifth of western teachers reported undertak. 1 subjects, activities
or experiences in their pre-service course which had been of direct relevance to
teaching In rural and isolated areas.

Of the 19 per cent of western teachers who indicated that their pre-service
program had provided them with activities aimed at preparing them for teaching in
rural and isolated schools, 82 per cent commented on those aspects which they had
found most beneficial. The largest group of comments referred to practice teaching
in a rural and isolated school or in a setting which shared characteristics with such
schools, for example, a small school or a multigrade situation.

Common, too, were comments on relevant subjects studied in the pre-service
program, for example, units on teaching in rural and isolated schools, living in rural
and isolated zommunities, and multicultural or Aboriginal education. Several teachers
also mentioned learning about some aspect of teaching and living in rural and isolated
areas but did not indicate whether this was through a subject or other component
directed specifically at such teaching. A few teachers mentioned the availability of
relevant courses, although they themselves had not taken them.

A small number of teachers described aspects or components of courses which
were not specifically directed at rural and isolated teaching (for example, classroom
psychology, individual differences, T.:mediation in secon(.3ry school mathematics) as
nonetheless beneficial in preparing them to teach in such areas.

Other beneficial experiences each rr tioned by a few teachers were visits to
rural and isolated or small schools, time spent in a rural or isolated community, talks
by teachers or community members from rural and isolated schools, working with
parents, maintaining a resource folder, learning how to use available resources and
qualifications in an area other than education.

Rural teachers and parents were also asked to indicate the value Df a range of
pre-service experiences (listed in a forced-choice question) in preparing teachers for
service in rural and isolated schools. Parents' evaluatioos were similar to teachers'
and both sets of responses appear to be influenced by the authenticity of the
experience and its perceived application to teaching.

For example, the experience considered to be of greatest value was practice
teaching in rural and isolated areas; the experience least frequently desrr;bed this way
(particularly by teachers) was reading selected literature on rural on' holated schools
and areas.

Over half of the teachers reported that courses on remediation of low-achieving
students would be of great benefit. Work with composite classes, information on rural
and isolated areas given by people with appropriate experie. ces, visits to rural and
isolated schools and areas and subjects on teaching in small and isolated communities
were also valued by both parents and teachers.

Perceived to be of less value by both parents and teachers were activities
involving student interaction with the community, although rural administrators tended
to view this as valuable. This difference in perception is perhaps indicative of the
different roles played by administrative and non-administrative school staff in rural
communities. Teachers were also not very enthusiastic ..)Jout the value of videotapes
of rural and isolated schools and areas.

Teachers' and parents' responses are shown below in Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4: Teacher and community respondents' perceptions of the value of various experiences
for preparing student teachers for service in rural and iuolhted areas

WESTERN

TEACTERS

(1490-498)

WESTERN

PARENTS

(N205-209)

NO

VALUE

A

LITTLE

VALUE

Aa

SOME

VALUE

a

GMAT
VALUE

Aa

ND

VALUE

a

LITTLE

VALUE

Aa

SONE

VALUE

a

GREAT

VALUE

Aa

Practice teaching in rural and

Isolated areas 1 4 30 65 3 4 32 61

Subjects on teaching in small

and isolated communities 2 12 46 40 2 11 40 47

Visits to rural and isolated

schools and areas 2 12 4z! 42 2 10 31 57

Selected reEdings on rural and

isolated schools and areas 10 33 46 11 5 16 48 31

Videotapes of rural and isolated

schools and areas 3 15 54 29 3 9 46 42

Information cn rural and Isolated

areas given by people with appro-

priate experiences 8 45 47 1 4 35 39

Activities involving student

interaction with the community 4 18 50 27 3 13 46 38

Working with composite classes 5 11 38 47 6 10 38 45

Courses on remediation of low-

achieving students 2 6 38 54 Not asked
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An analysis was made to determine the value which western primary and
secondary teachers placed on various experiences and activities relevant to preparing
teachers for service in rural and isolated areas. For the primary teachers, a further
breakdown into those teaching in smaller (1-5 teachers) and larger (6 or more
teachers) schools was made. The results for primary and secondary teachers are
shown in Table A.5.

This table shows that, in general, primary teachers saw more value in most of
the experiences than did secondary teachers. The most notable difference between
primary and secondary teachers was for the item "working with composite classes".
Six!y-five per cent of western primary teachers considered that this would be of great
value in preparing teachers for service in rural and isolated areas, whereas only 28 per
cent of secondary teachers considered it so. There was a tendency for a greater pro-
portion of primary teachers than secondary teachers to perceive each of the following
to be of a little more value: practice teaching in rural and isolated schools, videos of
rural and isolated schools and areas, activities involving student teacher interact'on
with the community. On the other hand, 51 per cent of western secondary teachers,
compared with 1.0 per cent of western primary teachers, felt that information on rural
and isolated areas given by people with appropriate experiences would be of great
value.

Table 6.5: Opinions of mes'_ern primary and secondary teachers an the value of various ac-
tivities and experiences in preparing teachers for service in rural and isolated
areas

Practice teaching in rural and

isolated areas

Subjects on teaching in small

and isolated communities

Visits to rural and isolated

schools and areas

Selected readings on rural and

Isolated schools and areas

Videotapes of rural and isolated

schools an-4 areas

Information on rural and isolated

areas given by people with appro-

priate experiences

Activities involving student

interaction with the community

Working with composite classes

Courses on remediation of low-

achieving students

PRIMARY

TENDERS

(Pk197-202)

SECONDARY

TEACHERS

(W210-217)

NO

VALUE

LITTLE

VALUE

SOME

VALUE

a

GREAT

VALUE

NO

VALUE

LITTLE

VALUE

SOME

VALUE

a

GREAT

VALUE

a

< 1 1 30 68 1 7 34 58

1 8 49 42 3 16 43 38

1 6 49 44 3 17 47 39

8 32 49 11 14 35 44 7

3 14 57 26 4 18 54 24

6 54 40 1 11 37

5 15 50 30 5 23 49 24

1 3 30 65 9 19 44 28

1 6 41 52 2 6 36 56
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Table 6.6: Opinions of western primary teachers in small (1-5 teachers) and larger (6 or more

teachers) schools on the value of various activities and experiences in preparing

teachers for service in rural and isolated areas

Practice teaching in rural and

isolated areas

Subjects on teaching in small

aid isolated communities

Visits to rural and isolated

schools and areas

Selected readings on rural and

isolated schools and areas

Videotapes of rural and isolated

schools and areas

Information on rural and isolated

areas given by people with appro-

priate experiences

Activities involving s'udent

interaction with the community

Working with composite classes

Courses on remediation of low-

achieving students

SMALL

PRIMARY SCHOOLS

(N=64-65)

MEDIUM-LARGE

PRIMARY SCHOOLS

(N=132-137)

NO

VALUE

LITTLE

VALUE

SOME

VALUE

GREAT

VALUE

NO

VALUE

LITTLE

VALUE

SOME

vALe.:

GREAT

VALUE

3 20 77 1 1 35 64

6 43 51 1 9 53 34

- 5 37 58 2 7 54 37

12 35 38 14 6 30 54 10

3 9 64 23 3 16 54 27

- 11 55 34 - 3 54 43

8 11 42 39 3 17 54 26

1 3 25 71 1 3 33 63

2 11 39 48 1 3 42 54

The results for western primary teachers teachirg in small and medium to large
schools are shown in Table 6.6. These results indicnt,.: that primary teachers teaching
in the smaller schools saw more value in most of the activities than did teachers
teaching in the larger schools. Those items for which there was greatest difference
between small and larger schools were: subjects on teaching in small and isolated
coml. &les, prac'ice teaching in rural and isolated areas, visits to rural and isolated
schools and areas, activities involving student teacher interaction with the community.

The questionnaires sent to teachers listed several areas of potential relevance
to respondents in their current positions. Teachers were asked to indicate both how
much importance had beer. given to each in their pre-service teacher education and
how rmich importance they believe should have been placed on each in order to
prepare them for their current position.

The right-hand side of Table 6.7 indicates that a majority of rural and isohted
teachers considered that there should be great emphasis in the pre-service program on
subjecr teaching and on discipline. Over 40 per cent of teachers also reported that
there should Le great emphasis on individualising instruction, curriculum development
and CCP or w,rk program planning. Of the items in the list, those aspects which
rural and isolated teachers considered should be given least emphasis were living in a
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rural community, multicultural education and issues related to Aboriginal education.
These items were nonetheless considered to be of at least moderate importance by a
majority of the teachers. These results suggest that, while teachers consider that
aspects of their pre-service program oriented towards preparing them for teaching in
a specific context are important, they attach greater :mportance to those aspects
which have wide application in a number of contexts.

Table 6.7: Western teachers' opinions of the importance given to each area in their pre - service

teacher education programs and importance Whitt' Should be given to each

IMPORTANCE

GIVEN

(W479-492)

ACTUALLY IMPORTANCE

HAVE BEEN

(1460-474)

WHICH SHOULD

GIVEN

NOME

MODER-

LITTLE ATE

a

GREAT NONE

A

MODER -

LITTLE ATE GREAT

S

Subject teaching 1 17 47 35 41 57

Teaching multigrades .0 38 10 2 8 16 51 29

Living in a i.,ral community 72 24 3 - 4 26 52 19

School /community relations 38 40 17 6 15 58 27

Individualising instruct.ton 10 42 36 12 6 50 44

Curriculum development 9 26 44 21 1 5 50 44

Discipline 9 36 44 11 2 43 54

Teaching exceptional children

within mainstream 32 44 20 4 16 52 32

CCP/work program planning 15 28 37 10 1 4 50 45

Utilising the local environment 22 48 25 5 1 14 59 26

Multicultural education 40 32 22 6 3 31 53 13

Administrative duties 44 42 12 2 2 22 52 24

Issues related to Aboriginal

education 48 33 16 3 4 32 48 16

There were some important differences in the perceptions of western Queen..-
lar-1 teachers with respect to the emphasis placed on various aspects of their pre-
service program accoraing to the recency of their graduation. Responses to items for
which there was a statistically significant difference are shown in Table A.6.1,
Appendix 3. This table shows that teachers who have graduated since 1980 consider
that there was more emphasis on a number of issues in their pre-service programs, inprticular on: living in a rural community, school/community relations, curriculum
development, teaching exceptional children within the mainstream, CCP/work program
planning, utilising the local environment, multicultural education and issues related to
Aboriginal education.

A comparison of the opinions of western teachers as to the emphasis which
should have been placed on each of the aspects of pre-service teacher education with
the opinions of coastal teachers (shown on the right hand side of Table 6.8) reveals,
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nonetheless, that a greater proportion of rural teachers believe emphasis should be
given to issues such as teaching multigrades, living in a rural community,
school/c,nmunity relationship and administrative duties. Teachers' perceptions of th..
desirable content of pre-service teacher education are therefore influenced to some
degree by the context in which they are teaching. It would be more likely, for
example, that skills and knowledge in areas such as teuching multigrades would be
required of teachers .n rural areas than in non-rural areas.

Table 6.8: Coastal and near coastal teachers' opinions of the importance given to each area in

their pre-service teacher education program and importance Which should be given to

each

IMPORTANCE

GIVEN

(W379-392)

ACTUALLY IMPORTANCE

HAVE BEEN

(N=371

MICH SHOULD

GIVEN

-380)

NONE

MODER -

LITTLE ATE GREAT NONE

MODER -

LITTLE ATE GREAT

Subject teaching 2 16 48 22 2 41 57

Teaching multigrades 57 33 9 1 9 24 52 16

Living in a local community 68 25 6 1 9 41 44 6

School/community relations 40 41 17 2 3 24 57 16

Individualisiog instruction 14 40 35 11 - 7 45 48

Curriculum development 13 29 42 16 7 48 45

Discipline 13 39 41 6 - 4 45 51

Teaching exceptional children

within mainstream 45 40 13 2 1 18 57 25

CCP/work program planning 21 34 35 11 2 8 52 39

Utilising the local environment 32 4'. 20 3 2 23 59 16

Multicultural education 54 31 11 4 6 33 51 9

Administrative duties 47 36 14 2 3 37 47 11

Issues related to Aboriginal

education 64 25 8 2 8 41 44 6

It is also useful to examine the difference between the "actual" and "ideal"
importance attached to each of the aspects by rural and isolated teachers (the left
and right hand sides of Table 6.7 respectively). These reveal that teachers considered
more emphasis should have been given to each of the areas listed. These teachers
considered that much more importance should have been given, in particular, to
discipline, individualising instruction, teaching multigrades, teaching exceptional
children within the mainstream and CCP or work program planning.

Further analyses were undertaken to determine the "actual" and "ideal" ratings
given to each area of pre-service teacher education by various sub-groups of teachers.
The responses of the following sub-groups were examined: western primary teachers,
western secondary teachers, western primary teachers teaching in small (i.e. less than
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six teachers) schools, western primary teachers teaching in larger (i.e. more than five
teachers) schools.

Table 6.9 shows the proportion of western primary teachers who considered that
each activity was given great importance in their pre-service preparation and the pro-
portion who considered each activity should have been given great importance.

Western primary teachers reported that greatest importance should have been
given to: subject teaching, curriculum development, CCP/work program planning and
individualising instruction. An examination of the differences in rank orders between
the actual and ideal columns reveals that the greatest discrepancy was in the area of
teaching multigrades.

Table 6.9: Proportion of western primary teachers rating ear- area as of great importance in
pre-service teacher education

GREAT IMPORTANCE

ACTUALLY GIVEN

GREAT IPPORTANCE

SHOULD HAVE BEEN

(W192-198)
GIVEN

(W184-191)

wa (Rank) 8 (Rank)

Subject teaching 32 (1) 48 (1)

Teaching multigrades 2 (11) 38 (6)

Living in a rural community 1 (12) 16 (10)

School/community relations 8 (7) 26 (8)

Individualising instruction 15 (4) 43 (4)

Curriculum development 28 (2) 41 (5)

Discipline 12 (5) 45 (2)

Teaching exceptional children within mainstream 6 (9) 31 (7)

CCP/work program planning 26 (3) 33 (3)

Utilising the local environment 8 (7) 22 (9)

Multicultural education 9 (6) 13 (13)

Administrative duties 1 (12) 16 (10)

Issues related to Aboriginal education 3 (10) 14 (12)

..
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As Table 6.10 shows, this difference is somewhat more acute for western
primary teachers teaching in smaller schools. !ndeed, these teachers saw this as the
greatest need in their pre-service program. Other areas which teachers in small
schools considered to be of greatest importance were: COP or work program

ling, subject teaching, and individualising instruction.

Table 6.10: Proportion of primary teachers in small western schools (Le. schools with 1-5

teachers) rating each area as of greet importance in pre-service teacher education

GREAT IMPORTANCE

ACTUALLY GIVEN

GREAT IMPORTANCE

SHOULD HAVE BEEN

(N.62 -64)

GIVEN

(W511-63)

Rank)(Rank)

Subject teaching 29 (7) 45 (3)

Teaching multigrades 3 (10) 50 (1)

Living in a rural corwunity 2 (12) 26 (9)

School/community relations 6 (7) 35 (7)

Individualising instruction 18 (3) 44 (4)

Curriculum development 29 (1) 39 (5)

Discipline 14 (5) 36 (6)

Teaching exceptional children within mainstrea' C (7) 31 (8)

CCP/work program planning 18 (3) 48 (2)

Utilising the local environment 6 (7) 20 (10)

Multicultural education 3 (10) 10 (13)

Administrative duties 3 (10) 15 (12)

Issues related to Aboriginal education 2 (12) 16 (11)
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The areas of greatest ir- -tance for primary teac.;iers in larger western
primary schools were: disciplir, bject teaching, individualising instruction and
curriculum, development. The area of teaching multigrades was still relatively
important for teachers in the larger primary schools ane there was still a large gap
between these teachers' perceptions of their ideal prepacaticn in this area and the
preparation they actually 1eceived.

Table 6.11: Proportion of western primary teachers in larger schools (i.e. schools with more
than 5 teachers) rating each area as of great importance in pre-service teacher
education

GREAT IMPORTANCE

ACTUALLY GIVEN

GREAT IMPORTANCE

SHOULD HAVE BEEN

-131)(11130-135)

GIVEN

(I=126

A (Rank) (Rank)

Subject teaching 33 (1) 49 (2)

Teaching muaigrades
1 (11) 33 (5)

Living in a rural community (13) 12 (13)

School/community relations 8 (8) 22 (9)

Individualisilg instruction 13 (4) 43 (3)

Curriculum development 28 (3) 42 (4)

Discipline 19 (6) 50 (1)

Teaching exceptional children within mainstream 6 (9) 12 (6)

CCP/work program planning 30 (2) 32 (6)

Utilising the local environment 9 (7) 21 (b)

Multicultural education 11 (5) 15 (11)

Administrative duties
1 (11) 16 (10)

Issues related to AbotigLtal education 4 (10) 13 (12)
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The results for secondary teachers are shown in Table 6.12. This shows that
the areas rated of greatest importance by secondary te.:chers were: subject teaching,
discipline, curriculum development, CCP or work program planning, and individualising
instruction. For secondary teachers, the greatest differences between actual and ideal
ratings were for the areas of discipline, individualising instruction, curriculum
development, teaching exceptional children within the mainstream nd ccr or work
program pIcnning.

Table 6.12: Proportion of western secondary teachers rating each area as of great importance in

pre-service tlecher education

GREAT IMPORTANCE

ACTUALLY GIVEN

GREAT IMPORTANCE

SUOULD HAVE BEEN

-203)(N=202 -213)

GIVEN

(N=192

(Rank) (Rank)

Subject teaching 39 (1) 68 (1)

Teaching multigrades 2 (9) 16 (12)

Living in a rural community < 1 (13) 20 (10)

School/community relations 2 (9) 27 (9)

IndividualiPlng instruction 6 (5) 43 (5)

Curr' :ulum development 14 (2) 47 (3)

Liscipline le (4) 67 (2)

Teaching exceptional children within mainstream 1 (11) 36 (6)

CCP/work program planning 13 (3) 47 (3:

Utilising the loca' environment 2 (9) 29 (7)

Multicultural education 3 (6) 13 (13)

Administrative duties 1 (II) 28 (8)

Issues related to Aboriginal education 3 (;) 18 (1)

3 Summary

About tv.- thirds of teachers in western Queensland had u Diploma of Teaching
as a pre-service qualification and a smaller proportion of western teachers compared
to coastal teachers had gained a cQrtificate of teaching on completion of their pre-
service preparation. About a third of each group had gained their pre-service quali-
fication from Brisbane College of Advanced Education (Kelvin Grove) and about 10 per
cent of both western and coastal teachers had interstate qualifications. Half of the
weJern teachers had completed their pre-service educatio i ?ice 1980, compared with
one-fifth of the coastal teachers.

Only about one-fifth of the western teachers reperted that they had had any
activities or experiences within th.:. pre-seru:-..e program to prepare them specifically
for teaching in rural and isolated areas. The most useful pre-service activities
experienced by the western teachers were practice teaching in r _mai and isolated areas
or in small schools or in a multigrade situation, and units on teaching in rural and

-
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isolated areas. The experiences which western teachers and parents considered could
potentially be of most value in preparing teachers to teach in rural and isolated areas
were practice teaching in rural and isolated areas, and courses on remediation of low-
achievirg children. Also of value, but to a lesser extent, were working with
composite classes, information on rural and isolated areas given by people with
appropriate experience, visits to rural and isolated schools and communities, and
subjects on teaching in small and isolated communities. Working with composite
classes was seen to be of more value by primary than secondary teachers and by
primary teachers in smaller schools.

Both western and coastal teachers believed that there should be a great
emphasis in pre-service programs on subject teaching, discipline, individualising in-
sfr:iction, curriculum development and planning. A greater proportion of western
teachers than coastal teachers reported that there should be great emphasis on
:eaching multigrades, living in a rural commun.ty, school/community relationships and
administrative duties. Some differences between western primary art] secondary
teachers -,sere also evident. More primary teachers felt that teaching multigrades
..nould be emphasised, while secondary teachers were more concerned than primary
teachers about subject teaching and discipline. Western teachers in small primary
schools rated the following as more important aspects of their pre-service preparation
than did western teachers in larger primary schools: teaching multigrades, living in a
rural community, school/community relationships, planning. Discipline, on the other
hand, was considered to be less important by teachers in small western schools.
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CHAPTEk 7

INDUCTION AND IN-SERVICE SUPPORT

7.1 Teachers' perspectives

Respondents from both teacher groups were asked various questions regarding
their experiences in adjusting to life in their present teaching situation and any in-
duction or in-service support they may have had. They were also asked to give
suggestions as to ways of supporting and advising teachers in the rural setting.

When asked to place a value on the s.apport given by various agencies, western
and coastal teachers gave different responses in as much as the rural teachers valued
any support given them more highly than did their coastal counterparts (Table 7.1).
For example, one-half of the rural respondents rated regular contact with a subject
specialist as Laing "very important", whereas only one-third of the coastal respondents
reacted similarly. A high percentage of the former respondents were high school
teachers and these rated contact with a subject specialist more highly than did their
primary counterparts (Table A.7.1, Appendix 3).

Table 7.1: Importance given by teacher respondents to various kinds of support with teaching

Regular contact with

subject specialists, or

unlimited telephone or

other media access to ,

subject specialist

In-service support con-

ducted in local

communities

in-service support that

requires travelling to

another centre but

allows contact with

other colleagues

Regular adt,....ory con-

tacts with inspector

of schools

hESTERN

(N488-499)

COASTAL

(P =393-403)

NOT

DIP.

SL.

I*.
MOD.

III).

VERY

M.
NOT

IMP.

St. PLOD.

h I. VERYI.
X

3 11 36 50 4 16 46 35

2 11 39 48 3 13 40 45

2 11 40 48 4 18 44 34

7 23 43 27 16 34 35 15

At the same time the teachers were asked to value I'll,. importance of other
resources in helping teachers (Table 7.2). Generally, the responses of both groups of
teachers were very similar. The exception to this was in the value placed on the use
of computer and satellite communications. The rural respondents valued these
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technological advances more highly than did their coastal colleagues. One rea.:3n
given for this was that through computers "country" children can keep up with
advances that are normally confined to ( :ties.

Table 7.2: Importance given by teacher respondents to different resources in helping teachers

Ready access to good

teaching resources from

outside your centre

Availability of detailed

school programs in

curricula areas

Availability of local

centre relief staff to

release you to explore

locally areas of -o-

fessior-1 concern

Assistance with evalu-

ation (testing items

and procedures)

Use of computers

Use of satellite com-

munications

itESTERN

(W47I-498)

COASTAL

(W384-399)

NOT

IN'.

SL.

I.
MOD.

IMP.

VERY

Dr.
NOT

I.
SL. V.
Br. Dr.

WRY
MP.

1 31 62 3 10 36 52

1 5 35 59 3 5 31 61

3 12 34 51 5 14 35 46

2 11 46 4 19 45 32

5 19 42 34 9 24 47 20

14 23 39 2t 33 26 33 7

More than half of each study group regarded "Ready access to good teaching
resources from outside your centre" as being very important. The rural teachers who
responded in this way were more likely to be recent graduates (post-1980) (Table
A.7.2, Appendix 3).

Respondents were asked to comment on the use made of computers and
satellite technology in helping to improve the quality of education afforded to scL,ol
students. In general, the comments made by both groups were similar with about one-
quarter of the western and one-third of coastal teachers saying that they do not use
or do not have access to a computer. Some reasons given for non-use included lack of
knowledge, need for more in-service courses, expense, insufficient equipment, storage
problems, inaccessibility, and lack of maintenance or resource personnel.

Some of the reasons why computers were used included: to motivate pupils,
to provide a variety of learning experiences, to develop pupils' keyboard skills, to pro-
vide a challenge to pupils, to build pupils' confidence and to develop their computer
awareness. It was thought that the us.. and knowledge of computers would mear, that
country children were not disadvantaged when sent to boarding :,chools or TAFE
colleges. Different areas taught using computers were word processing, computer
literacy and awareness, keyb-43rd skills, and Pro3ramming.
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Teachers were asked how much difficulty they experienced adjusting to their
present situation, personally, socially, and proFessionally (Table 7.3). In each category
the responses indicated that the western respondents had a greater degree of
difficulty than the coastal teachers. About one-half of the western teachers had at
least some difficulty adjusting, in each of the areas, whereas only one-third of their
coastal colleagues had difficulty.

Table 7.3: Teacher respondents' difficulty in adjusting to personal, social and professional

aspects of present situation

WESTERN

(N=496-497)

COASTAL

(N=392-399)

NO

DIFFICULTY

S

SOME CONSIDERABLE

DIFFICULTY DIFFICULTY

a a

NO

DIFFICULTY

X

&L CONSIOERPJ3LE

DIFFICULTY DIFFICULTY

a a

Personal 47 37 16 68 26 6

Social 51 38 11 69 26 5

Professional 46 44 11 60 31 9

In the rural sample, as Table A.7.3 in Appendix 3 shows, more married teachers
than single had no difficulty adjusting at a personal level. Those western teachers
who had lived for a longer time in the district reported experiencing less difficulty in
adjusting person,- socially or professionally than did those teachers who had lived in
the district for shorter periods (Table A.7.4, Appendix 3).

Western teachers were asked to -ate the extent to which they agreed with
diff?.:ent statements on varicus aspects of in-service arid induction programs (Table
7.4). Ninety per cent agreed that there was a need for such courses. About three-
quarters thought that videos of and/or visits to rural and isolated schools would be
useful. A similar fraction of respondents thought that courses taken before teachers
take up duty and/or during the early months o; an appointment would be helpful.
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Table 7.4: Western teacher respondents' extent of agrLeent or disagreement with Atateents
concerning in-service and induction programs

(W450-468)

ND*

AA

ED D N A SA

A A A A

Information provided was inaccurate

or misleading 16 8 24 11 1

People giviog the courses were out

of touch with reality 10 8 40 19 19 5

There is no need for courses; good

teachers can cope 2 44 46 5 3 1

Videos of rural and isolated schools

and areas would be useful 4 2 7 17 58 13

Visits to rural and Isolated schools

ani areas would be iseful 3 5 14 59 20

Courses should be given before

...eachers take up appointment 2 1 b 19 50 20

Courses should be given during early

months of appointment 3 1 8 12 53 23

* NO = no opinion, SD = strongly disagree,

agree, SA = strongly agree.

D = disagree, N = nel'her agree nor disagree, A =

Teachers were asked to value the information, support ar.d advice given to
them by various sources. These have been grouped rather broadly. The first group of
sources would be relevant to most teachers; most of the second group of sources
would be relevant only to a few (see Table 7.5).

Of the sources relevant to all teachers, the advice and support given by other
members of the school staff were most valued by teachers. Family and friends,
visiting specialist teachers, school administration, in-service activities and course. and
local individuals were also valua'ale sources of advice for many teachers. On the uther
hand, 60 per cen; of western teachers reported that the Jcivice and support they
received from regional office and inspectors were of little or no value.

Among western teachers who expressed an opinion, twice as many ;,..!male
teachers as male found that family and friends were of great value as a support
during their settling-in time in ;lie community and school. Mso, the percentage of
women who regarded the school induction package to be of great value was twice that
of the men. More women also found the beginning teaching seminars valuable. The
school P. & C. or P. & F. was found to be more valuable to a greater percentage of
administrative personnel than those with no administrative duties. In regard to the
Regional Office and Catholic Education Office seminars, more primary teachers found
..1cm valuable than secondary, and Catholic teachers appreciated them more than
government teachers; teachers who had graduated since 1980 found them of less value
than teachers who graduated prior to 1980. (These results are set out in Tables A.7.5,
A.7.6 and A .7.7 in Appendix 3.)

a
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Table 7.5: Value placed by teacher mspondents an information, support and advice from various

sources

tva

OPINION

NO

VALUE

L I FILE

VALUE

SOME

VALUE

GREAT

VALUE

Sources relevant to all teachers

(W-428-479)

School induction package 25 10 !8 31 16

School administration 5 8 17 46 24

Other teachers and staff 3 3 10 35 49

Regional office and inspectors 10 28 32 24 6

In-service activities and courses 16 3 13 48 21

Visiting specialist teachers 18 4 12 42 25

Community social groups/clubs 27 13 19 34 7

Local individuals and families 12 9 16 43 20

P. & C. or P. & F. 17 19 26 30 8

Family and friends 15 11 15 33 26

Welcome activities arranged by council 54 18 10 15 3

Sources not relevant to all teachers

(W314-399)

Beginning teacher seminars 36 12 16 25 12

North-West induction seminar 67 7 5 12 9

Class 5 seminar 85 4 2 6 3

Jumbunna seminar 92 4 2 2

Regional office/Catholic Education Cffice

seminars 69 5 2 18 7

Teachers were asked to comment on the induction or in-service supoort they
would like to see developed to assist teachers living and working in isolat' d areas.
About 60 per cent f the western teachers responded to this question. Many items
were suggested by only a small percentage and some of these have been combined.
Items have been grouped under three general headings: support personnel, personal
needs, and professional needs.

Support personnel: other teachers; school staff; experienced teachers; previous
teachers; itinerant specialists; community members; administration; subject masters;
and resourcm teachers.

Personal needs: more benefits for being isolated; and support in the following areas:
fitting into the community, factual information about the specific area, use of leisure
time, meeting individual teacher's needs, and practical help.

Professional needs: regular assistance; resource interchange; assistance to attend in-
ser .ce; supply teachers and support in i ! following areas: teaching a variety of
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students, composite classes, group teaching strategies, discipline, new and alternative
teaching methods, curriculum/subject matter, planning, assessment, exam writing,
ROSBA, administration, and making the most of available resources.

7.2 The community's perspective

Community members were asked whether they should be involved in various
activities to help teachers adapt to living and working in the local school and com-
munity (Table 7.5). Most of the responses were similar for the western and coastal
groups. Almost without exception three-quarters of the respondents agreed with each
statement, although a noticeably larger proportion of rural community members
indicated that they should develop friendships and visit socially with the teachers.

Table 7.6: Community respondents' views as to whether community members Should be involved in

helping teachers adapt to living and working in the local school and community

(1

hESTERN

204-209)
COASTAL

(N=174-176)

OPAftION YES ND

NO

OPINION :ES ND

Being involved in school activities 3 2 95 2 6 93

Helping through the P. & C. or P. & F. 5 5 90 4 7 89

Introducing teachers to community

organisatima and activities 8 9 84 8 18 74

Developing friendships with teachers

out of hours 9 14 77 12 25 63

Assisting in the classroom 5 19 76 5 24 71

Inviting teachers to visit socially

with families 15 23 62 16 39 45

Proportionally more men than women reported that the community should assist
in the classroom and be involved in school activities (Table A.7.8, Appendix 3). Also,
the smaller the population of the community, the more assisting in the classrocm was
considered important.

7.3 Summary

Most teachers see a great need for induction and in-service courses particular!y
to help new teachers settle into rural and isolated schools and communities. There
are many different ways this can be achieved but other teachers and staff at the
school are seen as a valuable resource in a support and advisory role.

Teachers need access to good teaching resources and personnel. Compute is an,1
satellite communications are becoming important in :eaching, especially in the rural
areas.

Rural teachers have greater difficulty adjusting to their new situation although
married teachers fare better than single. Rural teachers value all kinds of support
highly.
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Most community members indicated that there should be a high level of support
from the community for teachers to help them adjust to their new area and st..hool.
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CHAPTER 8

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

8.1 Characteristics of western Queensland teachers and schools

Information obtained from the present study on the per:;, --' details of teachers
in western Queensland supports the general Australian li+erature on teachers in rural
schools. For example, previous studies indicate that these teachers are generally
younger than teachers in non-rural areas. In the present study, teachers from the
western areas were three times as likely to be under 25 and much less likely to be
over 30, than were teachers from coa, tal and near coastal areas of Queensland. The
greater youth of the western teachers was associated with their greater tendency to
be single.

Previous Australian research has indicated that rural teachers are generally less
experienced at teaching than their urban counterparts. Certainly V-iis was the case in
the present study where it was found that teachers in western Queensland had
relatively little teaching experience: 41 per cent of western teachers, as opposed to
16 per cent of coastal teachers, had less than four years' teaching experience.
Moreover, 30 per cent of western teachers (compared with 15 per cent of coastal
teachers) were in their first teaching appointment.

Western teachers were more likely than coastal teachers to have gained a dip-
loma of teaching on completion of their pre-service teacher education; coastal
teachers, on the other hand; were more likely than western teachers to have gained a
certificate in teaching as a pre-service qualification.

Much of the literature points to a high rate of mobility among rural teachers.
This study found that western Queensland teachers tended to Kaye been in a particular
ft- wn or district and in a particular school for a shorter tir.ie than had coastal
teachers, and that a much greater proportion of western than coastal teachers
intended to leave their present schools by the end of the next year.

It is not true to say, however, that all teachers 5n western Queensland are
young and inexperienced. There was a significant group of rider, more experienced
teachers who had been in tne present school and district for considerable periods of
time. Thus, 34 per cent of the western Queensland teachers were over 30 years old,
33 per cent had at least seven y.tars' teaching experience, 22 per cent had lived in the
same dictr :ct for four years or more, and 17 per cent had been teaching at i heir
present school for at least four years.

The study's results regarding school size also concur with the literature. The
picture of the typical rural school that emerges from eorlier research is one of small-
ness, both in numbers of teachers and numbers of pipits, with a greater need to
conduct multiple-age classes. In the present study it was found that schools in
western Queensland had lower numbers of teachers (twice as man, western as coastal
teachers taught in schools with ten or fewer teachers), smaller classes (three times as
many western as coastal teachers had less than fifteen pupils in an average class), and
more multi-age classes (a greater proportion of western than coastal teachers had
responsibility for more than one year level).

8.2 1 caching in a western Queenslcnd school

A considerably smaller proportion of western teachers than coastal teachers (36
per cent compared with 51 per cent) had listed their present school as t: ,ir first or
second choice when seeking appointment, transfer or promotion. Although only about
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one-fifth of western teachers reported being dissatisfied, twice as many western as
coastal teachers reported feeling dissatisfied or very dissatisfied on hearing of their
appointment tc their present school.

The results suggest, however, that teachers in western Queensland schools grew
to like their situation: 50 per cent of western teachers became more satisfied and
only 18 per cent became more dissatisfied since taking up their appointment in a rural
and isolated school. Western teachers reported gaining satisfaction from working in a
school with friendly pupils and good staff relationships, meeting the challenge of new
responsibilities and a different lifestyle, and making new friends in the local
community. It is also interesting to note that a far higher proportion of western than
coastal teachers expressed interest in a future appointment in an isolated school.

Yet teachers in western schools did not perceive their work to be easy. The
cha1acteristics of the students in western Queensland schools, as perceived by their
teachers, lend some credence to the view presented in the literature that rural pupils
tend to come disproportionately from lower socioeconomic groups and to have lower
levels of motivation and of educational achievement. In the present study, a higher
proportion of western teachers than coastal teachers reported that their pupils lacked
motivation and were low achievers, and western teachers described their classes as
containing a higher proportion of children from low socioeconomic backgrounds.

Many of the other potential difficulties of teaching and ing in rural and
isolated areas that are indicated in the literature were perceived as problems by
western teachers ;n the current study. These included the difficulty of planning
programs and lessons without adequate knowledge of the local situation and without
adequate resources, having to teach subjects for which they had not been prepared,
professional isolation (lack of access to support facilities), social and cultural isolation
(lack of social life, distance from family and friends), being more in the public eye,
and being expected to participate in community activities.

Those teachers who intended to leave their present western school within two
years most frequently cited as reasons for this their absence from family and friends
and lack of recreational facilities. Dissatisfaction with the school environment was
mentioned infrequently as a reason for intending to leave.

The above results indicate that more information could be provided to teachers
posted to schools in western Queensland in order to alleviate their initial feelings of
anxiety. In particular, consideration might be given to providing more opportunities
for teachers newly appointed to western schools to meet with teachers experienced in
teacfl g in western Queensland so that these teachers could share with their
apprehensive colleagues their experiences of teaching and living in a western
Queensland school and community.

8.3 Qualities of teachers in western Queensland schools

Earlier studies and reports on rural teaching have suggested the use of
suitability criteria in selecting teachers to be appointed to rural schools. The
importance of sensitivity to rural values and circumstances, interests relevant to rural
life and a capacity for self-reliance have been mentioned. In the current study,
broadm ndedness and t....?.rance, an outgoing personality, interest in snorting activities,
willingness to take on new roles in the school, ability to interact with the community,
readiness to ioin commut . organisations, and ability to adapt to a different lifestyle
were seen a:- 'mportant in that tney were mentioned as desirable teacher qualities and
skills more oaten by western than by coastal teachers. From the teachers' perspec-
tive, then, it is more import( t for teachers in western schools than in coastal schools
to ?ossess or to be able to develop a number of qualities. The implications of these
results need to be careFully considered by those responsible for selecting teachers jot
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service in rural and isolated schools and by providers of pre-service and in-service
teacher education.

8.4 Pre-service teacher education

The results also indicate that more emphasis in pre-service teacher education
programs should be given to preparing teachers for a remote or rural posting.

Teachers' responses reveal that course components specifically aimed at rural
teaching were not widely available in the courses they undertook. This supports
claims by previous researchers that teacher preparation programs generally provide
little preparation directed specifically at teaching in rural schools. Although this
finding seems to conflict with the evidence of the earlier Board of Teacher Education
(1983) survey, in which a majority of final-year teacher education students reported
feeling adequately prepared to leach in small country schools, it may well be that the
adequacy or otherwise of preparation becomes apparent only when the teacher is
placed in a rural teaching situation.

Practice teaching in a rural school is recognised in the rural education
literature as one of the best ways to prepare student teachers for a rural posting. In
the present study, the aspect of pre-service programs most often mentioned as par-
ticularly beneficial in such preparation was practice teaching in a rural or isolated
school or in a setting with rural school characteristics (e.g. very small number of
pupils or multigrade classes). This finding suggests that this type of experience should
be more widely available to student teachers. At the time the present study was
carried out, the opportunity to undertake practice teaching in rural situations was
available to only very few Queensiand student teachers, and not all institutions
ensured that students at least had experience of multigrade classroom teaching.

Apart from practice teaching in rural or multigrade classrooms, courses an
remediation of low-achieving students (as noted above, western teachers were more
likely than coastal teachers to describe their pupils as low-achievers), information on
rural and isolated areas given by people with appropriate experiences, visits to rural
and isolated schools and areas, and subjects on teaching in small and isolated com-
munities were seen by western respondents in the present study to be beneficial in
preparing teachers for rural service.

While the study supports the literature in suggesting that certain components
directed specifically at rural teaching should be included in pre-service courses, it is
important to note that responses to the prese;.t survey :ndicate that course aspects
with more general application (e.g. individualising instruction, discipline, curriculum
development) are perceived by teachers as more important than those directed at a
specific teaching context.

The present study also indicates that certain course features aimed at preparing
students for rural teaching are not perceived by rural teachers and parents as par-
ticularly beneficial. In particular, the reading of literature on rural teaching was not
considered to be of greet value.

There were differences in the views of primary and secondary western teachers
as to the value of certain aspects of pre-service programs as preparation for "country"
postings, and these would need to be consiaered in program design (e.g. working with
composite classes was seen as more beneficial by primary teachers).

8.5 Induction and in-service support

The findings of the present study concerning induction and in-service support
have important implications for those whose responsibility it is to provide such support
or who could provide such support.
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The impression lined from the Australian rural teaching literature is that
teachers have usually been given no special induction or in-service preparation for
rural teaching before taking up appointments in the country. While teachers in the
current study were not asked whether they had received such preparation, they were
asked whether they saw a need for it. Almost all respondents said there was a need
for in-service and induction programs for teachers taking up rural appointments.

One suggestion from previous studies is that the teacher induction process be
community-based, and in the present survey community members felt they should be
involved in various activities to help teachers adapt to living and working in the local
school and community. Interestingly though, it would appear that some ways in which
support could be provided (e.g. through community social clubs or through the local
Council) are presently little used or are seen by many teachers as having little or no
value.

A significant finding with implications for providers of induction and in-service
programs is that a quarter of western teacher respondents felt that the people giving
such courses were out of touch with reality. A clear majority of western teachers
thought that videos of, and visits to, rural anu isolated schools would be useful as
induction or in-service activities.

The small size of many rural schools (particularly the fact that many are ori
teacher schools) makes the provision of a school induction program difficult, but it
may be that more effort could be made by school administrators and regional
authorities in the provision of school induction programs. The finding that teachers
regarded the advice and support given by other teachers on staff as the most valuable
form of assistonce indicates that the potential exists for more experienced western
teachers to play 1 leading role in inducting recruits to western schools into their new
roles. Several recommendations and suggestions concerning induction programs in
general are contained in reports of the Board of Teacher Education (1981a, 1981b).

As is noted ;r1 the literature, rural teachers need special ...:onsideration
concerning in-service education and support because of their isolation from many
agencies and resources avoilnble to those in the coastal strip. It is significant that in
the present study, west,. teachers valued any type of support more highly than did
coastal teachers.

Previous reports have referred to the potential of advanced communications
technology (e.g. satellite communications systems) for enhancing the in-service edu-
cation and support available to rural teachers. In the present survey, the use of
satellite communications was rated as moderately or ye.. important by more than 60
per cent of western teachers (a much higher proportion than that of coastal teachers).

8.6 Conclusion

The results of this study both confirm many of the findings of earlier reports
on teaching in rural Australia and expand the knowledge base with respect to teaching
in western Queensland. The study exttnds the !iterature by examining the responses
of various subgroups of teachers. Responses were examined, for example, according
to teachers' gender, marital status, the level of schooling at which they taugEt, the
type of western school (government or non-government), the length of time the
teacher had been in the school or th. district, and school size.

Generally, the results indicate that the expectations placed upon teachers in
western Queensland schools are greater than those placed upon teachers teaching in
coastal Queensland. Western Queensland teachers are younger and less experienced
than those teaching in coastal schools. Yet there is a lack of provision in pre-service
teacher education programs for preparing teachers for teaching in rural and isolated
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schools, and induction and in- service support also appears to be less than adequate.

In a state such as Queensland where a significant proportion of teachers will
teach in a rural or isolated school at some time during their teaching careers, it
can be argued that more should be done to help teachers appointed +o school in these
areas of the state cnd in promoting the benefits of teaching in western Queensland.
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APPENDIX 1: SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRES

Teacher schedules

Note: Alendments to the schedule relating to coastal and near coastal teachers have been
noted in italics.

BOARD OF TEACHER EDUCATION

OUEENSLANO

TEACHING IN RURAL AND
ISOLATED AREAS

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

an.FIem
shmaamfilmmk
35 Skmaominmai
10000000 0 .000
eo on. ms
loovvono 0 41Ma
isNamam *In I lam

Dear leacher,

As part of its research program, the Board of Teacher Education, in cooperation

with two member of the School or Education at James Cook University of North
Queensland, is undertakings study of teaching in rural and isolated areas of
Queensland.

the study elms to provide an Insight Into the Problems and needs of teachers
and cOmmuoitIes in rural and Isolated areas of the State and so provide
information which can be used to prepare and sestet teacher, taking up rural
and isolsted postings We believe the findings will be particularly useful
to those Involved In the pre-service preparation of teachers and the admints-
tratinn of schools and will ultimately lead to an enhancement of the quality
of education afforded to children in rural and Isolated parts of Queensland
(Thu palaataph deleted ,(low coastal flOtedofe

1

ilhe &Indy atm& to rtoork an ts&tglif unto the ptobEem& and needs of teethe/4
and comentftel throughout Quccnitund, ;oath ipcual pephaiti on lune and
violated atea4 We believe the gandangi waft be paatteulatly aiegut to
thou anvotved an the rat-artvate paepanataon v8 teaehtaa and the admolt4-
finfros ^6 sehoote and wall ultunattly lead to an enhaneeffient of the (patty
of education aggolded to eht&tten an Queensland I

In trying to gain a clear insight Into the needs of rural owl isolated teochers
nod co...males, the Onard seeks your help ns a teacher with first-hand
experience or teaching to these areal. Thfough the enclosed questiorwleire,
we hope teachers and principals will be able to provide the Board with in_
formntIon which will el low us to gain a cl talon of living and teaching
in rural and Isolated areas of Queensland IfluA pwfugluph deleted gaom
coastat schedule I

OVIIrEe the locus og the hedeaftch t& on moat and hit/fated (itae, at ai also
necf&Cily Id obtain Nidormsfroo them feschtTI sad community membern 44 city
and epaitat atria to deftimrse common needs and ptoblem& al well as those
ireetiae to pantaeulat locatatath fhlough the attached autitaonnatat.
the Board hopti that you wt!( be able to ptotrade at with angoamatton tvfhtefi
watt allow 04 to gots a dealeh cnirght unto ttvang and teaching as your
corm/flay and &chop( I

To be of movImum value, we will need to hove a high response rate from
teachers and principal. We earnestly hope therefore that you will het
aside some time within the next week to complete the questionnaire

and return
it to us IT the envelope provided

12 you Trod the questionnaire format too restricting, please feel free to
odd any further Information nr comments in the spaces provided or on a seps-
role ,hart If you hove any querien, or If ynu would 114e to folk to on
nivalt the project, please contact the Board's Research Officer,

Greg Duck.
at the address given above

2.

f brolly, WP onnore yno that all reoponsea or. strictly confidentiel In
on mars 10 indlyidonin, elhonls nr commndlien he Identified alien the
results are reported the idrot I fleet ion number printed on each question-

naire is for recording from which cress responses ere coming end for follow -
rT

We hope tint ynu silt help hp by participating In this study in accordante
with our usual practice, we will forward in due course copies or the results
to all schools which participated in the study.

Yours faithfully,

N N ;Or,

r;eCuiNp Officer.

End
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,UNVEYCfltACHIRS

INTROPUCflOtl Not questions can 6, 11 s d by p.aclnq a tick fel in Jr
appropriate box. in sow instn,a you afe asked to write trr word+ in the
orlre prOvid,d al the end of thy Schedule you Cr. invited She comd
which troy he helpful In r.p/a Mina your rerrporile or mega* prov L. ad Itlor
lutosamtion ..h/eh you tar/ eau ce t ribut to Nov erty-ly

Should you Irish to confect the prople ccrylo9 out the study, pieg wrIt to
Mr inn parch, n rrrrr ch Officer, board Of leacher education, r 0 ho .189,

V. 4000.

Thane you (or vo., Interegt arid cooperation Mould yru pi ma 11 the
complete, chedul In the reply-paid envelope by it October 2915

PERSONAL DETAILS

1. What is your see,

2. Whal Is your marital slelus7

Ma'e

F male

Married

Single 7

Olhw 3

3 What is your age? Under 25

25-29 2

30-39 3

10 and over

How long have you Iced In this Less than one year 1

!own or dIstric17
1-3 years 2

4-6 years 3

7-9 years

10 yews or more 5

5. What type of primary and seconds y
schooling did you mostly have?

II. Please kir:kale your present
posilion

12. II you are s rIrp211L,0 for which
departments and centres are you
responsible (tick all that apply)?

1,

0
0

Correspondence

Day school 2

Boarding school 3

Senior adreloiNrallvil Nall, 1

g Inspector

Non-teaching prInclpal 2

leaching principal

Non-learnt. cnird-
strative stall

Teaching adminishallve
stall

Specialist leacher, e g
remedial, librarian

Full -time leacher 7

Part-lime position

Olher, e g Inners/II PCS
leacher, relict

3

Nol currently employed 10

13. II you teach cl regalarly, In
which parlig) of the school system do
you teach (lick all that apply17

Pre -sc hnol

Primary

Secondary

Other (specify)

t

2

Pre-school ,

Primary 2

Secondary 3

Olher (specify) 4

In which type of school are you Government
employed?

Catholic

Non-yovernmen1/
non - Catholic

Not currently employed

2

15 Whet Is the average size of the Nol applicable 1

classiest you leach?
15 or less 2

16-20 3

21-25

26-30

Over 70

IS

111-re

32

35

6. lel Where did you have mat el your
Ornery and eecendary schooling/

Cplial city

Large provincial evil.
120,000 and over)

M!diren coldly town
110,000 to 19,999)

Country ?own
11,000 to 9,990

Small town
(under 1,0001

On a properly

(b) Approimalely how many leachers
were on the stall of the Ornery and
sec ondary schools you attended
(answer II appropriate/7

F ri.wary

Secondary

7. Do you have relations Icing In your Yes
present town or &fillet?

No

PRESENT TEACHING SITUATION

0 Is this town and district the on In which Yes
you spent Most of your childhood?

No

9. II your answer to Question a was Yes
No:, Is lire town and district similar

NoIn population size to the one In which
you spent most of your chlidhood7

10 How man, lull -lime teachers, (pre-
school, primary end secondary) are
at your present school?

16 On average, how many year
levels (grades/ we in the
classiest you leech?

17. Natal Is the population of the
town in which your present school
Is sltualed7

le WIlal are Nye mato, occupations
of the people in Pie town and
district flick ay lhal apply)?

103

2-3

6-7

El- ICI

11-IS

16-25

Over 25

1.

One year level only

Iwo year levels

I hre year levels

Four veer levels

More than lout year
levels

Other le 9 remedial
leacher - pease specify) 6

Not applicable

0 -199

200-499

500-999

1000-2499

2,00-5000 5

Over 5000 6

10 109

100 451

500 919 3

1000 7499 4

7500 4999 5

5000 0999 6

10,000 19,999 7

70.000 100,000

(Asa 100,000 91

Crop production

2

Wool produc lion 3

Beet production

Dairy larrnIng

Mining 6

Pa ilwa y 7

Tourism

kianufaclurIng

IJ

30-21

2243

20.70

16

In

56

le



pm-SERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION

,e. VAtal nosillicallord did you
Bahr our completion of your
ple-.er vice leacher edu-
callod couise017

20.(a) From which institution did you
tee elve your pie - Service
leacher education quali-
fications?

I Wiring c edilices El
Diploma el leaching

Degiee plus Dip Ed or
Grad Dip Teach. 3 111
n ra a I I

Olher (please speedy/ 5

Univetslly of Oueensland I

EICAE: Mount travail 2

Kelvin Grove 3

North Brisbane
(Kedion/Cer-
seldine)

McAuley College

Darling Downs IAE

Capilcornia TAE 7

James Cook Univetsity I
JCUNOIIAF
Townsville CAE 9

Other 10

ItO When Ad you complete this
qualille a lion) 19

21. Old your pre - service leacher
educallon coutse provide you
With any sublects, acliviltes or
expeilences direcarelsied lo
leaching In rural and isolated
..... 7
lOtttltd 6aoe could./ echeati

7.

Yes

No 2

2a, bled below et number of areas which may b ielevaid to your
CUlleul p0.111011

In column I. indicate how much Importance was given to each of the
sites In you, pie- service teacher educalion ptogram.

In column 2, NOR. elle 1,0w roUCIP 1.10011/01Ce .1.01.11111.14. been p10 :ed on
each area h, you pie-service touts. in ruder lo prepare you lot gout
eunenl position.

alias

Subject teaching

leaching Muiligtades

Living In a rural community

School/community teLalions

IndivIduallsing inslruclion

Curriculum development

Discipline

Teaching excel:Memel
chedren within inabdIrearn

CCP/wonk program planning

Utilising live local environment

jAdmintstiallve duties

Issues misled to Aboriginal

Lfuclion

Cohan t Colt...

P.OersiKE settaat Oros AMC. 111/1(14 Soullti)
Gran UAW sue cm,.

Ow. 1lllte WO 010.1 Aww 1 Illln tree Stool
3 a 3 3 a

ATTITUDES ICTVIARDS PRESENT TEACHING SITUATION

47.4)

a16
65.66

61 as

61_10

/1-1)

13 14

7S-P6

'I.,.

/1 PO

cord 2 06 OP

08 OS

10-11

17.13

25 How long have you been teaching
I your present school?

14 IS

U. Hess much longer do you plan to
eemein at your piesent school'

Want lo leave immediately 1

End of this year 2

Ned year 3
14

Two yests A 0
Three yell 5 [___]

More lhan Three years 4

22 flniFti,...1oe0,,r.eiskon7irl, please specify thou/ lisped@ whlcn have proven

(Netted in.e coastal schedule!

23. He valuable do you think the following
experiences would be in preparing student
leachers lot service In rural and Isolated
areas?

10cteted atom cot., tat achedulti

.......

Practice leaching in twirl and isisieled mess

Sublecls on leaching In small and isolated
communities

Vises to rural and Isolated schools and areas

Selected readings on rural and Isolated
schools and wee,

Videotapes ot rural and Isolated schools end area;

Inionnation on rural and kr:tlled fleas given by
people with appropriate experiences

Activities Involving student interaction wllh the
_

community

Working with composile classes

Cowries on Pomedlallon; low-ochleving students
Olken

27. If you plan lo leave yout present school wilhIn a year or Iwo, please list
the tines MOSIImpotleni reasons 101 doing so.

1111

(111)

................

2e How I, .g have you been teaching?

29 eil.en you applied lot ppointo ell/
Irnsler/piornolion to your Friesen,
school, whal was the order of
preference you gave to the school?

30 Were you teaching In a school
founedlolely p1101 to !eking up your
tumid appoinlinenl (spar, nom
normal leave breaks)

First year t LI
1-3 yenta 2

a-4 years 3 0
7-9 years

10-114 yeas. 5

IS yells Or more 4

1st choicer I 0
2nd choice 2 0
31d choler. 3

Create. than 3.1
choice a 1:.1
Not Doled as choice to

Old not seek hamlet 4

Yes h

No 2

31 Where wa. your 1,1 ev1OUS 1111. I. Ty 111.1 appolnl-
appointment? men'

Capital clip

mg. provincial centre
120,000 and ovet)

Medium country 'Own
110,000 10 19,9991

Country town
11,000 to 9,999)

Small town
1500 lo 999/

95.

104

El
2 0

50

St

53

Sr.

SS

St

SS

Ss

10

41

a)

/a?

14

31

It



)2. What was you feedlot when you
fed heard el your epee:deviant Is
your present echoed?

Very selltned I D
Uusued 2 CA
DIssallsIli d 3 [1
Very dilsallsfled I I

No particular reclIon S LJ

3) (a) Slott taking up your present ,polnlenenl, have you -

become more satisfied? 1 1 1

hecorn mars di/44114110V 2 L I

remained .bout lire same? 3 I J

10 Them explain why you have become more, or less Wished

34. Please Isle lire extent to width you
rqree with each of the lollowing

21 stalement§feigardlog your present
posillon

in

7,-17....

Ti

)5

1:
I?3h (cr rdri)

noC4cIpline is a problem

Merry children cools hem difficult home
backgrounds

S,

CCP/program planning Ise problem 40

41lack of knowledge ol local situation and area
make. program Planning difficult

Itch ol subjecl magic, or experienced
makes program planning difficult

1

a.

_
In general, the relalionship between school
and corninunlly Is good

Teaching Inuillgrades Is s problem

Parents' Irderes1 M the hIldren's educelion AS
Is low 4

at

sr

to

as

Rural the h enjoyable

Interaclion In a small community is enjoyable

It Is dilllcull lo establish new friendships or
relallonshlet

There Is lack ol social the

There Is a lack ol sporling, cultural and
10

leisure a clIvilles 36

Teachers lied II hard le cc eat being In Ole
public eye

Teachers are cnulnely ccepled as members
ol the coromundy

_
1101111On how family and 'fiends is problem 1)

1 cachet s lend lo rola socially will other
nine/ants---- -
The local people are friendly IS

ddLocal people have a high regard for leachers It__
local people go our ol their way to make
leachers pail of Pre c o'ornunily

- -
Teachers are ex/ceded to Iola M coromuolly
clivIlles

Teachers are regarded as outsiders 19

Please add comment. you Think are relevant.

96.

lb.

flel1lIon,h117s among stall are happy and
friendly

51111 are responsible, cooperative. and
have IffillatIv

Student, sire easy lo leach

Sludenls are friendly

Small classes enable belief leaching

Job Is cirmilenqkrq and demanding

Children teem to lack motivation

/laving no one else nearby leaching the
tame subjec I or year level is problem

there are very sew experienced
leachers from vhom lo ask advice

subjes not trained tor Is
problem

Inspectors do not visit Irequently enough

/here are very few prolessionel aSSOCI-
'irons hr ihe area

Mere are limited opportunities lo parti-
cipate in professional development seminars

there Is lack ol specielist advisory teachers
- - - -

II IS alfilCull to keep In touch with dutallorrel
developenerds elsewhere

Appointmeols In remote areas are easy to
obtain

1", are many ,,..ollonal opportunities
In rural area s

There is much professional freedom and
scope for innOVation

leachers gel lo know (class) pare'''. well

There is lack ol resources for leaching

leaching resource materlais are difficult
to obtain

lack of personal privacy infrudes lido pro-
lessional work

there seems lo be a high proportion of
low achievers

Mete is a high proportion of children Ire.
low socio-economic backounds

Illheranis place more value on eduCalion
Iran do local resident

s
r

IT

lbw In porleol do you consider each 01 the
are In helping you writ, your

leaChme

ei

la

dr

)9

CO

sr

k)

cc

Irt

If

CO

Sr

S2

Sc

SI

1 Cola )
7 )

A VAIL-RAO y of detailed school programs rir curricula
areas

In- service Support conducted in your local commuffily

In-, ervice supper! Oral requires havelling to another
centre but allows corn/lets will' other colleagues

Regular advisory contacts with your Inspector ol
schools

Regular cons act with Sutler I cocci/MO, or unlimiled
telephone or other media access 10 sublect specIalls1

AssistilfiCe with evaluation (resting Items and pro-
cedures)

Ready access lo good leaching resources horn outside
your centre

_ _

A valtabrilly of local centre roliel stall lo release you to
explore locally, 1044 01 professional concern

Use o' salelitle communications---
Use of compulers

Please comment on the use made ol computer and aleilite lechnology in
helping lo Improve lire quailly ol education aliorded lo your sludenis

Item roucl, rllllirully, either personal. sorist, or
proroosional did you experience Ili iv-gusting lo
your pretend siltation?

---------
Per tonal

Social

Proles. anal

1G5

Oa

of

0I

70

71

7)



te- mama. aisAbeeataidxawtaWNent
wall each 411114 fonesvIng aspects al
Ir-service and Induction programs

Warred {Roo coals( Achedurel
S

',non iron°. provided was inaccuale or rIsleading

People giving the courses were out of touch ,with
reality

There is no need for courses; good leachers can
cope

Videos of rule! and toiled schools and area. would
be wrlul

- -
10505 to rural and isolated schools and areas would
be useful

---Courses should be given before leachers lake up
ointment

Courses should be given during early months of
appointment

39. Please Ordicele how valuable you bound
Information/support /advice received horn
the following eourc es

IOe.teted 000 coaalat atIttdult

rTc1.001 UndoC11On package_
-

School adminisholion

Olher leachirs and 11511

Regional 011Ice and Inspectors

Beginning leacher seminars

North-West Induction seminar

Cls S seminar

Jurnbunna seminar

Regional 011ico/Ctholic Education Office
seminars - _ _ -
In-servIce aclivIlles or courses

Visiting specialist leachers

Community social groups _ -
Conmunlly clubs

Local indluldualt and families

P & C or p & F

Firmly and Mends

Welcome aclIvilids arranged by council

Others

02, Ale you liderested Inn lea,
has ahollier lO011iod soinos at port,
nevi or subsequern ppotolinent(sif

15

It

i0 I ?
S

1./. 3

s

sa

7)

7)

15 01 How important would yon rale each 01
the following Qualities and 4011111es of
leachers lot living a Id leaching in
schools and towns or diehicle euch 5
yours?

to

19

0)

)7

50

)0

)0

51

S1

))

))

)5

Si

Sa

)

40. POMP eornmesel-prelinrineftircetan n let-yetvtee support you Would Ilse to
see developed to assist leachers living and working In In. a' and homed
wee.. 'Patted {non cooilist Ielledule I

Abitily to 'osier a good relationship with children

Ability lo communicate with children
_

leaching 'belly

Ability to mainialn discipline

Dediclion lo leaching

Patients

Understanding

Maturity

Epenence

Ability to set good example for children

LA-belly lo inlerecl Venn the community
.

Knowledge of cuolecls laugh)

Common sense

Intelligence

Ability to "rough II"

High academic quaillIcaliono

Neal appearance

Outgoing pcsonality

Inhered In sporting activilles _-
Others

Ability lo adapl lo a differenl illeslyie

Readiness lo loin community organisations

Broadmindedness and lolerance

Ability to leach multigrade cl

Willingness lo work with low-ability sludenls

Willingness to lake on new toles within the school

S

S

S.

55

Si

;a

S.

39

40

al

a1

at

aS

as

ar

49

PO

/7

12

IS

la

(Ate you sntete4 led An LeachAng
4 ft an i4ol'al04 ac loot of lose
net' of 61rbergorri ( Opposn boor( I a It

43.(a) II yes' to Oueslion 02. would you
prefer the school lo b -

101 II "no to Oueslion 02. which of
lire following would be your
preference?

44. General comments

Yes

No

Undecided

Yea

No

Untie cAded

the same size?

smaller?

larger?

much larger?

1:11
2

Leave leaching

leaching overseas or
Mier sia le 2

Brisbane 3

Coaslal city 4

Inland clip
S

Large coastal town 6
Inland loon

7

Small coastal town

Small Inland town

..... .

..... .....

......... ......

............

Thank you for your MI stance with this protect.
On roof-Orion of this questionnaire please returnit to the Poire of 7earlier 'duration

in the reply-paid tilvelorr provided.

0

Cid

Oa

Oe

106
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Community schedules

Note: Amendments to this schedule relating to

have been noted in italics.

BOAHD OF lEACHER EQVCAIION
OULENSL^NU

TEACHING IN RURAL AND
ISOLATED AREAS

COMMUNITY OUESIIONNAINE

Tn f www

St...wood ifo d

39 Shlwwond Woad

100wOrsh 0 dowe

r 0 On. nee

100490,40 0 Anse
iswohoes eror, SS

Deaf Parent,

A. 111r/ et Its renew, 1, vintners, the lInnrcl or lencher frinent inn, If ,up,rnt Inn
with two 9eaiel n/ Ine Sehnol or [ducat nt Jnwes Conk Uhlveralty or North
Queensland, is undertaking a study cf teaching In rural n..1 isolated areas or

Queensland

the Study aims to provide an insight Into the problems and needs of teschers

and communities in rural and isolated areas of the State and so provide
Informal inn which can be used to prepare and t teachers tithing up rural

and Isolated postings We believe the findings will be Paeti"InrlY useful
to those Involved in the pre-service preparation or teachers and the admit-ifs-

trntinn of schools and will ultimately lead to On enhancement of the quality

or education offended to children in ruts! and *notated pert. of Queensland

Mar the 6cieui e6 the keseaNch tA on 'newt and tsota/ed aAtrut, u a4 stio

nPeelta(g to obta4n tn6assmtton 6now ttoelicka and Comminag membeki an city

and ennifet wrens to derel.tne connmn need* and pNobten4 d4 utte 14 those
srertpe in noNftrutoN (oentate Ilvtough the attached queskonnatne,
the &land hopeS the( you iecte be abet to plovtdt tat oath an6okmatton which

Iva( ottow u4 to rintn a creaked yeAton 06 the educatconat nude and !Mot:item,*

06 gnort ComrinCtIO /

In try up to gain n Hein insight Into the needs of rural and 'splinted teachers
and ccswmnities, the Board seeks your help as pnrent with e.pericnce of

schooling in these Mew, Through the enclosed quentionnslre, we hope parents

will be able to provide the Pnnrd with inform,tion which will allow u9 to
gain a clearer vision or living and (Perhing in rural and Isolated OOOOO

of Queensland (Ilan paNapaph deleted ifkom coastot schedule I

to be or was inwea value, we will need to have a high response rate from pnrents
We ergnerrly hove therefore thol you will art nside snore time within the

nest week to comrlete the questiomisits acrd return It to us in the envelope

provided.

if Inn find the onent10.n.ire /orrent ton rentrirtIng, feel frre to

nrid nay Int ther InIcarent Inn or crrnwents In the sone, prirvided or or, n weirs
rntr ghee( ,r )no hnve nog, queries, or it Tar r would like to tn14 to us
shout the prole, 1, phrase nntact the Board's Research Officer, Greg Duck,
at the 'address given above
finally, we assure yon that nil responses are strictly ma Idea ICI in
no else" will individnnls, sr /lots or cnoolcrit les be identified when the
result, nrr reported Ihr Idnnt kfirst or ramacer printed on each quest ion-
non re in for recording I row which areas response, are coming and for al low-
up ',won.,
We Imre that ,nn will help u9 by participatn.g in this study In acrordnce

with nur usual vracrree, w will ior.nrd in due rouse copies or the result.

to all schools which participated in the atudy

our faithfully,

N II IRS,
l4ecutive Officer
tncl

coastal and near coastal community members

COMMUNITY SURVEY

trrtroourtioer All questions can be answered by plarinit a tick / rn the
apptepr late bog However. please fret fire to add comments on the variouS

e-t Cu. I inn in

nowrird
with reSprc vLi the cimsunitie.,,

schools and teach. rs which you know best

ldeallY, your answer- Should reflect the virus of the household At the end of
thr schedule you are invited to make comments which may be helpful rn

explarnrno your response< or miybe provide additional information which you
feel can contribute to the study

4houid unu wish to contfct 4hr people cirryrn9 out tha study plra.. write to
Mr Ciro luck 00000 ch Officer, Aoard of leacher Education 0 Pox )09,

0 1066

Thank you for YOU( interr,t J.4 conpriatinn hnold you please mail the
completed schedule in the reply-rigid envelope by 11 Uctuber 1985

PERSONAL DEI AILS

WSW Is your sex?

2 Malls your age?

J. Now long have you lived In !his
lawn or dislricl?

WWI type 01 primary and secondary
Schooling did you mostly have?

107
98.

Male

Female

Under 25

2S-29

30-39

40 and over

,

2

Less than one year I

l-3 years

4-6 years

7-9 years

10 years or more

CnneSpondence

Dnaaytd":gooscinool :El Ir

14

r to



$. Whole Ad you hint mall of you*
Maury and secondary tehesisnel

CAW.' city

gr provincial centre
170,000 and over/

Medium country town
(10,000 lo 19,000)

C i.nlry town
I', 000 1 VMS/
Stood low.
(Under 1,000)

On properly

6. (a) Mill Is the highest level of formal
educnon you have comer-led to
dais?

Ibl Have you completed any oilier
gualilicolion since linititing
secondary school?

7. Do you have rehlions living
In your present town or
district?

S. Please complete the lollowing lahle.

IS.

None

Some, but did not com-
plete primary

Completed primary

Some secondary, but
did not compile's, Junior

Junior

Wen! on alter Junior,
but did not complete
Serilor

Settled

1ertlirry

Yes

No

Yes

No

9.

10.

Width types of schools (II any) Catlaspondynce
da your cltildtan aaand (lick all

GovernmentOwl apply)?
Non-government day

Non-goverrutien1 boarding

Is lite mots income elute, in your Yes
lainily b, aovenoneld rooployotrul

No11,1, Slel or Commonweallhl?

19.20 II. What Is the occupation 01 lire main Income earlier In your family
le g motor mechanic, council lard. Wye., bank clerk, grazier,
lam, worker)! Please voile occupation

12. Whal Is the popu,aPon of the town or 0-199I 0 district In which you are "ving?
200,4992 0 500 -999

3 1000-2,499

1 0 2500-5000

Over 5000
S

7

3

wet, or COICDRtrr

I>> T T.
How many children do you have? --1
How many have not commenced school' 1How many allend school?

Pre-school
__ _

Primary

Junior secondary

Senior secondary

How many have Celt school?

10 -199

700 479

SOO 999

1000 7491

7500 4999

5000 9991

10,000 19,119

70.000 100.000

2

LI
2 Li

I

: LJ

5

s

6

3E1

sa

33

YOUR OPINIONS

Own 100.0(10 31

13, How siillsfled are you Mill This loon
and dIslrIct as a place to live?

Very sallstted I
Satisfied 2 0
DIssalislled 3 0 3/

3.1

Very dissatisfied k

21 14 How would you rale your knowledge
and uolerslandlng 01 schools (your

Very good I 0
31 local sc hcol In porliCuler)? Good 2 0
29 Fair 3
30 Poor is

31
Very poor s

4.

In general, how would you no the
grittily 01 lea chefs hi couniry schools
wills which you are tsmillar?

If.

39.10

9.

lino lioporisril would year rale each of
the following gullilles and nhllllles of
leachers lot holing nd lest lying in
schools and towns or dishIcls such as
yours?

Ability lo !osier good retallonshlp will, children

Ablilly lo coniloUniC11. wlih children

Teaching ability

Abilliy to rotalnlairt discipline

Dedication to leaching___ _ ._
Patience __
Understndlog_.___ _. _ _ .
Maturity

Experience

Ability lo set a good example for children

APIllly to Inleract with lire community

Knowledge of sublectS taught

Common ,,, se_ _
Inleillgence

AbilllytO adapt lo dilletenl lileSlyle

Readiness lo Join comrounlly organisations

Broadmindedness and lolerance

Ability lo leach multl-grade classes

1Willrli3ness to work wIlh low-bIlity students

Willingness to lake on new roles wilhin the school. ___

f
ss

sr

01

S3

ss

.1

se

so

s.

S2

53

SS

Sr

Sk

Se

59

10

kl

S2

SI

S.

SS

SS

SI

ka

1,

Excellent

Good 2

Satisfactory----- -
Poor

Very poor

No opinion

_ _
Ability lo "rough II"

High academic qualllicalloos

Neal ;,ppeataisce

Outgoing personably

Interest in sporting activities

Diners

...... . 1

. .....

99. 108



N. New Impel lent are the lellowIng reasenit
lee prercipals and leacher, reeving hem
yeast Wen or district May
relatively Short Illy?

Isolallan horn family and Mends

Lack of lacietles for leisure pursuits

Irablldy lo adhist le living M the counlry

0111irolly M hillog In with social Ide of rural
reinllllll
Po amolion

Poor accommodation

High cost of brbrq
_ - --

Altitude of pupils

Lack of Depailmental/Calholle Educallon
011ie, support

Lack ol school support

(M(Milers

-L

II. Mow long do you Mink principals and
teachers should slay in the one school?

Ifrincipals

Teacher,

If, lion hoporlaol are the hollowing reasons
for s.incipsis and leachers staying al the
One school 1010 number of years?

Hoes

C

3

To allow for slablilly of school lone or
atmosphere

To allow for Mobility and conlInuily In leaching
methods- - - - . - -
To gel to know Ile children well

to gel to know line communil well-
Others

/0

22. How valroble do ) nu tiro li III lollowing
epertences in pre - service teacher edu-
CAlloll courses would be In preparing
Wickets lot service In rural and
isolaled areas'
(OrteCed 610w coca tat vchtdute)

r,:,,,,i.ininng,,,;,n,

and heisted mess

SuNrcls on leeching In smell and Isolated
communities

Visits to rural and isolated schools and areas

e

Selected readings on rural and isolaled
schools and .10h,

-
videotapes of rural and isolaled schools nd
areas

Inlottnatton on rural and Isolator) Woes given
13Y People v Ilk appropriate experiences

Aclivilles involving sludenl Interaclion with
lite con lily _ _
Working with composite c

2). Please rale the extent of your agreement
with the :allowing statements

Weluted ikon eoutal 40tedufel

Principals and teachers more loo quickly
tom schools In lawns such as you.

Ile 0011111/0110y 01,00111 ACCOpt some les-
ponsIbIllly Ion helping loath(' s lo adapl lo
lying and working In rural and isolaled

Movement of leachers between schools
Introduces variety and new ideas

Sludenl leachers should be Informed of
their responsibility lo leach anywhere In
line Slale

the procedures or setechhg teachers los
rural and Isolated schen Is should be
Improved

recommend selecled sludenls for rural
appoirdolertls

leacher educallOn InsIllullons should

; I

3

i

/3

ra

IS

ra

IS

Cord .

o4

07

0l

01

10

r1

IS

I

I
3 a

3a

31

11

as

1
a S

E:

at

al

20. Do yOU think the cornmuntly should be Involved In
lire lebewere ways Man 04111. -VIP leachers
ardent lo living and winking In your local school
and community?

lietping through the P 1C or P

Introducing leachers lo commonly otganisalions and
*divines

.
inviting leachers to visit socially with I.r011101

1.1.10o1S101/11..1111 reacher, Oul 01 school
home

_ _
Assistinc In the classroom

BLing involved Ie school actIvilles

Others

21. Was !ovariand do you Mink lie lollawlug
would be In encouraging principals and
leachers lo slay longer In rural tC110010

Weteted [04141 dchtdufel

Roth' n of belief quality sccornmodation
(Including are conditioning)

- - -

Improvement In school laslblles Ind equipment--
Provision of financial incenlives

hnprovedproToollonal opiTorluMtles &ter service
In rural schools

PIOVili.11 01 Inlonnalion on whal II is like to
leach In ru al and Isolated areas

Others

.......
.... "

. ..... . . . .......

2y. General comments

,.

j. Gh9 you (or your assistance .nth this project.

On completion ra Lire questionnaire, plaice return
It to the /acrd of Teacher education

100e in tin reply-paid envelope provided.

11

ie

err

22

3

21

31

25

It

32

3)

Ta
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APPENDIX 2! QUESTIONNAIRE DISTRIBUTION

Western rural and isolated schools

State primary schools

Eulo
Quilpie
Thargominda
Augathella
Morven
Dalby
Glenmorgan
Tara
Westmar
Cooranga North
Jimbour
Warra
Condamine
Dulacca
Brigalow
Chinchilla
Kogan
Injune
Muckadilla
Mitchell

Non-State primary schools

Wallumbilla
Yuleba
Grosmont
Peek-a-Doo
Wandoan
Dunkeld
Wycombe
Roma
Rol leston
Tresswell
Kilcummin
Moranbah
Emerald
Comet
Capella
Greenvale
Mingela
Ravenshoe
Caroweal
Healy

Sacred Heart School, Cunnamulla
St Mary's School, Charleville
Da lby Christian School
St Joseph's School, Chinchilla
St Mary's School, Taroom
St John's School, Roma
St Joseph's School, Clermont
St Keiran's School, Mount Isa
St Patrick's School, Winton
St Joseph's School, Cloncurry
St Joseph's School, Longreach
St Joseph's School, Barcaldine
St Francis' School, Hughenden
St Joseph's School, Tara

State preschool centres

Da lby
Wandoan
Winton
Mount Isa Central
Barcaldine
Richmond
Tara
Springsure

Sunset
Stonehenge
Bedourie
Winton
Dajarra
Julia Creek
McKinlay
Maxwelton
Cameron Downs
Torrens Creek
Hughenden
Evesham
Aramac
Barcaldine
Blackall
Isisford
Alpha
Tambo
Lorraine

Roma
Moranbah Eact
Kingfisher Street, Longreach
Hughenden
Healy
Chinchilla
Charleville
Blackall

101.



State secondary schools

Charleville
Roma
Miles
Moranbah
Kalkadoon
Longreach

Non-State secondary schools

Our Lady's College, Longreach
Mount Iv:: Catholic High School

(ii) Coastal and near coastal schools

State primary schools

Mitchelton
Caboolture East
Coolum
Scarborough
Rainworth
Ma Ma Creek
Hatton Vale
Coomera
Rathdowney

Marshall Road
Coolangatta
Birkdale
Killarney
Norwin
Darling Heights,

Toowoomba
Bundaberg Central
Goodwood
Tinana

Non-State primary schools

St Edward the Confessor School, Daisy Hill
St Ambrose's School, Newmarket
Holy Cross School, Wooloowin
Blackall Range Independent School, Nambour
St Saviour's School, Toowoomba
Seventh Day Adventist School, Rockhampton
St Mary's School, Townsville West

State preschool centres

Grove ly
Maleny
Bardon
Gatton Central
Miami
Murarrie
Marsden

Pittsworth
Gympie Central
Wondai
Allenstown
Farleigh, Mackay
Vincent, Townsville

102.
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Gundiah
Elliott Heads
Builyan
Gladstone West
Parkhurst, Rockhamptcn
Hal;fax
Andergrove, Mackay
Swayneville



State government secondary schools

Wave 11

Rosewood
Mackay
Mount Morgan

Non -State secondary schools

Star of the Sea College, Southport
St Peter Clover College, Riverview
The Cathedral School, Townsville

103.
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APPENDIX 3: ADDITIONAL TABLES

Table A.3.1: Proportions of western teachers who have relatives living in the local district

MALE FEMALE

(W181) (W318)

Relations living in district

Yes 8 17

No 92 83

Chi. Sq. = 7.0 Sign. = 0.008

Table A.3.2: Staff size of western primary and secondary schools

NUMBER OF TEACHERS AT SCHOOL

1

X

2-7 8-15 15+

X

Educational level

Primary (N=202) 8 29 17 46

Secondary (N=216) 1 16 83

Chi. Sq. = 95.6 Sign. = 0.000

Table A.3.3: Proportion of male and female teachers teaching in western primary schools of

various sizes

NUMBER OF TEACHERS AT SCHOOL

1 2-7 8-15 15+

Sex of teacher

Male (N=58) 22 40 10 28

Female (N=144) 2 24 20 54

Chi. Sq. = 33.3 Sign. = 0.000

104.
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Table A.3.4: Proportion of teachers in government and non-government western primary schools of

various sizes

NUMBER OF TEACHERS AT SCHEOL

S.

2-7

a

8-15

ya

15+

ya

Type of school

Government (N=154) 10 19 18 54

Catholic (N=48) 2 60 17 21

Chi. Sq. = 33.5 Sign. = 0.000

Table A.3.5: Number of veer levels in classes taught by western primary and secondary teachers

UMBER OF YEAR LEWIS

1

a

2 3

a

4

MORE THAN

4

a

Educational level

Sign. = 0.000

41

58

27

7

14

16

7

10

11

8

Primary (N=191)

Secondary (N=215)

Chi. Sq. = 30.0

Table A.3.6: Average class size taught by western primary and secondary teachers

CLASS SIZE

< 15

a

16-20

S

21-25

a

26-30 30

a

Educational level

Primary (N=198) 18 20 27 30 6

Secondary (N=218) 30 23 28 18 1

Chi. Sq. = 23.7 Sign. = 0.000

105.
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Table A.3.7: Schooling of community respondents' children

NUMBER OF

CHILDREN

1

N

8 0 (and NA)
o.

1

2

3

4

5

5+

FAMILY STRUCTURE SCHOOL ATTEMLD

IN

FAMILY

NOT YET AT

SCHOOL

AT

SCADOL

LEFT

SCHOOL PRESCHOOL PRIMARY

JUNIOR

SECONDARY

WESTERN COASTAL WESTERN COASTAL WESTERN COASTAL WESTERN COASTAL WESTERN COASTAL WESTERN COASTAL WESTERN COASTAL

(215) (179; (215) (179) (215) (179) (215) (179) (215) (179) (215) (179) (214) (179)

4 1 77 e5 21 7 74 72 92 89 26 26 54 43

6 5 16 9 15 20 10 13 5 9 34 32 32 37

36 30 6 4 38 37 8 6 1 1 28 25 12 18

26 30 < 1 1 16 22 5 4 1 1 9 12 1 < 1

15 18 < 1 1 6 13 1 2 < 1 3 5 1 1

5 11 2 2 1 2

8 5 2 1 1

SENIOR

SECONDARY

kESTERN COASTAL

(215) (179)

A A

79 84

14 12

7 2

1

115
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Table A.4.1: Length of time western teachers had taught at present school, according to marital
status, year of graduation and education level

UP TO

1 YEAR

2-3

YEARS

4 YEARS

OR LONGER

Marital status

Married (N=210) 34 37 29

Single (N=218) 47 44 9

Chi. Sq. = 34.4 Sign. = 0.000

Year of graduation

Pre-1980 (N=213) 31 36 33

_960 or later (N=285) 48 46 6

Chi. Sq. = 61.9 Sign. = 0.000

Level of teaching

Primary (N=202) 42 37 22

Secondary (N=2I5) 38 49 13

Chi. Sq. r. 9.4 Sign. = 0.01

107. 117



Table A.4.2: Order of preference given to present school by mestern teachers, according to sex,

time in the district and position

1ST 2ND 3RD

GREATER

THAN

3RD

NUT

LISTED

NO

TRANSFER

SOUGHT

Sex

Male (N=176) 21 4 3 32 25 15

Female (N=314) 36 8 3 13 22 19

Chi. Sq. = 34.4 Sign. = 0.000

Time in district

Up to 6 years (N=434) 27 7 3 22 25 17

More than 6 years (N=56) 59 5 2 2 9 23

Chi. Sq. = 34.5 Sign. 0.000

Position

Administrative (N=93) 18 2 3 44 17 15

Non-administrative (N=396) 33 7 3 14 24 18

Chi. Sq. = 44.5 Sign. = 0.000

108.
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Table A.4.3: Reaction of western teacher respondents on hearing of appointment to present
school, according to marital status, time in district, position, education sector,
and level of teaching

VERY

SATISFIED SATISFIED SATISFIED

VERY

DIS-

SATISFIED

NO

REACTION

Marital status

Married (N=208) 45 35 6 6 7

Single (N=267) 25 33 14 14 13

Chi. Sq. = 34.02 Sign. = 0.000

Time in district

Up to 6 years (N=440) 32 35 12 ]2 10

More than 6 years (N=57) 58 27 4 2 9

Chi. Sq. = 18.1 Sign. = 0.0012

Position

Administrative (N=92) 40 48 6 4 2

Non-administrative (N=404) 33 31 12 12 12

Chi. Sq. = 20.5 Sign. = 0.0004

Education sector

Government (N=42L) 30 34 12 12 11

Catholic (N=70) 56 34 6 1 3

Chi. Sq. = 23.3 Sign. = 0.0001

Level of teaching

Primary (N=201) 42 32 8 9 7

Secondary (N=214) 27 36 12 12 13

Chi. Sq. = 13.4 Sign. = 0.0095

109.
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Table A.4.4: Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teacher respondents that

relationships among staff members are happy and friendly, according to position,

sector and size of staff

STRONGLY

DISAGREE

A

DISAGREE

a

NEITHER

a

AGREE

a

STRONGLY

AGREE

A

Position

Administrative (N=85) 1 6 62 31

Non-administrative (N=405) 3 11 15 49 22

Chi. Sq. = 18.7 Sign. = 0.0009

Sector

Government (N=417) 3 10 15 51 21

Catholic (N=71) 6 6 52 37

Chi. Sq. = 13.1 Sign. = 0.01

Teachers at primary school

2-7 (N=57) 2 4 4 54 37

8-15 (N=33) 12 12 24 49 3

15+ (N=93) - 8 16 52 25

Chi. Sq. = 31.03 Sign. = 0.01

Table A.4.5: Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teacher respondents that staff

members are responsible, cooperative and have initiative according to sector and

size of school

STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE

STRONGLY

AGREE

Sector

Government (N=413) 2 6 16 57 19

Catholic (N=72) - 1 11 47 40

Chi. Sq. = 17.5 Sign. = 0.0015

Teacher at primary school

2-7 (N=56) - 7 57 36

8-15 (N=34) 3 15 18 44 21

15+ (N=91) 4 21 55 20

Chi. Sq. = 18.8 Sign. = 0.02
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Table A.4.6: Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teacher respondents that disci-

pline is a problem in their sdhool, according to time in district, position, and

number of teachers at the sdhool (primary only)

STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE

STRONGLY

AGREE

Time in district

Up to 6 years (N=435) 11 34 15 29 12

More than 6 years (N=58) 7 40 33 14 7

Chi. Sq. = 15.9 Sign. = 0.0032

Position

Administrative (N=93) 20 44 10 19 7

Non-administrative (N=399) 8 33 19 28 12

Chi. Sq. = 22.9 Sign. = 0.0001

Teachers at primary school

1 (N=15) 27 67 7 -

2-7 (N=57) 19 46 14 18 4

8-15 (N=34) 15 41 15 27 3

15+ (N=93) 7 29 19 33 12

Chi. Sq. = 28.2 Sign. = 0.0052

-.4.7(a): Zxtent of agreement or disagreement by western teacher respondents that child-

ren in their sdhool seem to lack motivation, according to respondent's level of

teaching

STRONGLY STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE

Level of teaching

Primary (N=195) 10 27 18 29 16

Secondary (N=218) 2 2 13 32 51

Chi. Sq. = 94.3 Sign. = 0.0000
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Table A.4.7(b): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that there 90811118 to

be a high proportion of low achievers among their staients, according to

teacher's level off teaching

STRONGLY STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE

Level of teaching

Primary (N=198) 5 26 15 36 18

Secondary (N=219) 1 9 12 45 33

Chi. Sq. = 37.3 Sign. = 0.0000

Table A.4.7(c): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that many children

in their classes come from difficult home backgrounds, according to teacher's

level of teaching

STRONGLY STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE

Level of teaching

Primary (N=197) 7 21 18 37 17

Secondary (N=212) 1 11 16 56 16

Chi. Sq. = 21.7 Sign. = 0.0002

ldble A.4.8(a): Extent of agreement or disagreement rung western teachers that their lack of

knowledge of the local situation and area mikes program planning difficult,

according to teacher's time in the district

STRONGLY STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHLH AGREE AGREE

Time in district

Up to 6 years (N=431) 3 34 26 34 4

More than 6 years (N=49) 8 61 22 8

Chi. Sq. = 24.4 Sign. = 0.0001
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Table A.4.8(b): Fxtent of agreem.nt or disagreement among western teachers that CCP/program

planning is a problem, according to teacher's level of teaching

STRONZY STRONGLY

DIAEREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE

A A A A A

Level of teaching

Primary (N=199) 5 45 0 26 5

Secondary (N=190) 2 32 34 27 6

Chi. Sq. = 15 Sign. = 0.0046

Table A.4.8(c): Extent of agreament or disagreement among western teachers that lack of access

to subject master or experienced staff makes program planning difficult,

according to teacher's sex and level of teaching

STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE

STRONGLY

AGREE

Sex

Male (N=150) 4 23 27 25 21

Female (N=279) 4 32 24 31 9

Chi. Sq. = 15.6 Sign. = 4.0036

Level of teaching

Primary (N=170) 6 35 35 19 5

Secondary (N=188) 4 19 20 36 22

Chi. Sq. = 44.8 Sign. = 0.0000

.
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Table 4.4.9(a): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that there is a lack

of resources for teaching, according to teacher's time in the district, time at

the school, position and level of teaching

STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE

STRONGLY

AGREE

Time in district

Up to 6 years (N=438) 6 30 11 32 21

More than 6 years (N=57) 7 39 23 25 7

Chi. Sq. = 12.5 Sign. = 0.0139

Time at school

Up to 1 year (N=202) 9 20 25 38 8

2-3 years (N=208) 4 13 18 49 17

More than 4 years (N=88) 11 14 58 17

Chi. Sq. = 33.4 Sign. = 0.0001

Position

Administrative (N=95) 5 41 15 32 7

Non-administrative (N=401) 3 25 14 35 22

Chi. Sq. = 17.5 Sign. = 0.015

Level of teaching

Primary (N=199) 10 36 13 31 11

E.condary (N=216) 4 23 12 33 28

Chi. Sq. = 26.1 Sign. = 0.9000
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Table 4.4.9(b): Extent of agreement or disagreement among mestern teachers that teaching

resource materials are difficult to obtain, acr.o:ding to teacher's position and

level of teaching and number of teachers at the school

STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE

STRONGLY

AGREE

Position

Administrative (N=95) 5 41 15 32 7

Non-administrative (N=401) 3 25 14 35 22

Chi. Sq. = 17.5 Sign. = 0.0015

Level of teaching

Primary (N=197) 5 30 17 35 14

Secondary (N=218) 3 23 11 36 28

Chi. Sq. = 15.1 Sign. = 0.0045

Teachers at primary school

1 (N=16) 6 25 6 44 19

2-7 (N=54) 11 41 7 32 9

8-15 (N=35) - 20 11 43 26

15+ (N=92) 2 28 27 32 11

Chi. Sq. = 28.3 Sign. = 0.0051

Table A.4.10: Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that small classes

enable better teaching, according to number of teachers at teacher's primary
school

STRONGLY STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE

Teachers at primary school

1 (N=16) 31 19 6 44

2-7 (N=54) 2 4 13 33 48

8-15 (N=33) 3 - 15 27 55

15+ (N=86) 4 11 35 51

Chi. Sq. = 30.7 Sign. = 0.0022
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Table A.4.11: Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that their jab is

challenging and demanding, according to teacher's position and to number of

teachers at the wheal primary)

STRONGLY STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE

Position

Administrative (N=95) 1 3 43 53

Non-administrative (N=407) 1 3 9 51 36

Chi. Sq. = 12.6 Sign. = 0.0135

Teachers at primary school

1 (N=16) 6 - 19 19 56

2-7 (N=57) - 5 56 39

8-15 (N=35) 3 6 6 63 23

15+ (N=93) - - 11 56 33

Chi. Sq. = 28 Sign. = 0.0054

Table A.4.12(a): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that havine no-one

else nearby teaching the same 'abject or year level is a problem, according to

teacher's level of teaching

STRONGLY STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE

Level of teaching

Primary (N=156) 4 22 24 31 19

Secondary (N=172) 2 11 17 36 34

Chi. Sq. = 17.5 Sign. = 0.0016
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Table A.4.12(b): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that there are very

few experienced teachers from whom to seek advice, according to teacher's sex,

time at the school, sector and level of teaching

STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE

a

NEITHER

a

AGREE

a

STRONGLY

AGREE

a

Sex

Male (Nr.175) 5 20 11 34 30

Female (N=293) 7 32 17 29 15

Chi. Sq. = 21.2

i.e at school

Sign. = 0.0003

Up to 1 year (Nr190) 11 30 13 25 21

2-3 years (N.7198) 3 26 14 33 24

4+ years (N=77) 4 27 20 39 10

Chi. Sq. = 22.1 Sign. = 0.0048

Sector

Government (Nr402) 5 26 15 32 22

Catholic (Nr64) 13 42 13 22 11

Chi. Sq. = 16.2 Sign. = 0.0027

Level of teaching

Primary (Nr188) 7 37 18 27 11

Secondary (Nr204) 5 20 13 31 31

Chi. Sq. = 32.3 Sign. = 0.0000
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Table 4.4.12(c): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that teaching sUb-

jects they were not trained for is a problem, according to teacher's level of

teaching

STRONGLY STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE

Level of teaching

Primary (N=129) 4 23 36 30 8

Secondary (N=178) 2 11 16 39 31

Chi. Sq. = 39.9 Sign. = 0.000

Table 4.4.12(d): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that school inspec-

tors do not visit frequently enough, according to teacher's sex, position, and

number of teachers at school (secondary)

STRONCLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE

STRONGLY

AGREE

Sex

Male (N=172) 8 22 34 30 8

Female (N=298) 8 33 38 17 4

Chi. Sq. = 15.9 Sign. = 0.0032

Position

Administrative (N=88) 5 24 30 35 7

Non-administrative (N=381) 9 29 38 19 5

Chi. Sq. = 13.2 Sign. = 0.004

Teachers at secondary school

Up to 15 (N=35) - 17 34 40 9

More than 15 (N=166) 1C 34 37 16 4

Chi. Sq. = 13.44 Sign. = 0.01
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Table 4.4.12(e): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that there are very

few professional associations in the area, according to time at the school and

level of teaching

STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE

STRONGLY

AGREE

Time at school

Up to 1 year (N=200) 4 19 24 34 20

2-3 years (N=207) 1 15 15 44 21

More than 4 years (N=85) 8 24 54 14

Chi. Sq. = 19 Sign. = 0.0149

Level of teaching

Primary (N=197) 2 20 23 40 15

Secondary (N=216) 2 9 22 44 23

Chi. Sq. = 13.5 Sign. = 0.0092

Table A.4.12(f): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that there is a

lack of specialist advisory teachers, according to level of teaching and

number of teachers at primary school

STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE

STRONGLY

AGREE

Level of teaching

Primary (N=194) 5 29 14 33 20

Secondary (N=216) 1 11 13 46 29

Chi. Sq. = 33.7 Sign. = 0.0000

Teachers at primary whool

1 (N=16) 6 19 13 50 13

2-7 (N=54) 7 19 13 22 39

8-15 (N=3:-) 3 26 14 49 9

15+ (N=89) 3 38 16 29 14

Chi. Sq. = 28 Sign. = 0.0055
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Table 4.4.13(a): Extent of agreement or disagreement among mestern teachers that appointments

in remote are are easy to obtain, according to teachers' sex

STRONGLY STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE

X

Sex

Male (N=176) 1 3 13 46 38

Female (N=300) 1 5 21 49 23

Chi. Sq. = 13.7 Sign. = 0.0083

Table A.4.13(b): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that there are marry

promotional opportunities in rural areas, according to teacher's time at the

school and level of teaching

STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE

STRONGLY

AGREE

Time at school

Up to 1 year (N=191) 5 15 48 29 4

2-3 years (N=198) 1 23 36 33 7

More than 4 years (N=73) 10 18 30 34 8

Chi. Sq. = 22.2 Sign. = 0.0046

Level of teaching

Primary (N=184) 2 15 40 39 4

Secondary (N=206) 5 24 41 23 7

Chi. Sq. = 15.1 Sign. = 0.0045
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Table A.4.14(n): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that rural life is

enjoyable, according to teacher's time at the school and position

STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE

STRONGLY

AGREE

Time at school

Up to 1 year (N=193) 6 8 22 43 21

2-3 years (N=200) 2 4 18 53 25

More than 4 years (N=87) 2 1 15 62 20

Chi. Sq. = 20.7 Sign. = 0.0079

Position

Administrative (N=93) 2 2 15 69 12

Non-administrative (N=398) 4 5 20 46 25

Chi. Sq. = 15.7 Sign. = 0.0034

Taola A.4.14(b): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that interaction in

a smell community is enjoyable, according to teacher's time in the district

STRONGLY SIRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE

Time in district

Up to 6 years (N=421) 3 7 22 49 20

More than 6 years (N=58) - 5 7 71 17

Chi. Sq. = 12.5 Sign. = 0.0140
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Table A.4.14(c): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that the local

people are friendly, according to teacher's time in the district

STRONGLY STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE

Time in district

Up to 6 years (N=437) 3 8 22 55 13

More than 6 years (N=57) 4 5 79 12

Chi. Sq. = 15.3 Sign. = 0.0041

Table A.4.14(d): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that local people

have a high regard for teachers, according to teacher's level of teaching and

sector

STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE -

STRONGLY

AGREE

Level of teaching

Primary (N=196) 4 24 35 32 5

Secondary (N=213) 14 27 37 19 3

Chi. Sq. = 18.5 Sign. = 0.0010

Sector

Government (N=415) 10 24 38 25 3

Catholic (N=72) 1 22 32 35 10

Chi. Sq. = 14 Sign. = 0.0074
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Table A.4.14(e): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teadhers that local people

go out of their way to mike teachers I, al pert of the community, according to

teacher's level of teaching, and to number of teachers at the school
(secondary)

STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE

STRONGLY

AGREE

Level of teaching

Primary (N:L200) 10 25 37 25 4

Secondary (N=213) 16 35 38 8 3

Chi. Sq. = 25.9 Sign. = 0.0000

Teachers at secondary school

Up to 15 (N=36) 14 36 25 14 11

More than 15 (N=174) 17 35 40 7 1

Chi. Sq. = 14.1 Sign. = 0.01

Table A.4.14(f): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that teachers are

genuinely accepted as members of the community, according to teacher's level
of teaching

STRONGLY STRONGLY
DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE

Level of teaching

Primary (N=200) 5 19 17 53 7

Secondary (N=214) 12 28 22 34 5

Chi. Sq. = 20.3 Sign. = 0.004
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Table A.4.14(g): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that teachers are

regarded as outsiders, according to teacher's level of teaching

STRONGLY STRONGLY

DISArgEE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE

Level of teaching

Primary (N=196) 5 34 25 28 9

Secondary (N=206) 5 17 28 35 15

Chi. Sq. = 16.4 Sign. = 0.0025

Table A.4.14(h): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that teachers find

it hard to accept being in the public eye, according to number of teachers at

primary school

STRONGLY STRONGLY

DISAGPFE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE

Teachers at primary school

1 (N=15) - 7 47 27 20

2-7 (N=58) 7 47 14 31 2

8-15 (N=34) 3 21 18 44 15

15+ (N=90) 6 34 19 37 4

Chi. Sq. = 27.8 Sign. = 0.0060
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Table A.4.14(i): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that there is a

lack of social life, according to teacher's time in the district and time at

school

STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE

s

NEITHER AOREE

STRONGLY

AGREE

Time in district

Up to 6 years (N:436) 21 35 13 19 12

More than 6 years (N=57) 21 65 5 7 2

Chi. Sq. = 23.6 Sign. = 0.0001

Time at school

Up to 1 year (N:198) 21 30 16 18 15

2-3 years (N:206) 20 39 11 20 9

More than 4 years (N:85) 21 55 8 9 6

Chi. Sq. = 23.7 Sign. = 0.0026
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Table 4.4.14(j): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teuchers that there is a
lack of sporting, cultural and leisure activities, according to number of

teachers at school (primary), time in the district, time at the school and
sector

STRONGLY STRONGLY
DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE

ra a a a

Teachers at primary school

1 (N=15) - 67 33

2-7 (N=58) 22 41 5 21 10

8-15 (N=34) 32 18 3 35 12

15+ (N=92) 24 48 8 17 3

Chi. Sq. = 46.8 Sign. = 0.0000

Time in district

Up to 6 years (N=437) 23 33 6 25 13

More than 6 years (N=57) 26 58 7 7

Chi. Sq. = 22.1 Sign. = 0.002

Time at school

Up to 1 year (N=199) 24 31 4 24 18

2-3 years (N=205) 21 36 6 27 10

More than 4 years (N=86) 30 47 11 11 2

Chi. Sq. = 31.8 Sign. = 0.0001

Sector

Government (N=419) 24 33 7 24 14

Catholic (N=72) 22 51 3 21 3

Chi. Sq. = 14 Sign. = 0.0072
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Table 4.4.15(a): Extant of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that, in general,

the relationship between school and cammunity is good, according to time at

the school, sector, and number of teachers at the school (primary)

STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISACKT NEITHER AGREE

STRONGLY

AGREE

Time at school

Up to 1 year (N=200) 6 12 22 52 9

2-3 years (N=204) 3 13 14 61 8

More than 4 years (N=87) 1 5 8 83 3

Chi. Sq. = 27.6 Sign. = 0.005

Sector

Gov.rnment (N=420) 5 12 18 60 6

Catholic (N=72) 1 6 8 68 17

Chi. Sq. = 16.9 Sign. = 0.0020

Teachers at primary school

1 (N=15) 7 20 40 33

2-7 (N=57) 4 5 7 70 14

8-15 (N=34) 6 9 24 59 3

15+ (N=93) 2 9 17 69 3

Chi. Sq. = 25.9 Si 01. = 0.01

Table A.4.15(b): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that parents'

interest in the children's education is low, according to teacher's level of

teaching

STRONGLy STRONGLY
DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE

Level of teaching

Primary (N=496) 7 34 21 25 14

Secondary (N=214) 1 10 21 48 20

Chi. Sq. = 50 Sign. = 0.000
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Table 4.4.15(c): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that teachers get

to know (class) parents well, according to teacher's time in the district,

time at the school, level of teaching, and number of teachers at the school

STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER ACME
STRONGLY

AGREE

Time in district

Up to 6 years (N=443) 6 17 20 44 12

More than 6 years (N=59) 2 17 59 22

Chi. Sq. = 18.1 Sign. = 0.0012

Time at school

Up to 1 year (N=202) 9 20 25 38 8

2-3 years (N=208) 4 13 18 49 17

More than 4 years (N=88) 11 14 58 17

Chi. Sq. = 33.4 Sign. = 0.0001

Level of teaching

Primary (N=201) 2 10 23 50 15

Secondary (N=219) 10 20 18 43 9

Chi. Sq. = 22.8 Sign. = 0.0001

Teachers at primary school

1 (N=16) 6 50 44

2-7 (N=58) 2 9 19 57 14

8-15 (N=34) 6 9 12 50 24

15+ (N=93) 1 13 32 45 9

Chi. Sq. = 27.3 Sign. = 0.0071

Teachers at secondary school

Up to 15 (N=36) 3 8 22 42 25

More an 15 (N=180) 11 23 18 42 6

Chi. Sq. = 15.6 Sign. = 0.01
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Table A.4.15(d): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that itinerants

place more value an education than do local residents, according to teachers0

time at the school and level of teaching

STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE

STRONGLY

AGREE

Time at school

Up to 1 year (N=190) 10 15 28 27 20

2-3 years (N=202) 15 23 19 23 20

More than 4 years (N=82) 12 39 20 21 9

Chi. Sq. = 27 Sign. = 0.0007

Level of teaching

Primary (N=187) 13 26 28 19 14

Secondary (N=211) 11 18 21 27 23

Chi. Sq. = 12.5 Sign. = 0.0140

Table A.4.15(e): Extent of agreement or disagreement among western teachers that lack of

personal privacy intrudes into their professional work, according to teacher's

level of teaching

STRONGLY STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE

% .. S .
.. ..

Level of teaching

Primary (N=195) 6 30 22 24 18

Secondary (N=206) 3 19 18 31 28

Chi. Sq. = 13.6 Sign. = 0.0007
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Table 4.4.16(a): Length of time western teachers plan to remain at their present school,

according to teacher's sex, marital status, time in the district, time at

present school and sector

LEAVE

IMMEDIATELY

END OF

YEAR

NEXT

YEAR 2 YEARS 3 YEARS

MORE THAN

3 YEARS

Sex

Male (N=182) 7 35 29 15 7 6

Female (N=317) 2 30 29 16 6 16

Chi. Sq. = 17.7 Sign. = 0.003

Marital status

Married (N=210) 4 29 21 15 9 23

Single (N=278) 4 34 37 16 5 4

Chi. Sq. = 50.2 Sign. = 0.0000

Time in district

Up to 6 years (N=443) 5 34 37, 16 7 6

Mnre than 6 years (N=c61 - 16 13 9 4 58

Chi. Sq. = 126.9 Sign. - 0.0000

Time at present school

Up to 1 year (N=201) 6 25 30 25 8 7

2-3 years (N=207) 3 42 32 8 7 8

4 years or more (N=86) 2 23 11 4 33

Chi. Sq. = 72.5 Sign. = 0.0000

Sector

Government (N=424) 4 34 30 16 7 9

Catholic (N=72) 3 22 28 14 7 27

Chi. Sq. = 17.7 Sign. = 0.003
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Table A.4.16(b): Western teachers' prefersice for sUbseguent isolated school, according to

position and number of teachers at school (primary)

SAME

SIZE SW LER LAktra

MUCH

LARGER

Position

Administrative (N=35) 37 9 51

Non-administrative (N=122) 59 21 19

Chi. Sq. = 16.7 Sign. = 0.0008

Teachers at irimm.y school

1 (N=9) 11 - 89

2-7 (N=22) 41 14 41 5

8-15 (N=10) 50 30 20

15+ (N=25) 60 36 4

Chi. Sq. = 27.7 Sign. = 0.0011

Table A.4.17: Western community respondents' degree of satisfaction with their town or district

as a place in which to live, according to their time in the district and to the

population size of town or district

VERY

SATISFIED SATISFIED

X

DIS- VERY

SATISFIED DISSATISFIED

X A

Time in district

Up to 6 years (N=78) 19 67 12 3

More than 6 years (N=133) 38 56 5 1

Chi. Sq. = 11.2 Sign. = 0.01

Population

0-999 (N=29) 17 79 3

1,000-5,000 (N=51) 22 63 10 6

5,000+ (N=123) 40 54 7

Chi. Sq. = 18.9 Sign. = 0.0044
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Table 4.4.18: Western community respondents' perception of desirable length of stay in one

school for principals, according to population of tan or district

'AMBER Cr YEARS

1 2 3 4 5 6

Population

0-999 (N=28) - 21 46 11 14 7

1,000-5,000 (N=50) - 18 36 14 20 12

5,000+ (N=119) 2 25 22 33 18

Chi. Sq. = 29.9 Sign. = 0.009

Table A.4.19: Western community respondents' perception of importance of isolation from family

and friends as a reamml for principals and teachers leaving the district,

according to respondents' length of residence in district

NOT SLIGHTLY MOD. VERY

IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT

A A a

Time in district

Up to 6 years (N=73) 18 11 29 43

More than 6 years (N=130) 13 25 49 25

Chi. Sq. = 11.0 Sign. = 0.0117

Table A.4.20: Western community respondents' extent of agreement or disagreement that the pro-

cedUres for selecting teachers for rural and isolated schools Should be improved,

according to respondents' length of residence in district

STRONGLY STRONGLY

DISAGREE DISAGREE NEITHER AGREE AGREE

Time in district

Up to 6 years (N=66) 2 5 32 55

More than 6 years (N=131) 4 18 47 32

Chi. Sq. = 13.0 Sign. = 0.0112
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Table A.5.1: Western commity respondents' rating of ability to teach multigrade classes,
according to population of community

NOT SLIGHTLY MODERATELY VERY ABSOLUTELY
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT ESSENTIAL

Population

0-999 (N=29)

1,000-5,000 (N=48)

5,000+ (N=119)

Chi. Sq. = 33.7 Sign. = 0.0000

4

8

7 7 35

10 29 25

16 37 29

52

31

10

Table A.5.2: Western primary teacher respondents' rating of the importance of Ability to teach

multigrade classes, according to number of teachers a. respondents' school

NOT SLIGHTLY MODUMAELY VERY ABSOLUTELY
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT ESSENTIAL

Teachers at primary school

1 (N=15) - - 27 13 60

2-7 (N=57) 2 7 7 47 37

8-15 (N=33) 3 6 18 49 24

15+ (N=87) - 13 33 35 20

Chi. Sq. = 30.9 Sign. = 0.0021

Table A.5.3: Western primary teacher respondents' rating of the importance of willingness to
work with low-ability students, according to number of teachers at respondents'
school

NOT SLIGHTLY MODERATELY VERY ABSOLUTELY
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT ESSENTIAL

a a 4

Teachers at primary school

7 47 33 11
1 (N=15)

2-7 (N=58) 10 10 50 29

8-15 (N=33) 6 9 52 33

15+ (N=90) - 3 24 50 22

Chi. Sq. = 30.5 Sign. = 0.0024
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Table A.5.4: Western primary teacher respondents' rating of the ipportance of Ability to

maintain discipline, according to nuaber of teachers at respondents' school

MODERATELY VERY ABSOLUTELY

IMPORTANT IMPORTANT ESSENTIAL

Teachers at primary school

1 (N=15) 33 53 13

2-7 (N=58) 14 59 28

8-15 (N=33) 52 40

15+ (N=89) 1 60 39

Chi. Sq. = 22.0 Sign. = 0.0012



Table A.6.1: Western teachers' perceptions of the emphasis given in their pre-service programs

to a number of arms, according to teachers' rar of gradation

YEAR OF GRADUATION

NONE LITTLE MODERATE GREAT

%

Teaching multigrades

Pre-1980 (N=206) 58 3'4 6 2

1980+ (N=279) 44 41 13 2

Chi. Sq. = 13.1 Sign. = 0.0044

Living in a rural community

Pre-1980 (N=205) 82 14 3 1

1980+ (N=281) 66 31 3

Chi. Sq. = 21.5 Sign. = 0.0001

School /community relations

Pre-1980 (N=203) 58 27 10 4

1980+ (N=283) 24 49 23 5

Chi. Sq. = 61.8 Sign. = 0.0000

Individualising instruction

Pre-1980 (N=202) 15 48 28 8

1980+ (N=279) 6 38 42 14

Chi. Sq. = 23.4 Sign. = 0.0000

Curriculum development

Pre-1960 (N=206) 16 33 40 12

1980+ (N=282) 5 21 47 28

Chi. Sq. = 37.5 Sign. = 0.0000

Teaching exceptional children within main3tream

Pre-1980 (N=207) 48 37 13 2

1980+ (N=283) 20 50 25 5

Chi. Sq. = 45.9 Sign. = 0.0000

CCP/mork program planning

Pre-1980 (N:199) 25 35 28 13

1980+ (N=278) 8 23 43 26

Chi. Sq. = 44.8 Sign. = 0.0000
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Table A.6.1 (contd)

YEAR OF GRADUATION

NONE LITTLE MODERATE GREAT

Utilising the local environment

Pre-1980 (N=205) 31 46 20 3

1980+ (N=282) 15 49 29 7

Chi. Sq. = 21.6 Sign. = 0.0001

Multicultural education

Pre-1980 (N=207) 62 24 13 1

1980+ (N=281) 25 37 29 10

Chi. Sq. = 74.6 Sign. = 0.0000

Issues related to Aboriginal education

Pre-1980 (N=206) 65 25 9 1

1980+ (N=279) 35 39 22 4

Chi. Sq. = 45.2 Sign. = 0.0000
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Table A.7.1: Importance to western teachers of regular contact with subject specialist, accord-

ing to level of teaching

NOT SLIGHTLY MODERATELY VERY

IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT

Level of teething

Primary (N=194) 4 14 42 39

Secondary (N=218) 3 8 31 58

Chi. Sq. = 15.4 Sign. = 0.0015

TabIL A.7.2: Importance to western teachers of access to teaching resources, according to
recency of pre-service teacher education

NOT SLIGHTLY MODERATELY VERY

IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT

Year of graduation

Pre-1980 (Nr213) < 1 11 42 47

1980+ (N=283) 1 3 23 73

Chi. Sq. = 36.7 Sign. = 0.000

Table A.7.3: Levi of personal adjustment difficulties among married and single western
teachers

NO SOME CONSIDERABLE

DIFFICULTY DIFFICULTY DIFFICULTY

Marital status

Married (N=212) 57

Single (N=263) 40

Other (N=21) 38

Chi. Sq. = 15.0 Sign. = 0.004

32 12

41 19

43 19
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Table A.7.4: Level of difficulty in adjusting experienced by western teachers according to

length of time in district

LENGTH OF TINE IN DISTRICT

ND

DIFFICULTY

A

SOME

DIFFICULTY

A

CUNSIDERABLE

DIFFICULTY

A

Personal adjustment

Up to 6 years (N=439) 43 40 17

Greater than 6 years (N=58) 78 15 7

Chi. Sq. = 25.2 C -n. = 0.0000

Social adjustment

Up to 6 years (N=438) 47 40 12

Greater than 6 years (N=58) 76 21 3

Chi. Sq. = 17.1 Sigr = 0.0002

Professional adjustment

Up to 6 years (N=438) 43 46 11

Greater than 6 years (N=59) 64 29 7

Chi. Sq. = 9.5 Sign. = 0.009
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Table A.7.5: Value of various swport/adVisory structures to western teachers, according to

teacher's sex

SEX

NO

VALUE

LITTLE

VALUE

SOME

VALUE

GREAT

VALUE

Family and friends

Male (N=132) 23 21 36 19

Female (N=243) 8 16 39 37

Chi. Sq. = 26.0 Sign. = 0.000

School indUction package

Male (N=139) 21 24 42 14

Female (N=187) 9 23 42 26

Chi. Sq. = 14.7 Sign. = 0.002

Beginning teacher seminars

Male (N=97) 29 20 33 17

Female (N=160) 12 26 41 20

Chi. Sq. = 10.7 Sign. = 0.013

Table A.7.6: Value of P. & C. or P. & F. as a support and advisory body to western teachers and
administrators

NO LITTLE SOME

VALUE VALUE VALUE

GREAT

VALUE

Position

Administrative (N=79) 11 30 49 9

Non-administrative (N=290) 25 32 33 10

Chi. Sq. = 10.1 Sign. = 0.01
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Table A.7.7: Value of Regional Office and Catholic Education Office seminars to western

teachers, according to year of graduation, employer, and level of teaching

NO

VAL1E

r

LITTLE

VALUE

SOME

VALUE

GREAT

VALUE

Year of graduation

Pre-1980 (N=59) 7 3 71 19

1980+ (N=53) 24 9 43 23

Chi. Sq. = 11.3 Sign. = 0.009

Employer

Government (N=65) 23 9 55 1:

Catholic (N=47) 4 2 62 32

Chi. Sq. = 13.8 Sign. = 0.003

Level of teaching

Primary (N=64) 11 2 62 25

Secondary (N=31) 26 16 42 16

Chi. Sq. = 12.2 Sign. = 0.006

Table A.7.8: Western community opinion on community involvement/assiAance in the classroom,

according to sex of respondent and size of township

NO YES

or

Sex

42 58Male (N=48)

Female (N=149) 13 87

Chi. Sq. = 17.3 Sign. = 0.000

Populat,on

0-999 (N=28) 100

1,000-5,000 (N=46) 24 76

5,000+ (N=117) 25 75

Chi. Sq. = 8.7 Sign. = 0.012
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